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KEY TAKEAWAYS
The 2015 designation of the San Antonio Missions as a World Heritage Site (WHS) by the United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) offers both a source of pride in
our past and an opportunity for our future. In June 2016, the City of San Antonio (CoSA) partnered
with The University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA) to conduct an economic and cultural heritage
tourism market analysis for Mission San José and Mission San Juan. This resulted in the Missions of
San Antonio: Market Assessment and Report of Mission San José and Mission San Juan.
The full report details the results of the cultural heritage tourism market analysis for the San
Antonio Missions—Mission San José and Mission San Juan. The report is divided into two parts.
Section I provides highlights from the economic analysis, conducted between June and July 2016,
which incorporates business and population inventories, socioeconomic environment summary, an
account of the existing development landscape and examples from other WHSs.
Section II uses field surveys, visitor surveys, and business inventories up to Summer of 2016, to
provide current and potential market information for cultural heritage tourism along with
guidelines for sustainable development.
It should be noted that recommendations and conclusions are not solely geared toward the
inscribed WHS or the National Park Service (NPS) sites, but more focused on the one-mile study
area around each mission.
General Recommendations from Local Economy Assessment:
Mission San José recommendations differ from those for Mission San Juan as the former is closer to
downtown and is more urban, while the latter is more rural due to its lack of commercial and
residential development. However, both missions should be:
▪
▪
▪
▪

easily accessible by all means of transportation, including walking;
inviting, welcoming and complementary to the missions’ feel,
geared toward the missions’ visitors and city residents, and
working toward digital inclusion.

General Recommendations from Cultural Heritage Tourism Market Analysis:
For any development around a WHS to succeed, it must be done in a way that protects the historic
and physical structures, but also protects its intangible heritage—its culture. The active
engagement of community organizations is important to the long-term success of the San Antonio
Missions as a WHS. It is also important to include heritage tourism activities that connect the
colonial history of the San Antonio Missions to other authentic experiences in the area, for example:
▪
▪
▪
▪

day-trip tours to Goliad;
drive the Camino Real;
visit El Rancho de las Cabras; and
offer hiking, biking or horseback riding activities.

Overall Recommendations for Mission San José:
The Mission can capitalize on its history as a market place and town center by:
▪

encouraging prospects for outdoor dining and plaza-style shopping such as unique cafes,
icehouses and gift shops;
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▪
▪

maintaining/supporting existing amenities for youth to support family oriented
programming like heritage related activities;
tailoring street corridors to be either mixed-use developments (Roosevelt Avenue),
pedestrian-oriented (Flores Street), targeted renovations (South Presa Street), and
conserving and enhancing potential to connect Mission San José and Mission San Juan
(Mission Road).

Overall Recommendations for Mission San Juan:
This Mission can leverage its historical agricultural setting by:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

utilizing over 45 acres of green space for farmer’s market, interactive (‘pick your own’)
farms and cooking classes;
considering breweries, wineries, and food specialty shops;
examining the feasibility of providing recreational activities such as camping, fishing, and
extending canoeing opportunities;
fostering educational and social activities such as art and craft classes;
developing prospects for unique accommodations like bed and breakfasts;
connecting Brooks City Base to Berg’s Mill, Mission San Juan and Stinson Airport.

Recommendations Regarding Existing Tools:
The City of San Antonio and its partners may benefit from existing tools by:
▪
▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

conducting a survey of “Traditional Cultural Property” according to established federal
guidelines for nominating property to the National Register of Historic Places;
conducting when appropriate Social Impact Assessments as recommended by the US
Environmental Protection Agency per the National Environmental Protection Act which
calls for consideration of social impact prior to federal undertakings or activities;
considering Heritage Impact Assessments prescribed by the International Council on
Monuments and Sites to evaluate impact of potential real estate development on the
Outstanding Universal Value of properties;
retaining existing CoSA programs and policies to better sustain intangible heritage;
educating to promote use of tax credit programs for new and revitalized commercial uses;
being continuously aware of policies and plans that can be leveraged for development and
also be a source for collaboration for all invested in the area.

New Ideas for Existing Residents and Businesses:
Existing residents and businesses could potentially mitigate possible population displacement and
de facto conserve the integrity of the WHS by:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

enhancing business opportunities and create jobs by providing direct assistance to small,
local entrepreneurs and promote a public history education industry sector;
promoting tax benefits of conservation easements;
producing brochures and guides to legacy businesses and offer financial assistance;
promoting pride and increase awareness in cultural identity of the region;
promoting and collaborating on education programs for the building arts;
enhancing and increasing awareness of programs to allow private commercial uses on
public property.
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This executive summary presents highlights and key takeaways from the full report.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Long before city of San Antonio came into existence, the Spanish Missions were built as
communities that fostered enduring beliefs, values, and traditions. The missions linked
communities along the river. Mission San José was known as the “Queen of the Missions” as it was a
vibrant social center while Mission San Juan struggled to maintain a semblance of growth. Once
hubs of intense community activity, the mission system as a whole declined during the late
eighteenth century. The Missions became secularized, and the lands surrounding them were
divided and distributed among remaining inhabitants. During the nineteenth century, neglect and
abandonment plagued the structures.
All five of the San Antonio Missions were collectively named as a UNESCO (United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization) World Heritage Site in 2015. With this
designation comes the opportunity to incentivize local prosperity, create meaningful jobs, and
foster increased pride of place in t the World Heritage area. Although the missions no longer
function as they originally did, four are still active parishes and used by the local population. The
missions retain a great deal of their religious and cultural significance. Mission San José is closer to
the urban core of San Antonio and Mission San Juan has a distinctly rural ambiance.
In recent years with the advent of the Mission Reach and WHS designation, the Southside along
with other parts of the City are finding renewed interest in development. It is vital to the success of
the missions as a WHS to simultaneously maximize the potential of the missions as a collective
destination for cultural heritage tourism and maintain the existing structures and appropriate uses
of buildings within the Buffer Zone for residential and commercial purposes.
It is imperative that local government agencies and community partners cultivate close
communication to ensure alignment, minimize the risk of duplicative services, and integrate
development with the community and their heritage to preserve the missions’ identity. Therefore,
collaboration efforts are critical to the success of sustainable cultural development and
preservation of the missions. The potential exists for community-based cultural heritage tourism to
be sustainably developed—allowing for prosperity without destruction or displacement. It should
be noted that CoSA’s World Heritage Office has been diligently working on developing programs,
initiatives, and collaborations since the inception of this study. However, all of their initiatives may
not be fully captured at the release of this publication.
This study closely examined the demographic, socioeconomic, and business context of the missions
as well as analyzed the current and potential cultural heritage activity. This study focuses on two
missions: Mission San José y San Miguel de Aguayo (shortened to “Mission San José”) and Mission
San Juan Capistrano (shortened to “Mission San Juan”). These are the “middle two” of the four
mission locations south of the Alamo (formerly Mission San Antonio de Valero).
The study began in June 2016. The market assessment portion was conducted through July 2016,
and the subsequent cultural heritage tourism market analysis was carried out until January 2017.
The market assessment highlighted descriptive historical and current residential trends and an
inventory of existing businesses in the study areas was developed. This business inventory dataset
along with the results of the analysis helped to paint a picture of the socioeconomic situation of
residents and to inform potential opportunities. The cultural heritage market analysis investigated
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current and potential cultural heritage activity around Mission San José and Mission San Juan. In
order to promote sustainable local economic development that could benefit residents,
stakeholders need to further study the areas, encourage small business growth in the cultural
heritage tourism sector, and support currently successful heritage activities.

II.

METHODOLOGY
In order to report on the local economy several methods of data collection were carried out. These
include a business inventory and gap analysis, population inventory, workforce potential and
consumer spending. To perform a tourism market analysis, literature reviews, economic impact
analyses, online surveys, site analyses, maps, plans, and reports were conducted. Details of data
collection and information sources can be found in the full report.

The Local Economy Assessment
To develop an inventory of businesses currently operating in a one-mile radius of both the San Juan
and San José Missions, two databases were compiled to create a more thorough portrait of local
businesses. Retail Gap Analyses for Mission San José and Mission San Juan were conducted using a
one-mile radius from their respective addresses as the geographic area of study. The analyses
compare consumer expenditures (demand) and retail sales (supply) figures to assess gaps or
surpluses in the market.
Peer comparisons aim to generate ideas for how to effectively leverage the WHS status for Mission
San José and Mission San Juan. To identify types of businesses that developed near other WHSs in
the years following the official WHS designation, other studies were used for comparisons outside
and within the U.S. Additionally, comparisons were made among similar historic missions in the
U.S., both within and outside of Texas, to identify mission specific ideas for San José and San Juan.
This historical data analysis compared demographic, housing, and socioeconomic variables
between the Mission San Juan and Mission San José neighborhoods and Bexar County from 1970 to
2010. The most recent demographic data for the one-mile radius of each mission included
race/ethnicity, household type, housing characteristics, and poverty levels. Data for the workforce
report included, age/sex cohorts, educational attainment, unemployment, occupation, income,
income spent on housing, and housing affordability. The consumer analysis briefly illustrated
notable consumer spending habits between the two study areas before specifically focusing in
much more detail on the spending habits by category of good or service for each of the Missions
Area. Future five-year projections for the Missions Area and the County for various demographic
variables between 2015 and 2020 ,which were provided by the Small Business Development Center
Network at UTSA, has projected changes in various demographic variables between 2015 and 2020.

Tourism Market Analysis
Data collection included a survey of mission visitors, field surveys within a one-mile radius and
business inventories around the missions. The field survey was conducted in order to gather visual
data on the existing business structures and properties. Observations from the field and analyses of
maps using GIS provided information about existing conditions, unique features, historic
significance, authenticity, infrastructure, and tourism potential. The visitor survey was conducted
online and on-site to determine the nature of current visitors and the potential for growth in the
cultural heritage tourism sector. The survey was administered between July 27, 2016 and January
22, 2017. Subsequently the inventory was used to evaluate the potential for the businesses to
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engage with anticipated increases in cultural heritage tourism.

III.

BUSINESS LANDSCAPE
Local Economy of Area Businesses: San José
The one-mile radius from Mission San José offers a variety of goods and services with over 300
businesses spanning 13 categories. The most common category of businesses is Retail Trade, which
accounts for 79 of the 317 verified businesses, reported revenues ranging from $140,000 to
$59.839 million, and reported years of operation ranging from 1 to 32. The types of businesses in
this category include convenience stores, automotive dealers, and pharmacies. Other common
industry categories include, Educational and Social Services (43), followed by Food Services and
Drinking Places (37) and Financial Services and Telecommunications (22).
With 94 verified franchises, the rest of the area is mainly composed of locally owned businesses.
Approximately 20 franchises have opened within the last three years while 29 non-franchises also
began operations within the same period. Roughly half of the businesses operating 10 years or less
are making between $500,000 and $19 million, while the other half makes less than $500,000.
In the San José area, four general corridors were identified within a one-mile radius, each with
distinct business characteristics: Roosevelt, South Presa, South Flores, and Southwest Military. For
a qualitative and geographic description of these corridors, please refer to full report. Additionally,
the cultural heritage market analysis summary provides a more descriptive assessment of the
corridors.

Local Economy of Area Businesses: San Juan
Mission San Juan is more rural and contains less development compared to Mission San José. A total
of 29 businesses were verified within the one-mile radius of Mission San Juan. Of those businesses,
13 NAICS sectors were represented. The most prevalent industry is Construction and
Manufacturing, which accounts for 6 of the 29 businesses in the area, with up to 32 years in
operation. The largest employers are those in the Educational and Social Services category. There
are no businesses from the Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation category. Only one verified business
is classified under Accommodation and the only business classified under Food Services and
Drinking Places is a nightclub. Business distribution is sparse, and the rest of the businesses in the
area are a mix of military-industrial development.
Businesses within the Professional and Technical Services, Real Estate and Rental/Leasing, Retail
Trade, Wholesale Trade, and Construction and Manufacturing categories reported over a million
dollars in revenue. The remaining businesses either are non-profits or earn under $500,000 a year.
There are six franchises verified within a one-mile radius of Mission San Juan, which make
anywhere from $461,000 to upwards of $13 million. Businesses established within the last four
years earned less than $500,000.

IV.

SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT LANDSCAPE OF
THE MISSIONS’ AREA
Social Environment
The Southside of San Antonio has been described as “enormous and diverse, and is as varied from
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neighborhood [to neighborhood] as the people who live here [1].” The River South, a portion of the
San Antonio River that traverses all the Missions except the Alamo has been described as an area
with a declining population, higher poverty, lower educational levels and median income when
compared to City data [1]. Lack of development and struggling schools pose challenges for growth.
Most new buyers and renters look to settle in the northern part of the City, which has a reputation
of better schools. Other challenges include building amenities, like dining and entertainment that
attract new residents. Despite its challenges, developers have shown interest in building residential
and commercial properties in these communities. While neighborhood organizations and residents
encourage development that is responsible and will keep the character of the community, they have
dissuaded apparent unsustainable development in the past.
This section summarizes the social landscape surrounding Mission San José and Mission San Juan.
Several snapshots highlight crime, schools, infrastructure, community relationships, and current
development. The full report details snapshots of the two mission communities.

i.

Crime

The River South neighborhoods have elevated incidences of robbery, vehicle burglary, prostitution
and murder, compared to the City as a whole. These conclusions are drawn from crime data
provided by the San Antonio Police department from 2012-2015 for the one-mile radius of Mission
San José and Mission San Juan.1 For additional crime statistics, reference the larger report.

ii.

Schools

The reputation associated with the low attrition rates of SAISD is a challenge for the school districts
in the Southside. San Antonio Independent School District (SAISD) and the Harlandale Independent
School District (HISD) are both within a mile radius of Mission San José. The one-mile radius of
Mission San Juan includes the same two districts as Mission San José, in addition to the Southside
Independent School District (SISD) [2]. Currently, there are also at least five charter schools in the
area, which provide an alternative to public school.

iii.

Infrastructure

The Southside of San Antonio has traditionally lacked essential infrastructure. Homes on the
Southside are also typically more affordable than some areas in the North Side, with homes listed at
a median price of $190,000 compared to $255,000. According to a recent study conducted for CoSA
[3], in 2010 only 103,000 people lived on the far Southside of the City. Bexar County is projected to
grow by 1.1 million people by the year 2040 [4]. They predicted a market demand of 21% of new
housing units on the Southside by the year 2040, which equals to approximately 119,000 housing
units. With the new World Heritage Site designation along with other projects such as Mission
Reach, the City hopes to improve existing and future infrastructure in the area for the benefit of
current and future residents.

iv.

Development Landscape

With the uniqueness of the missions’ cultural heritage of the people of the Southside region, it will
be imperative that future developers coordinate with the stakeholders in the area. Southside San
Antonio has a diverse set of organizations, businesses, and city officials that have varying views on
development near the missions. City officials, have taken a centrist approach, working to promote
It is important to note that the crime information consists of only a few years, generalizations made from
crime data may not necessarily be accurate.
1
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growth in the area, while also endeavoring to preserve the overall landscape and culture of the
missions. The City of San Antonio has incentives, policies, and programs designed to spur economic
development. These include the Inner City Reinvestment and Infill Policy (ICRIP), Center City
Housing Incentive Program (CCHIP), vacant building registration program, local tax exemptions in
historic districts, and regulations to comply with retaining WHS status.
DEMOGRAPHIC LANDSCAPE

Historical Data Trends
Demographic data across five decades, from 1970 to 2010 data reveals that there are more
Hispanics and fewer Whites and Blacks in the Mission neighborhoods than in the County. There has
been a decrease in married families and an increase in female-headed households as well as nonfamilies countywide, inclusive of the Missions neighborhoods. The foreign-born population
increased for both populations, but the rate of increase varied between the Missions neighborhoods
and the County. In addition, there was a higher rate of female-headed households in the Mission
neighborhoods. The percentage of young children and youth declined over time in both areas but
the percentage of both in the Missions neighborhoods are higher than the County. The percentage
of aging population increased over the period of time in the county, while for the Missions
neighborhood the percentage was higher and steady until 1990 and subsequently decreased.
The housing trends data reveals that over the forty-year period there is a higher percentage of
renter-occupied, smaller housing units, and an older housing stock in the Missions neighborhoods
compared to the County. There are fewer single-family homes in the Missions neighborhoods
compared to the County. The number of renter-occupied, multifamily housing units has continued
to increase with an aging housing stock in the Missions neighborhoods.
According to the data, there is a greater percentage of the population with no high school diploma
in the Missions neighborhoods compared to the County, although this rate has decreased over the
forty-year period while high school graduation and those obtaining a bachelor’s degree has
increased. Over time, both unemployment and poverty have been higher in the Missions
neighborhoods compared to the County averages. Both variables had similar high rates of
fluctuation between 1990 and 2010 for the Missions neighborhoods and County.

Current Demography
The most recent demographic data for race/ethnicity, household type, housing characteristics, and
poverty levels are obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau American Community Survey (ACS) 20102014 Five-Year Averages for eight Census tracts that represent the population closest to the two
missions. The results reveal that there are proportionally more Hispanics and fewer non-Hispanic
Whites and non-Hispanic Blacks in the mission neighborhoods than in Bexar County. The most
common forms of household are one-person non-family households and three-person family
households. There are slightly more owner-occupied housing units than renter-occupied housing
units, and among owner-occupied units, slightly more have mortgages than are ‘free and clear’.
Finally, the poverty rate in the Missions’ neighborhoods is somewhat higher than the rate in CoSA
and in Bexar County as a whole.
According to the ACS, the Five-Year Average for the population of the eight census tracts is 34,428;
of this total, 86.2% is Hispanic/Latino (of all races); 10.0% is non-Hispanic White; 2.3% is nonHispanic Black; non-Hispanic American Indian, Asian and Other are 0.5% or less each. There are a
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total of 12,780 households in the eight Census tracts. Of these, 68.2% are family households and
31.8% are non-family households. Only 25% of family households have two persons, while 75%
have three or more. As for non-family households, 97% of non-family households have two or fewer
persons (1-person households hold 85.0%).
There are an estimated 12,157 housing units in the eight Census tracts. Note that this number will
not necessarily be identical to the number of households for various reasons—one of which is the
presence of group quarters. Of these housing units, 90% are occupied (10% are vacant). Of the
occupied housing units approximately 53% are owner-occupied versus the approximately 47%
renter-occupied. Among the 5,785 owner-occupied units, 3,002 (52%) have a mortgage while 2,783
(48%) do not have a mortgage (i.e., they are owned ‘free-and-clear’).
Of the 10,940 households in occupied housing units in the eight Census tracts, 3,144 (28.7%) are
considered to live at or below the poverty level. Neighborhoods closer to the City center tend to
have a higher share of households living in poverty compared to those further from the city center.
However, neighborhoods vary incongruously as one census block group around Mission San José
exhibiting one of the lowest poverty rates within this part of San Antonio and another close to
Mission San Juan has a relatively high rate comparatively.

Current Workforce
The workforce of the population is a specific and important segment because of its relevance to
existing or prospective businesses in the area. It can be thought of as the population who is of
working age (generally 15-64). However, additional factors influence whether or not someone is
employed—including education, occupation type, income, housing affordability relative to income,
etc. The Missions’ neighborhoods have noticeably fewer people aged 30-44 (Generation X), but in
general, they have a higher proportion of the working age population than the City or the County.
The Mission San José neighborhood has a higher share of elderly than the Mission San Juan
neighborhood.
The Mission San Juan workforce—although only a fraction of the size of the Mission San José
workforce—is better educated, has a lower rate of unemployment, has a higher share of the
workforce in management occupations, a higher median household income, and a lower share of
income spent on housing, compared to the Mission San José workforce. There is often a strong
correlation between educational attainment and other socioeconomic variables such as median
household income, rate of unemployment, and access to economic opportunities.
Generally, the further away from downtown San Antonio a census tract is located, the higher the
educational attainment. However, this is a common phenomenon in many urban areas and not
specific to San Antonio or its missions. Approximately 28% of the population around Mission San
José has attended college of any sort, while around Mission San Juan, about 49% of the population
has attended some form of college. The Census tracts associated with Mission San José have a rate
of unemployment (12.5%), significantly higher than the rate for those associated with Mission San
Juan (6.6%)
The share of the population in the five occupation types are relatively similar across the census
tracts associated with Missions San José and San Juan. With Sales and Office occupying roughly 2426% of both populations; Natural Resources, Construction, and Maintenance occupying roughly 1517.5% of both populations; and similarly, Production, Transportation, and Material Moving
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occupying another 13-15%. The principal distinction seen between the occupation ‘types’
associated with the eight Census tracts are in Management, Business, Science, and Arts and Service
occupations. The share of the population in San Juan working in the former is 29%, which is higher
than the share of the population in San José working in that type (21%). Conversely, the share of
the population in San José working in the latter (service occupations) is almost double the share of
the population in San Juan working in that type: 26% to almost 14%.
In general, service occupations will result in a lower median income than management occupations,
but there is much variation within those broad ‘types’ as well. The median household income (MHI)
in the Census tracts associated with Mission San Juan is just over $50,000; this is consistent with
managerial occupations. The MHI in the Census tracts associated with Mission San José is just under
$30,000; this is consistent with many service industry occupations.
The median amount of income spent on housing in the Census tracts associated with San José is
$7,944; the median amount spent on housing in the Census tracts associated with San Juan is
$11,694. However, the average share of income spent on housing in the Census tracts associated
with San José is 26.89% of MHI, while the average share spent on housing in the Census tracts
associated with San Juan is 23.33%. Briefly, 651 of the 3002 (21.7%) households in owner-occupied
units with a mortgage are paying 35% or more of their household income toward ownership costs;
316 of the 2,678 (11.8%) households in owner-occupied units without a mortgage are paying that
portion of their income toward ownership costs; and 2,204 of the 4,807 (45.8%) households in
renter-occupied units are paying 35% of more of their household income toward rent.

Future Demographic and Workforce Trends
i.

Total Population, Median Age, and Age Cohorts

The total population within a one-mile radius of Mission San José is projected to increase by about
1.9% between 2015 and 2020, while the total population within a one-mile radius of Mission San
Juan is projected to increase by about 13.8% within that five-year time span. The population of
Bexar County aggregates these two areas and many others, with a mixture of slow-growing urban
‘core’ and fast-growing urban ‘periphery’, and thus it grows by about 7.7%, a rate just about
halfway between the rates of the two Missions Area populations. Just as with total population, the
median age in all three areas will increase, but the median ages themselves are and will be quite
different. The population around Mission San Juan will have a median age of 28.5 in 2020, the
youngest of the three study areas by far. The population around Mission San José will have a
median age of 31.6 in 2020. That is older than the population around Mission San Juan, but still
younger than the median age of Bexar County, which will be 34.0 in 2020. This is a reflection of the
predominantly Hispanic/Latino population in the area around both Missions: though the
Hispanic/Latino population will be aging in the next five years, it will be doing so from a lower
median age than the non-Hispanic/Latino population. All three study-areas will see a decline in the
percentage of adolescents (15-19) and a steep decline (10% or more) in the percentage of young
adults (20-24). All three study-areas will also see a drastic increase (above 18%) in the percentage
of adults of early retirement age (65-74).

ii.

Race and Ethnicity

The most notable changes between 2015 and 2020 are the increase in the Hispanic population (of
all races) and the decrease in the non-Hispanic White population within the one-mile radius of
Mission San José. The race/ethnicity of the population within a one-mile radius of Mission San Juan
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demonstrates most notable changes between 2015 and 2020 to be the increase in the Hispanic
population (of all races) and the decrease in the non-Hispanic White and non-Hispanic Black
populations. This change is larger than the change seen for the population within a one-mile radius
of Mission San José. The most notable changes of race and ethnicity for Bexar County between 2015
and 2020 are the increase in the Hispanic population (of all races), the decrease in the non-Hispanic
White population, and the increase in the non-Hispanic Asian and non-Hispanic Other populations.

iii.

Educational Attainment

The projected changes in educational attainment (the highest level of education achieved) as a
share of the population in 2015 and 2020, in general, is lower within the one-mile radius of Mission
San José than Mission San Juan. The population within the one-mile radius of Mission San Juan, in
turn is lower than the educational attainment of the population of Bexar County.

iv.

Median Household Income

It is evident that the MHI of the population within a one-mile radius of Mission San José ($26,386) is
significantly lower in 2015 than the MHI of Bexar County ($51,125) and the MHI of the population
within a one-mile radius of Mission San Juan ($50,696), and is also projected to remain significantly
lower in 2020. All three areas are projected to see an increase in MHI between 2015 and 2020;
however, Bexar County ($61,650) will see an increase of over 20%, while the populations within a
one-mile radius of Mission San José ($29,662) and Mission San Juan ($57,656) will see smaller
increases of 12-14%.

V.

CONSUMER SPENDING
The analysis conducted illustrates the spending habits by category of good or service. Consumer
spending across the neighborhoods associated with Missions San José and San Juan have specific
similarities and differences. Both neighborhoods spend relatively more on certain clothing items.
They both spend heavily on children’s clothing. The San Juan mission neighborhood spends high
dollar amounts on infants and pre-school children clothes. For food and drink, both neighborhoods
spend similarly on specific food and drink items, including powdered drinks. The mission
neighborhoods differ in their consumption of automotive items. Those in the Mission San José
neighborhood travel more often internationally than the national average to Peru, Cuba, and Mexico
and are more likely to use an RV or to take public transportation (such as Greyhound or Amtrak) to
travel domestically. Those in the Mission San Juan neighborhood are much more likely to travel
internationally to Cuba and El Salvador compared to the national average. For entertainment, both
neighborhoods watch horror movies more frequently than the national average. However, Mission
San José residents are more likely to take part in some gambling events while Mission San Juan
residents travel to do some outdoor activities not available in the immediate area.

VI.

LEARNING FROM OTHER US WORLD HERITAGE SITES AND
MISSIONS
With the WHS designation now in place for the five San Antonio Missions, it is important to examine
how other sites have capitalized on their WHS status. The other studies used for comparisons
namely the Rebanks Consulting, 2009 [5] and Harbinger Consulting, 2013 [6] identified three U.S.
WHS (La Fortaleza, Independence Hall, and Monticello and the University of Virginia) with similar
characteristics to the San Antonio Missions. In addition, CCBR also examined Taos Pueblo in New
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Mexico.
These comparisons conclude that site-specific interventions are necessary for each mission. One of
the goals for the Rebanks comprehensive study was to identify best practices that new WHS could
use to leverage their new designation. Their findings highlight that any socio-economic impacts on
the Missions Areas are dependent on numerous variables pre-WHS designation and the concerted
efforts post-designation. The comparison reveals that amendments necessary for best practices
include having: i) walkable communities, ii) businesses tailored to the heritage of the site within
close proximity to the WHS and iii) architecture and beautification customized for the WHS.

Other Missions Comparisons
Similar to the findings of WHS peer comparisons, mission comparisons provide some general ideas
on how to best nurture more extensive activities likely to attract and retain tourists in the area. The
missions identified were those that serve as active visitor centers or have cultivated their cultural
heritage into a place brand. Each selected mission had distinct characteristics, but had at least one
similarity to the San Antonio Missions. These missions selected for demonstrating a range of
development are Mission Nuestra Senora del Espiritu Santo de Zungia (Goliad, TX), San Miguel
Chapel (Santa Fe, NM), Mission San Juan Capistrano (San Juan Capistrano, CA), Mission San
Buenaventura (Ventura, CA), Mission Santa Ines (Solvang, CA), and Mission San Francisco Solano
(Sonoma, CA). Three types of mission locality were identified- remote, town, and city. One of the
key highlights of San Antonio Missions is their interconnectedness and their connection to Rancho
de las Cabras (Spanish Colonial Ranch) and to El Camino Real de los Tejas (a national historic trail).
Local organizations are already exploring how to best capitalize on these connections.
Highlights of Missions in the U.S.
● Missions classified as having a town locality usually have businesses near the mission with
matching façade architecture.
● The majority of the missions that were identified as remote, specifically in New Mexico,
relied on tourism and had many restaurants.
● Some city missions in California are surrounded by golf courses or wineries. These
entertainment centers are aimed at tourists and residents alike.
● Many of the missions reviewed offer shopping centers, parks, wineries, and a selection of
restaurants all within walking distance and ample parking.

VII.

ANALYSIS OF THE EXISTING URBAN FABRIC
The areas around Mission San José and Mission San Juan provide great opportunity for CoSA and its
residents to integrate development with the community and their heritage to preserve the
missions’ identity. Thus, the local communities can improve their quality of life without being
displaced, losing their authenticity, and without irreversibly damaging the environment [7].
Studying the area, encouraging small business growth in the cultural heritage tourism sector, and
supporting currently successful heritage activities will promote sustainable local economic
development, with access to prosperity for the residents.

Importance of the Community
Successful WHS in other locations work together with their communities. The local people are key
to all successful WHS because they bring a cultural affluence to the sites and make the places real
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for visitors. Local people support the sites with services, providing environments that enhance the
visitor’s experience, and the local economy is invigorated by the interaction. People living in these
heritage areas work in a strategic way to integrate themselves into the life of the heritage
resources.
Cultural heritage tourists look for the authentic experience of a place. Cultural tourism is fueled by
special-interest visitors, where culture forms the basis of either attracting or motivating people to
travel [8]. Tourists can empower a local community by supporting it economically. Businesses
around a WHS enter the tourism sector aspiring profits by providing goods and services for the
travelers [9]. For example, Blaenavon Industrial Landscape in South Wales and Edinburg, Scotland
have both benefitted from the WHS designation to enhance socio-economics and quality of life for
the local community while increasing cultural tourism and attracting new residents [6]. These
successful examples show that a strong heritage site must not be isolated from its surrounding
community.

Future Land Use
A one-mile radius around both Missions were analyzed and some commercial corridors were
observed. Around Mission San José, Flores Street has a local and pedestrian character; Roosevelt
Avenue is a car oriented street that has a larger commercial scale; Military Highway is a
commercial-oriented thoroughfare, with large franchises and big parking lots facing the road; and
Presa Street tends to be a more industrial-oriented route, though it has some significant sections
related to the heritage of automobile tourism in America. The Future Land Use from CoSA shows
that these main corridors mentioned have a new mixed-use designation. Mixed-use is a type of
development that integrates more than two uses, normally residential with commercial, but
cultural and institutional sectors may form part of the project.

VIII.

CULTURAL HERITAGE BUSINESSES AROUND MISSION SAN JOSÉ AND
MISSION SAN JUAN
The International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) defines heritage as:
“Heritage is a broad concept and includes the natural as well as the cultural environment. It
encompasses landscapes, historic places, sites and built environments, as well as
biodiversity, collections, past and continuing cultural practices, knowledge and living
experiences. It records and expresses the long processes of historic development, forming
the essence of diverse national, regional, indigenous and local identities and is an integral
part of modern life. It is a dynamic social reference point and positive instrument for
growth and change. The particular heritage and collective memory of each locality or
community is irreplaceable and an important foundation for development, both now and
into the future.” [10]
The Missions’ cultural heritage is an asset for CoSA that could be leveraged to bring real economic
benefits to the surrounding community.
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Existing Businesses within a One-Mile Radius of San José and San Juan
Missions
As discussed previously, there are four established commercial corridors in the study area, in
addition to Mission Road. These corridors include Roosevelt, Southwest Military, South Flores
South Presa, and Mission Road.
Roosevelt Avenue: This corridor has tire and automotive shops, convenience stores, rental
apartments, restaurants and pharmacies. The golf course is already an attraction. The Mission
Library is a great resource for the local population. Most of the businesses are non-franchised. It
does not have consistent sidewalks or bike lanes. This is a car-oriented street where pedestrians do
not feel welcomed, and yet has more bus routes than the other corridors because it is an arterial
road.
Southwest Military: This corridor has an established commercial strip with restaurants, electronic
goods, clothing stores, car care, and personal services (e.g., banking, household items and grocery
stores). Most of the food options in this area are franchises. Pica Pica Plaza, which is a very
successful indoor flea market, similar to a mercado, is on Southwest Military. This street is wide and
car-oriented, and difficult to cross or use comfortably for pedestrians.
South Flores: This corridor has small and locally owned business. This street provides goods and
services to the immediate population. It has older, brick buildings and sidewalks that local people
use.
South Presa: Businesses on this street are mostly focused on automotive repair and industrial
activities. Crime statistics indicate problems around the existing motels. While there are nicer
sections with sidewalks and potential for revitalization, much of the street is not tourist friendly in
its current form.
Mission Road: This road is divided into three sections. The first section of this street from E.
Southcross Blvd. to Mission San José has been recently renovated with bike lanes in both directions.
It has small businesses (restaurants, cafés, grocery stores, ice-cream parlors, etc.) churches, low to
medium residential density and good lighting infrastructure. The section from Napier Avenue to
Southeast Military Drive has a very rural character with offices, storage places, and parking lots
from the back of the commercial properties facing Military Drive. The third studied section goes
from Military Drive to Bergs Mill; this section also has a rural character and has some civic uses
such as the Municipal Cemetery, the Stinson Airport, the Mission Road Development Center and
natural areas along the River.
Mission San Juan is inscribed in a rural context. The most common businesses around it are
construction and manufacturing related. The main access to Mission San Juan is from South Presa
and Mission Road, which also connects the mission with Stinson Airport. Mission San Juan boasts an
authentic character related to the historic airport, acequias and parks, which isolate the mission
from the rest of the City. Mission San Juan has one of the few remaining sections of the San Antonio
River in its natural state, unimproved by engineers for better flood control [11].

Cultural Heritage Related Businesses
Cultural heritage tourism offers an opportunity for visitors to experience local culture in depth by
visiting historic or cultural sites or by taking part in cultural activities. As defined by the National
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Trust for Historic Preservation, cultural heritage tourism is “a travel to experience the places,
artifacts, and activities that authentically represent the stories and people of the past and present,
including cultural, historic and natural resources” [12]. The online survey conducted for this report
shows that mission visitors have higher incomes and bring more resources to the community.
Studies from the National Assemble of State Art Agencies Cultural Visitor Profile indicated that
cultural heritage tourists are frequent travelers and have bigger budgets than average tourists. A
report issued by the Travel Industry Association of America [13] also found that most cultural
heritage tourists are attracted by a specific historic or cultural activity or event, and 40% of them
add extra time to their trips because of these kinds of activities.
Existing selected businesses have been identified as having the potential to support cultural
heritage tourism for both Mission San José and Mission San Juan. The identified businesses are
related to accommodation, arts, entertainment and recreation, food services and drinking places,
hair salons and laundry services, and retail and trade. These identified businesses were then ranked
as having high, moderate, or low potential for engaging in cultural heritage tourism. Most of the
arts, entertainment and recreation places, as well as food services and drinking places, were ranked
as having high potential. Some authentic retail stores are ranked as having high potential. Existing
motels are mostly ranked as moderate because they hold a high potential for heritage tourism, but
most need major investments for repairs and upgrades to infrastructure. Hair salons and laundry
services mostly ranked as low potential since tourist would rarely use them. For more details,
please see the full report.

IX.

POTENTIAL CHANGES THAT COULD IMPROVE BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES AND RESIDENTS’ QUALITY OF LIFE
In San Antonio, the hospitality industry employs more than 113,000 workers who annually
generate $12.2 billion dollars back into the local economy, making tourism one of the largest
industries in San Antonio [14]. Tourism-related jobs in and around WHS do not suffer seasonality,
thanks to extensive calendars with events and activities that attract people all year round. Small
business development can bring in new jobs and increases the tax base. While planning, care should
be taken on the scale of new developments that may disrupt the integrity and authenticity of
neighborhoods.
Tourism development projects, when appropriate to the historic context and respectful of WHS and
the community, can improve residents’ quality of life in numerous forms. Improving tangible
elements, such as new construction or renovating existing buildings, can have a big impact on the
community’s economy. Local people frequent WHS and ‘consume’ what is around the sites. Local
incomes spent locally have a positive impact. Technology is making information sharing easier
between residents and visitors. In this case, a mobile responsive website has been developed that
connects visitors to local events and shopping, dining, and lodging resources in the area.
POLICIES AFFECTING ACCOMMODATIONS
As previously mentioned in Section I, with the advent of the sharing economy and the goal of
developing and maintaining cultural vibrancy, there are opportunities to develop a connection
between visitors and the local environment in a non-commercial and personable setting.
Marketplaces such as Airbnb, VRBO™ and its parent company HomeAway™ facilitate connections
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between hosts and guests. These short-term vacation rentals (STRs) are present in San Antonio and
have garnered the attention of a council member after receiving complaints from residents about
noise, traffic, trash and other concerns [25]. To-date, San Antonio’s City Council is beginning to
examine potential regulations for STRs. The draft ordinance, which includes inspection,
registration, and permits [26]. One stakeholder meeting has already been held. However, it is
unknown if there will be another stakeholder meeting. City staff will present information to the
Technical Advisory Committee, the Planning Commission and tentatively with the Neighborhoods
and Livability Committee in May. As of May 1, 2017 Airbnb will collect and remit Texas Hotel
Occupancy Tax [27].
There are currently two example policies that the Missions Area may be able to learn from as they
consider the potential new hotels and rehabilitation of existing motels and hotels. Several cities
throughout the nation, including the nearby Fredericksburg, TX, have regulated formula businesses
through ordinances to protect their city’s attributes and character [28]. Miami has successfully
addressed criminal behavior associated with low quality, pay-by-the-hour motels with ordinances
on activities and rezoning [29]. They were also involved with cross collaboration with cities, county
commissioners and public safety entities to ensure success.
PROPOSAL FOR POTENTIAL HERITAGE TOURISM ACTIVITIES
Achieving San Antonio’s 2040 goals, the guiding principles of the Comprehensive Plan sets criteria
and provides strategic direction for decision-making [15]. Recommendations in the section below
are made in the context of the City’s Comprehensive Plan.
Domestic travelers stay an average of two nights in hotels [6]. However, those who included at least
one cultural activity lengthened their trip because of a cultural, arts, heritage or historical event. On
average, cultural travelers stay 8.5 nights and look for experiences that are authentic to the sites.
Activities should be created that are dedicated to outreach, promotion, enhancement and support of
the missions’ heritage in a coordinated way, especially focused on high-quality engaging cultural
experiences developed by the communities surrounding the missions.
Festivals during the weekends that offer attractions to visitors (2-3 days), and programs (seminars,
workshops, classes, etc.) during the weekdays, provide reasons for longer stays. This would require
a comprehensive self-reported schedule of all festivals, workshops and cultural activities. Tours
connecting the colonial history of the WHS to areas surrounding San Antonio could integrate
historical experiences and maintain interests. Examples of authentic experience tours include daytrip tours from San Antonio to Goliad, driving the Camino Real, visiting El Rancho de las Cabras, and
hiking, biking or horseback riding activities. These and the following suggestions for tourism
activities are not the responsibility of any individual agency.

i.

Design Proposals for the One-Mile Radius around Mission San José

Mission San José is a sub-urban context with an authentic environment. The parish is still active and
maintains a local congregation. It attracts visitors with kids, and every weekend families enjoy the
Mission County and Padre Park while the children play in the playgrounds. More activities for
children and after school enrichment programs are needed due to the family-oriented
demographics of the area. Based on the area’s strong ties to its heritage, it is recommended that
more collaboration and integrated efforts with all heritage-related associations is needed.
Expanding the heritage related activities offered around Charro Association would be ideal as this
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area could be considered as a heritage tourist hub due to its proximity to both Mission San José and
the San Antonio River.
According to San Antonio’s Hospitality Industry Report [14], the restaurant and catering sector
made the largest contribution to the local economy, accounting for $5.4 billion, or 44.2% of the total
economic impact. The area surrounding Mission San José has local and authentic food and
beverages places that gather community members and have high potential to attract tourists,
develop food festivals, offer cooking classes or participate with other centers to enhance the
cultural heritage around the district. Below are recommendations specific to each corridor with
cultural heritage potential within the one-mile radius of Mission San José. Visual aids are provided
in the full report.
Roosevelt Avenue
Given the urban aspects of this street—its strong connection with downtown and the current bus
routes along this street—this corridor is likely best for mixed-use developments to take advantage
of the existing infrastructure. Residences, accommodations, retail, icehouses and authentic
restaurants are all appropriate. The intersection of Roosevelt with E. Southcross is an important
node in need of thoughtful urban design, and possibly a future ‘portal’ to introduce the visitor to
areas further south. Opportunities for summer camps, health and wellness activities by the river
and farmers market on E. Southcross would be appropriate to explore.
Protected bicycle lanes along Roosevelt Avenue to facilitate transportation and commerce should
be integrated to boost the economic activity of the area without depending on a vehicle. Stores
located along bike lanes and good sidewalks have a higher likelihood of success.
Flores Street
South Flores may be a good candidate for a pedestrian-oriented corridor that would boost the
atmosphere of the area. The street has older brick buildings that still maintain storefronts with
potential to be repurposed. Rehabilitation projects would maintain the area’s character while
providing business opportunities to residents.
Situated between South Flores and Roosevelt, on Southwest Military, Pica Pica is a good example of
successful market area with local products, services and events offered to the community. Pica Pica
hosts many boutique, local businesses which may attract cultural heritage travelers.
Future development on Flores Street may benefit from a clear physical connection with Mission San
José. During the field survey, East Pyron and East White streets were identified with potential for
this purpose. These streets have a strong, authentic look that may enhance the cultural value of the
neighborhood. This neighborhood has its own identity and high potential for Airbnb, VRBO and bed
& breakfast accommodations due to its proximity to the Mission.
Maintaining and renovating the existing sidewalks, adding bike lanes and improving the public
lighting system are also necessary for safety and integration. The City could further develop
incentive programs to renovate the façades of some of the houses and/or storefronts located along
these streets as a “pilot project” for the future neighborhood renovation.
South Presa Street
The motels located along South Presa are a major part of the cultural landscape and authentic
heritage. As a result, special attention should be given to renovate these facilities and businesses.
With a reduction in crime and with renovated motels, there is a lot of potential on Presa Street for
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authentic restaurants, icehouses, art galleries, and retail stores. Developing Hot Wells will
undoubtedly boost interest.
Mission Road
Future planning for Mission Road should strive to conserve its authenticity and enhance its
potential to connect Mission San José to Mission San Juan. Limited, small-scale development may be
appropriate. Based on the rural aspects of the road, especially between Missions San José and San
Juan, a few small businesses may be possible, along with additional recreational areas to the west.
Small-scale, mixed-used developments may offer boutique accommodation, gift shops, cafeterias,
art galleries and small heritage market destinations.

ii.

Design Proposals for the One-Mile Radius around Mission San Juan

Mission San Juan is located in a rural context. Tourists in this area seek history, culture and natural
environment. This area has the potential to attract people from industrial parks, airport, and
Brooks City Base Hospital. Local people within this area have a higher level of education and
income compared to the Mission San José area, who could help support the authentic destinations
offered for cultural heritage tourism. Because of the extended undeveloped land, the agricultural
context and the history, bed & breakfasts and campgrounds were identified as potential
accommodations. Additionally, unique lodging possibilities (such as trailer parks, eco-hotels,
cabins) should be considered in this area.
In a previous report, the authors noted that:
The OESD [Office of Education and Sustainable Development] describes rural tourism as a
dynamic concept, encompassing multiple objectives, including equalizing income between
rural and urban populations, creating equal access to social services, creating equal
employment opportunities and protecting rural amenities. Rural tourism is typically
characterized as small-scale, well managed, educational and frequently high-end market
(Roberts, Mitchell & Hall 2003) …Rural tourism may include visiting a working farm or an
agricultural facility for the purpose of enjoyment, education or active involvement in the
activities of the “place.” Special interest nature holidays, adventure, sport and health
tourism, hunting and angling, educational travel, arts and heritage tourism are other types
of rural tourism activities (Irshad 2010) [16].
The San Juan demonstration farm could help to gather the community and enhance visitor
experiences. Besides the demonstration farm, outside National Park area, private wineries, and
“pick your own” farms could also be implemented. In the U.S., an increasing number of vacationers
are basing their travel around food and wine. Culinary tourism is drawn by the opportunity to
consume, such as dining restaurants, sampling local beverages, attending cooking schools or
participating in formal wine tastings [17].
Based on the survey results, demographics of the area, and the rural context, Mission San Juan has a
high potential for cultural heritage tourism development, especially rural and eco-tourism. The
node formed by South Presa Street and Graf Road could serve for a small, rural development,
including cafés, restaurants, cheese stores, wine tasting places, orchard shops, organic markets, etc.
This would attract mission visitors as well as Brooks City Base users.
Connect Brooks City Base to Berg’s Mill, Mission San Juan and Stinson Airport
Analyzing the data and maps, a potential connection between the Stinson Airport, Mission San Juan
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and the Brooks City Base was identified. Boyle Road could be completed through to Corpus Christi
Highway. Then, Corpus Christi Highway could connect to Presa Street through Old Corpus Christi
Road and Graf Road. This area could support restaurants, grocery stores, bakeries, bed & breakfasts
and rural accommodation. Graf Road also connects this area with Mission Road (to the airport).
This connection could have sidewalks, bike-lanes and trees to foster an inviting setting for
pedestrians. This new connection would allow people living and working at Brooks City Base to
visit more frequently or perhaps live in the area around Mission San Juan. The Brooks Development
Authority has recently revealed plans to improve interconnectivity between these areas via a park.
Mission Road by Stinson Airport already has the potential for tourism with a café, flight school and
helicopter tours. The updated Stinson Airport Master Plan recommends non-aeronautical
development on the triangle site between Mission Road and the San Antonio River. The plan
suggests hike and bike trails and a hotel development that will be appropriate for expected cultural
heritage travelers. Little cafés, icehouses, unique gift and souvenir shops could also be developed
along this part of Mission Road.
South of Stinson Airport could be developed for farm-based activities, such as an equestrian center
and farm-based rural accommodations. Properties at Espada Road have large farmlands, and these
lands have great potential for additional activities. If residents are interested in engaging with the
tourism potential of the area, they should be encouraged to develop small businesses based on the
agricultural nature of the cultural landscape.
Camping sites, fishing, rowing, canoeing and other recreational activities could be developed north
of Mission Road and Mission San Juan on the banks of the river. Villamain Road is suited for
educational and social activities, such as temporary art and craft classes, demonstration kitchens
and farmer’s markets. Food trucks could be placed at the corner of Villamain and Graf Road and
festival areas nearby. Even though most of these proposed activities are within the National Park
area and worth considering, they may prove difficult to undertake. Currently, the NPS does not have
the staff capacity or funding to run such activities.

Other Proposals for the Missions Historic District
i.

San Antonio River

The River has always been the main link between all the missions. The lack of a direct connection
from the River to Mission San José is problematic. Bikers or pedestrians must go to VFW Boulevard,
and then to Roosevelt, in order to get to Mission San José. Pedestrians need a more direct
connection from the River to the mission. Currently, there is a pathway from the River, passing
through Mission County Park, and running along the northwest side of the Charro Association. This
path should be continued along the creek located on the southeast side of the Mission Library area,
in order to connect to San José Drive. This connection would allow local businesses to develop
alongside this new path. CoSA has already started working on this proposal in order to provide
direct connections from River to the Missions. Considering San Antonio River Authority (SARA)’s
Mission Reach Recreational Concessions Study [18], designated areas for private vendors and
additional park trailheads are recommended.

ii.

Acequias

The acequias have been creating microclimates across the centuries, allowing flora and fauna to
flourish in the area. Education on the history of acequias could be enhanced and their recreation
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potential further explored. The addition of camping sites along Acequias Park, Acequias Trail and
on the Espada Aqueduct site is worth considering, although, the National Historical Park does not
currently have the capacity to handle such activity. Camping sites must be safe and provide basic
services to the public (e.g., public restrooms, communications, shaded areas, grill pits, tables,
playground, monitored spaces, etc.).
The signage along the Acequias Trail should be improved, to enhance the importance of these as
part of the San Antonio cultural historical landscape. Acequias need to be better mapped across all
areas of the City—from Brackenridge Park down river to the end of the Espada Acequia. Bike lanes,
or appropriate markers, might highlight areas once served by the acequias. Each acequia and river
trailhead needs unique, clear graphic signage in Spanish and English. Signs and wayfinding aids
have been critical to increasing and managing visitation at other WHS.

X.

INCENTIVE OPPORTUNITIES
Cultural Sustainability
The outstanding universal value (OUV) of the San Antonio Missions WHS is their integrity as intact,
surviving structures from the colonial period (tangible heritage) representing the full missionary
endeavor, plus the resulting formation of a Mestizo culture (intangible heritage). This includes the
heritage of people alive in San Antonio today, who are descended from the 18th century, plus the
traditions and cultural practices that have been transmitted to the present day. The intangible
heritage exists in traditions, arts, beliefs, language, memories, practices, etc.
Programs to engender cultural sustainability are necessary for protection of World Heritage in San
Antonio. Sustainable means the ability to maintain and perpetuate the natural and cultural systems
that support human existence. This includes concerns for environmental, economic, social, and
cultural heritage issues. Cultural sustainability focuses on people and their cultural heritage while
also considering the other aspects of sustainability. The elements of sustainability are
interdependent.

Protection of Intangible Heritage per the World Heritage Convention
No other city in the United States is faced with the same issues of heritage protection that exist in
San Antonio with regard to the UNESCO WHS and buffer zone. Unlike other places, San Antonio has
an obligation to protect intangible heritage embodied in the existing population. This is part of the
World Heritage designation because the OUV of the inscribed site includes the authentic culture of
people who live and work in the large buffer zone around the missions. Thus, protection of this
WHS means not only care of the physical, historic features, but also continuity of culture. Long-term
protection means that a reasonably stable demographic of residents and businesses needs to exist,
and not be displaced by real estate development or rapid economic growth.
The San Antonio Missions, when compared to the 22 other inscribed World Heritage Sites in the
U.S., are unique with regard to the intangible aspects of OUV to be protected and managed per the
UNESCO World Heritage Convention. Only 10 of 23 World Heritage sites in the U.S. have cultural
heritage; the other 13 are entirely natural heritage. Of the 10 cultural heritage sites, the other four
located in urban areas are Independence Hall in Philadelphia, La Fortaleza and San Juan NHS in P.R,
Monticello and the University of VA, Taos Pueblo. The San Antonio Missions differs from them as its
OUV statement includes intangible attributes of authenticity and integrity surviving across a large
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urban area. Additionally, the other four World Heritage cultural sites have no specified buffer zone.
None of the other four are similar to San Antonio with regard to management of intangible heritage
OUVs connected to a living culture, except Taos Pueblo. Taos Pueblo, though, is not comparable to
the San Antonio Missions because it is a small community adjacent to a small town. One ‘owner,’ a
tribal nation, controls the pueblo in a manner unavailable within the multi-varied property rights
and ownerships of San Antonio. Adding complexity to the unique situation, our U.S. legal system is
not conducive to protection of intangible heritage. There are no commonly practiced, governmentsponsored methods of historic preservation for the protection of purely intangible heritage.

Use of Existing Tools
There is a need to extend opportunities for prosperity to existing residents and businesses within
the World Heritage buffer zone, because the OUV does not exist without the people. Mitigating the
potential for population displacement is essential. Existing opportunities for visitors (be they local
or non-local) to have authentic experiences of San Antonio’s culture need to be protected and new
ones can be established. In the sections below, this report outlines creative ideas that hold great
promise. These are issues and topics that will require future research, critical analysis, and
forethought prior to implementation.
The creative ideas presented below have three common aims, specifically 1) to incentivize local
prosperity, 2) to create or enhance meaningful jobs and business opportunities in the heritage
conservation sector, and 3) to foster increased pride of place within the heritage zone.

i.

Existing Incentives

The capacity to preserve and sustain intangible heritage already exists through current incentives
and programs. The City of San Antonio has programs and policies run through the Office of Historic
Preservation, City Center Development and Operations, and Department of Planning and
Community Development that work very well.
Recommendation #1: Retain existing CoSA programs and policies to better sustain tangible and
intangible heritage.
The most powerful economic incentives for new and revitalized commercial uses are frequently
overlooked in San Antonio. These are the State and Federal Rehabilitation Tax Credits. Staff
presentations by the Texas Historical Commission show significantly higher activity in other Texas
cities than exists in San Antonio. The economic incentives for historic preservation need to be
better marketed and encouraged.
Recommendation #2: Educate to promote use of tax credit programs for new and revitalized
commercial uses.

ii.

Utilize Federal Legislation to Greater Advantage

Between 1966 and 1970, three Acts of Congress were signed into laws that have great relevance to
all matters of historic preservation, including World Heritage. These are the National Historic
Preservation Act (1966), Department of Transportation Act (1966), and National Environmental
Policy Act (1970). These three Acts, and their resulting implementation policies, form the
‘backbone’ of all historic preservation law, protections and policy in the U.S. at federal, state and
local levels. All of them allow for protection of living heritage, but none of them stipulate exactly
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how to protect or enhance intangible culture. Two of the Acts have implementation policy
guidelines that are important to San Antonio’s intangible heritage, discussed below.
National Historic Preservation Act (1966)
The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), codified the idea that historical significance has
integrity (the capacity of a place to display its significance) and put forth a mechanism for
protection of integrity. The City of San Antonio adopted and uses elements of the NHPA-generated
policies in their Unified Development Code.
Within the realm of historic designation, the federal government issued “Guidelines for Evaluating
and Documenting Traditional Cultural Properties,” [19] for the purpose of adding traditional
cultural properties to the National Register of Historic Places. Per Bulletin #38, a Traditional
Cultural Property is one “that is eligible for inclusion in the National Register because of its
association with cultural practices or beliefs of a living community that (a) are rooted in that
community’s history, and (b) are important in maintaining the continuing cultural identity of the
community.” Until recently, these guidelines had been mostly applied in the context of Native
American cultural sites and not across the complex cultural geography of a major city. A recent
example for documenting traditional cultural property for protection of intangible heritage is the
Japantown community in San Francisco, CA. The example illustrates both the value of National
Register designation and its limits. The culture of Japantown exists in non-historic buildings as well
as historic ones. The National Register designation concerns protection of real property – historic
places – not the intangible heritage itself. Nonetheless, the survey process identified important
resources in San Francisco, and should be considered an essential element of intangible heritage
protection for San Antonio, too.
Recommendation #3: Consider when appropriate a survey of “Traditional Cultural Property” per
guidelines of National Register Bulletin #38.
National Environmental Policy Act (1970)
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) generated a new agency and a new type of
document to inform federal undertakings – the Environmental Impact Assessment. NEPA
recognizes that impacts of federal activities can be environmental, economic and social, and
requires assessment of impact prior to the action. There are guidelines and procedures for a
document called the “Social Impact Assessment,” (SIA) first issued in 1993, and updated a decade
later in a revised 2003 version. Social impacts concern effects of an action on the lives of people and
their local society, including cultural values and beliefs. Local knowledge and values must be
included in the assessment in order to make socially responsible choices under NEPA to balance the
local interests with the regional and national. Federal departments took action to create the whole
World Heritage inscription for the San Antonio Missions. However, no Social Impact Assessment
has yet been undertaken for any federal action or project receiving a federal permit in San Antonio.
Recommendation #4: Consider requesting Social Impact Assessments under NEPA for improved
inclusion of local community values in large decisions.

iii.

ICOMOS Heritage Impact Assessments

Impacts on the OUVs are to be managed, identified in advance, and mitigated as necessary for
proper protection. In 2011, ICOMOS put forth guidance on a document called “Heritage Impact
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Assessment” (HIA) as their recommended approach to consider any changes that could alter the
OUVs. The HIA works like the SIA in that it is a case-by-case report done in response to individual
proposals. The HIA is specific to World Heritage as it focuses directly on how the OUVs would be
impacted by a proposal for new development, typically something such as a large new building,
large-scale demolition, major infrastructure improvement, or dramatic change in use.
Recommendation #5: Consider including ICOMOS Heritage Impact Assessments in the process of
approval for high profile projects.

New Ideas
New programs, policies and agencies could extend and open opportunities for prosperity to existing
residents and businesses, thereby mitigating potential for population displacement and de facto
conserving the authenticity and integrity of the World Heritage OUVs.

i.

Enhance Business Opportunities and Create Jobs

In previous sections of this report, five industry sectors were identified as related to the heritage
tourism economy: 1) food services and drinking places; 2) accommodation; 3) retail trade; 4) arts,
entertainment and recreation; and 5) real estate, rental/ leasing. Each of these five sectors has
related support industries, such as cleaning, laundry, information technology, shipping,
warehousing, buildings and grounds maintenance, insurance and financial services.
City programs and agencies with aims to foster growth of small, local businesses should be retained
and enhanced. New programs, policies and agencies should be considered, with the objective to
mitigate displacement of existing businesses and residents by offering guided access to greater
prosperity. Government agencies could engage consultants to offer one on one professional advice
in design, rehabilitation, historic preservation tax credits, a review by San Antonio’s Historic and
Design Review Commission, permitting, and overall needs for a small business to start-up or grow
[20].
Public history education could be another avenue for business and job opportunities. Visitors desire
authentic experiences plus interpretation of history and cultural heritage. The National Park
Service (NPS) has excellent school education and public interpretation programs regarding the
facilities under their care. Efforts could be expanded by others in the areas surrounding the
Missions, outside the park boundaries. Advanced education programs for visitors as well as local
entrepreneurs might focus on the history and practices of the intangible heritage, including music,
art, food, dance, language, religion, events, traditions, etc.

ii.

Promote Tax Benefits of Conservation Easements

Preservation Restrictions (Easements) on private property deeds can be donated to and managed
by a non-profit recipient with beneficial tax outcomes for the donor. Façade easements, though
common in historic preservation, will not work in San Antonio’s mission areas generally, because
the majority of the properties are in a historic district or landmarked, and a taxpayer cannot
‘donate’ (agree not to modify) a façade that is already restricted by local ordinance. However,
restrictions may be donated and recorded on historic land and cultural landscapes in private
ownership that would otherwise be available for new development or construction. The Internal
Revenue Service refers to these as Conservation Easements, and there are many rules. The
restriction must be done legally and in perpetuity. The City’s legal and financial experts could
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investigate viability of this approach and produce recommendations for classes of property owners
who may be eligible and interested. Advance support and collaboration of a local non-profit (such
as the SA Conservation Society) would be necessary.

iii.

Produce Brochures and Guides to Legacy Businesses and Offer Financial
Assistance

San Francisco, CA, has established programs to identify, promote and give financial support to their
“legacy” businesses. The local non-profit advocacy group, San Francisco Heritage, established a
“Legacy Bars & Restaurants” initiative in 2013, modeled after ones in Barcelona, Buenos Aires, and
Paris. The program is primarily a guide for patrons, and has qualification criteria – 40 years or
more longevity plus distinctive architecture and a history that relates to the community. The City
has a comparable list, a Legacy Business Registry, “comprising bars, restaurants, retail stores, arts
and performance spaces, and light manufacturing businesses that have been located in San
Francisco for at least 30 years and have contributed to the history and identity of a neighborhood
or community”.
Also in San Francisco, special use districts and other designations have been proposed with
intentions to retain smaller, local businesses. These efforts evolved into the “Legacy Business
Historic Preservation Fund,” approved by voters in November 2015. The program will subsidize
rents as well as costs of ownership, and up to 300 businesses may participate. The program holds
promise for protecting the intangible heritage of a place. San Antonio should further study and
analyze the program.

iv.

Consider New Education Programs for the Building Arts

Preservation entails good care of old buildings including maintenance, repair, rehabilitation and
restoration. There is a large market for preservation services. Property owners need properly
conserved buildings to attract and impress the heritage tourism market. Plus, the historic district
and other ordinances require proper maintenance. The Office of Historic Preservation offers a
“rehabber club,” for example, which has already launched a few businesses. San Antonio has one of
the pre-eminent culinary arts schools in the nation and could be a center for the Building Arts of
Texas, with job training programs to certify qualified craftspeople and contractors. Presently, there
are only a handful of comparable programs in the nation, including these three: South Bennett
Street School in Boston, Belmont Technical School in Ohio, and College of the Building Arts in
Charleston, SC.

v.

Stimulate Programs to Allow Private Commercial Uses on Public Property

Public entities and government agencies, such as the SARA and the NPS, have capacity for specially
permitted uses or leases that may allow various commercial vendors to operate on public land. In
fact, the SARA commissioned study on this topic, in 2010 recommends respectful concessions with
joint agreements for uses on SARA property and adjacent parklands. The recommendations from
2010 now need to be revisited with the more recent World Heritage inscription in mind. Visitors
need services at key locations along their travel routes. Appropriateness of the types of permitted
uses and vendors to the context of the World Heritage site will be essential. Concession types,
which enhance the OUV of the Missions, would be most desired. Small, local entrepreneurs and
small business operators may benefit from the lower overhead expenses compared to ‘brick-andmortar’ shops. Overall, the positive effect will include an increase in the “dwell time” of visitors by
providing more retail opportunities.
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OVERVIEW
The 2015 designation of the San Antonio Missions as a World Heritage Site (WHS) by the United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) offers both a source of pride in
our past and an opportunity for our future. This report presents the results of cultural heritage
tourism market analysis for the San Antonio Missions—Mission San José and Mission San Juan. The
report is divided into three parts. Part I is an economic analysis, conducted between June and July
2016, which presents the results of business and population inventories, socioeconomic
environment summary, an account of the existing development landscape and examples from other
WHSs. Using field surveys, visitor surveys, and business inventories, Part II analyzes the current
and potential market for cultural heritage tourism up to Summer of 2016, along with guidelines for
sustainable development. Recommendations are summarized below.
Based on the analyses performed in Parts I and II, recommendations for economic development
around Mission San José differ from those suggested for Mission San Juan. Mission San José is closer
to downtown and is more urban than Mission San Juan, which feels comparatively rural due to its
lack of commercial and residential development. As a result, for Mission San José, a key
recommendation is to capitalize on its history as a market place and town center by developing
prospects for outdoor dining, plaza-style shopping, and family-oriented programming benefitting
the area’s existing amenities for youth. For Mission San Juan, tailoring development toward its
historical agricultural setting, leveraging its over 45 acres of green space for farmer’s markets, bed
and breakfasts, interactive (‘pick your own’) farms and cooking classes, drawing day-time visitors
from other developments in the area, like Brooks City Base. Projects should be piloted, monitored
and evaluated. Overall, recommendations for development should be i) easily accessible by all
means of transportation, including walking; ii) inviting, welcoming and complementary to the
missions’ feel, iii) geared toward the missions’ visitors and city residents, and iv) ensure digital
inclusion.
Cultural heritage tourism draws visitors seeking unique experiences that enrich their lives.
Analyses of other successful WHSs indicate that tourism is more stable than other industries,
because the resource is not depleted by use and as a result of extensive calendars with events
attracting people year round, tourism-related jobs at WHSs do not suffer from seasonality. In
addition, local communities frequent WHSs and local incomes spent locally have a positive impact.
Thus, the active engagement of community organizations is important to the long-term success of
the San Antonio Missions as a WHS. Recommendations for heritage tourism activities include
connecting the colonial history of the San Antonio Missions to other authentic experiences in the
area, like day-trip tours to Goliad, driving the Camino Real, visiting El Rancho de las Cabras, and
offering hiking, biking or horse riding activities as part of each. There are design proposals for
developing the areas surrounding Mission San Juan and Mission San José in the report.
For any development around a WHS to succeed, it must be done in a way that protects the historic
and physical structures, but also protects its intangible heritage—its culture. Future research
should consider the use of the following tools: a survey of “Traditional Cultural Property” as was
recently done for the Japantown neighborhood of San Francisco; Social Impact Assessments
pursued by the Environmental Protection Agency under the National Environmental Policy Act
requirements for inclusion of local community values in large decisions; considering Heritage
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Impact Assessments prescribed by the International Council on Monuments and Sites to evaluate
impact of potential real estate development on the Outstanding Universal Value of properties;
retaining existing City of San Antonio programs and policies to better sustain intangible heritage
and educate to promote use of tax credit programs for new and revitalized commercial uses. It is
also imperative to be continuously aware of policies and plans that can be leveraged for
development and also be a source for collaboration for all invested in the area.
Last, new ideas are offered for extending opportunities to existing residents and businesses, which
would mitigate potential population displacement and de facto conserve the integrity of the WHS.
These recommendations include: i) enhance business opportunities and create jobs by providing
direct assistance to small, local entrepreneurs and promote a public history education industry
sector; ii) promote tax benefits of conservation easements; iii) produce brochures and guides to
legacy businesses and offer financial assistance; iv) promote pride and increase awareness in
cultural identity of the region; v) promote and collaborate on education programs for the building
arts and vi) enhance and increase awareness of programs to allow private commercial uses on
public property.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
The 2015 designation of the San Antonio Missions as a World Heritage Site (WHS) by the United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) offers both a source of pride in
our past and an opportunity for our future. In June 2016, the City of San Antonio (CoSA) partnered
with The University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA) to conduct an economic and cultural heritage
tourism market analysis for Mission San José and Mission San Juan. This resulted in the Missions of
San Antonio: Market Assessment and Report of Mission San José and Mission San Juan.
The full report details the results of the cultural heritage tourism market analysis for the San
Antonio Missions—Mission San José and Mission San Juan. The report is divided into two parts.
Section I provides highlights from the economic analysis, conducted between June and July 2016,
which incorporates business and population inventories, socioeconomic environment summary, an
account of the existing development landscape and examples from other WHSs.
Section II uses field surveys, visitor surveys, and business inventories up to Summer of 2016, to
provide current and potential market information for cultural heritage tourism along with
guidelines for sustainable development.
It should be noted that recommendations and conclusions are not solely geared toward the
inscribed WHS or the National Park Service (NPS) sites, but more focused on the one-mile study
area around each mission.
General Recommendations from Local Economy Assessment:
Mission San José recommendations differ from those for Mission San Juan as the former is closer to
downtown and is more urban, while the latter is more rural due to its lack of commercial and
residential development. However, both missions should be:
▪
▪
▪
▪

easily accessible by all means of transportation, including walking;
inviting, welcoming and complementary to the missions’ feel,
geared toward the missions’ visitors and city residents, and
working toward digital inclusion.

General Recommendations from Cultural Heritage Tourism Market Analysis:
For any development around a WHS to succeed, it must be done in a way that protects the historic
and physical structures, but also protects its intangible heritage—its culture. The active
engagement of community organizations is important to the long-term success of the San Antonio
Missions as a WHS. It is also important to include heritage tourism activities that connect the
colonial history of the San Antonio Missions to other authentic experiences in the area, for example:
▪
▪
▪
▪

day-trip tours to Goliad;
drive the Camino Real;
visit El Rancho de las Cabras; and
offer hiking, biking or horseback riding activities.

Overall Recommendations for Mission San José:
The Mission can capitalize on its history as a market place and town center by:
▪

encouraging prospects for outdoor dining and plaza-style shopping such as unique cafes,
icehouses and gift shops;
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▪
▪

maintaining/supporting existing amenities for youth to support family oriented
programming like heritage related activities;
tailoring street corridors to be either mixed-use developments (Roosevelt Avenue),
pedestrian-oriented (Flores Street), targeted renovations (South Presa Street), and
conserving and enhancing potential to connect Mission San José and Mission San Juan
(Mission Road).

Overall Recommendations for Mission San Juan:
This Mission can leverage its historical agricultural setting by:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

utilizing over 45 acres of green space for farmer’s market, interactive (‘pick your own’)
farms and cooking classes;
considering breweries, wineries, and food specialty shops;
examining the feasibility of providing recreational activities such as camping, fishing, and
extending canoeing opportunities;
fostering educational and social activities such as art and craft classes;
developing prospects for unique accommodations like bed and breakfasts;
connecting Brooks City Base to Berg’s Mill, Mission San Juan and Stinson Airport.

Recommendations Regarding Existing Tools:
The City of San Antonio and its partners may benefit from existing tools by:
▪
▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

conducting a survey of “Traditional Cultural Property” according to established federal
guidelines for nominating property to the National Register of Historic Places;
conducting when appropriate Social Impact Assessments as recommended by the US
Environmental Protection Agency per the National Environmental Protection Act which
calls for consideration of social impact prior to federal undertakings or activities;
considering Heritage Impact Assessments prescribed by the International Council on
Monuments and Sites to evaluate impact of potential real estate development on the
Outstanding Universal Value of properties;
retaining existing CoSA programs and policies to better sustain intangible heritage;
educating to promote use of tax credit programs for new and revitalized commercial uses;
being continuously aware of policies and plans that can be leveraged for development and
also be a source for collaboration for all invested in the area.

New Ideas for Existing Residents and Businesses:
Existing residents and businesses could potentially mitigate possible population displacement and
de facto conserve the integrity of the WHS by:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

enhancing business opportunities and create jobs by providing direct assistance to small,
local entrepreneurs and promote a public history education industry sector;
promoting tax benefits of conservation easements;
producing brochures and guides to legacy businesses and offer financial assistance;
promoting pride and increase awareness in cultural identity of the region;
promoting and collaborating on education programs for the building arts;
enhancing and increasing awareness of programs to allow private commercial uses on
public property.
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This executive summary presents highlights and key takeaways from the full report.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Long before city of San Antonio came into existence, the Spanish Missions were built as
communities that fostered enduring beliefs, values, and traditions. The missions linked
communities along the river. Mission San José was known as the “Queen of the Missions” as it was a
vibrant social center while Mission San Juan struggled to maintain a semblance of growth. Once
hubs of intense community activity, the mission system as a whole declined during the late
eighteenth century. The Missions became secularized, and the lands surrounding them were
divided and distributed among remaining inhabitants. During the nineteenth century, neglect and
abandonment plagued the structures.
All five of the San Antonio Missions were collectively named as a UNESCO (United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization) World Heritage Site in 2015. With this
designation comes the opportunity to incentivize local prosperity, create meaningful jobs, and
foster increased pride of place in t the World Heritage area. Although the missions no longer
function as they originally did, four are still active parishes and used by the local population. The
missions retain a great deal of their religious and cultural significance. Mission San José is closer to
the urban core of San Antonio and Mission San Juan has a distinctly rural ambiance.
In recent years with the advent of the Mission Reach and WHS designation, the Southside along
with other parts of the City are finding renewed interest in development. It is vital to the success of
the missions as a WHS to simultaneously maximize the potential of the missions as a collective
destination for cultural heritage tourism and maintain the existing structures and appropriate uses
of buildings within the Buffer Zone for residential and commercial purposes.
It is imperative that local government agencies and community partners cultivate close
communication to ensure alignment, minimize the risk of duplicative services, and integrate
development with the community and their heritage to preserve the missions’ identity. Therefore,
collaboration efforts are critical to the success of sustainable cultural development and
preservation of the missions. The potential exists for community-based cultural heritage tourism to
be sustainably developed—allowing for prosperity without destruction or displacement. It should
be noted that CoSA’s World Heritage Office has been diligently working on developing programs,
initiatives, and collaborations since the inception of this study. However, all of their initiatives may
not be fully captured at the release of this publication.
This study closely examined the demographic, socioeconomic, and business context of the missions
as well as analyzed the current and potential cultural heritage activity. This study focuses on two
missions: Mission San José y San Miguel de Aguayo (shortened to “Mission San José”) and Mission
San Juan Capistrano (shortened to “Mission San Juan”). These are the “middle two” of the four
mission locations south of the Alamo (formerly Mission San Antonio de Valero).
The study began in June 2016. The market assessment portion was conducted through July 2016,
and the subsequent cultural heritage tourism market analysis was carried out until January 2017.
The market assessment highlighted descriptive historical and current residential trends and an
inventory of existing businesses in the study areas was developed. This business inventory dataset
along with the results of the analysis helped to paint a picture of the socioeconomic situation of
residents and to inform potential opportunities. The cultural heritage market analysis investigated
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current and potential cultural heritage activity around Mission San José and Mission San Juan. In
order to promote sustainable local economic development that could benefit residents,
stakeholders need to further study the areas, encourage small business growth in the cultural
heritage tourism sector, and support currently successful heritage activities.

II.

METHODOLOGY
In order to report on the local economy several methods of data collection were carried out. These
include a business inventory and gap analysis, population inventory, workforce potential and
consumer spending. To perform a tourism market analysis, literature reviews, economic impact
analyses, online surveys, site analyses, maps, plans, and reports were conducted. Details of data
collection and information sources can be found in the full report.

The Local Economy Assessment
To develop an inventory of businesses currently operating in a one-mile radius of both the San Juan
and San José Missions, two databases were compiled to create a more thorough portrait of local
businesses. Retail Gap Analyses for Mission San José and Mission San Juan were conducted using a
one-mile radius from their respective addresses as the geographic area of study. The analyses
compare consumer expenditures (demand) and retail sales (supply) figures to assess gaps or
surpluses in the market.
Peer comparisons aim to generate ideas for how to effectively leverage the WHS status for Mission
San José and Mission San Juan. To identify types of businesses that developed near other WHSs in
the years following the official WHS designation, other studies were used for comparisons outside
and within the U.S. Additionally, comparisons were made among similar historic missions in the
U.S., both within and outside of Texas, to identify mission specific ideas for San José and San Juan.
This historical data analysis compared demographic, housing, and socioeconomic variables
between the Mission San Juan and Mission San José neighborhoods and Bexar County from 1970 to
2010. The most recent demographic data for the one-mile radius of each mission included
race/ethnicity, household type, housing characteristics, and poverty levels. Data for the workforce
report included, age/sex cohorts, educational attainment, unemployment, occupation, income,
income spent on housing, and housing affordability. The consumer analysis briefly illustrated
notable consumer spending habits between the two study areas before specifically focusing in
much more detail on the spending habits by category of good or service for each of the Missions
Area. Future five-year projections for the Missions Area and the County for various demographic
variables between 2015 and 2020 ,which were provided by the Small Business Development Center
Network at UTSA, has projected changes in various demographic variables between 2015 and 2020.

Tourism Market Analysis
Data collection included a survey of mission visitors, field surveys within a one-mile radius and
business inventories around the missions. The field survey was conducted in order to gather visual
data on the existing business structures and properties. Observations from the field and analyses of
maps using GIS provided information about existing conditions, unique features, historic
significance, authenticity, infrastructure, and tourism potential. The visitor survey was conducted
online and on-site to determine the nature of current visitors and the potential for growth in the
cultural heritage tourism sector. The survey was administered between July 27, 2016 and January
22, 2017. Subsequently the inventory was used to evaluate the potential for the businesses to
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engage with anticipated increases in cultural heritage tourism.

III.

BUSINESS LANDSCAPE
Local Economy of Area Businesses: San José
The one-mile radius from Mission San José offers a variety of goods and services with over 300
businesses spanning 13 categories. The most common category of businesses is Retail Trade, which
accounts for 79 of the 317 verified businesses, reported revenues ranging from $140,000 to
$59.839 million, and reported years of operation ranging from 1 to 32. The types of businesses in
this category include convenience stores, automotive dealers, and pharmacies. Other common
industry categories include, Educational and Social Services (43), followed by Food Services and
Drinking Places (37) and Financial Services and Telecommunications (22).
With 94 verified franchises, the rest of the area is mainly composed of locally owned businesses.
Approximately 20 franchises have opened within the last three years while 29 non-franchises also
began operations within the same period. Roughly half of the businesses operating 10 years or less
are making between $500,000 and $19 million, while the other half makes less than $500,000.
In the San José area, four general corridors were identified within a one-mile radius, each with
distinct business characteristics: Roosevelt, South Presa, South Flores, and Southwest Military. For
a qualitative and geographic description of these corridors, please refer to full report. Additionally,
the cultural heritage market analysis summary provides a more descriptive assessment of the
corridors.

Local Economy of Area Businesses: San Juan
Mission San Juan is more rural and contains less development compared to Mission San José. A total
of 29 businesses were verified within the one-mile radius of Mission San Juan. Of those businesses,
13 NAICS sectors were represented. The most prevalent industry is Construction and
Manufacturing, which accounts for 6 of the 29 businesses in the area, with up to 32 years in
operation. The largest employers are those in the Educational and Social Services category. There
are no businesses from the Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation category. Only one verified business
is classified under Accommodation and the only business classified under Food Services and
Drinking Places is a nightclub. Business distribution is sparse, and the rest of the businesses in the
area are a mix of military-industrial development.
Businesses within the Professional and Technical Services, Real Estate and Rental/Leasing, Retail
Trade, Wholesale Trade, and Construction and Manufacturing categories reported over a million
dollars in revenue. The remaining businesses either are non-profits or earn under $500,000 a year.
There are six franchises verified within a one-mile radius of Mission San Juan, which make
anywhere from $461,000 to upwards of $13 million. Businesses established within the last four
years earned less than $500,000.

IV.

SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT LANDSCAPE OF
THE MISSIONS’ AREA
Social Environment
The Southside of San Antonio has been described as “enormous and diverse, and is as varied from
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neighborhood [to neighborhood] as the people who live here [1].” The River South, a portion of the
San Antonio River that traverses all the Missions except the Alamo has been described as an area
with a declining population, higher poverty, lower educational levels and median income when
compared to City data [1]. Lack of development and struggling schools pose challenges for growth.
Most new buyers and renters look to settle in the northern part of the City, which has a reputation
of better schools. Other challenges include building amenities, like dining and entertainment that
attract new residents. Despite its challenges, developers have shown interest in building residential
and commercial properties in these communities. While neighborhood organizations and residents
encourage development that is responsible and will keep the character of the community, they have
dissuaded apparent unsustainable development in the past.
This section summarizes the social landscape surrounding Mission San José and Mission San Juan.
Several snapshots highlight crime, schools, infrastructure, community relationships, and current
development. The full report details snapshots of the two mission communities.

i.

Crime

The River South neighborhoods have elevated incidences of robbery, vehicle burglary, prostitution
and murder, compared to the City as a whole. These conclusions are drawn from crime data
provided by the San Antonio Police department from 2012-2015 for the one-mile radius of Mission
San José and Mission San Juan.1 For additional crime statistics, reference the larger report.

ii.

Schools

The reputation associated with the low attrition rates of SAISD is a challenge for the school districts
in the Southside. San Antonio Independent School District (SAISD) and the Harlandale Independent
School District (HISD) are both within a mile radius of Mission San José. The one-mile radius of
Mission San Juan includes the same two districts as Mission San José, in addition to the Southside
Independent School District (SISD) [2]. Currently, there are also at least five charter schools in the
area, which provide an alternative to public school.

iii.

Infrastructure

The Southside of San Antonio has traditionally lacked essential infrastructure. Homes on the
Southside are also typically more affordable than some areas in the North Side, with homes listed at
a median price of $190,000 compared to $255,000. According to a recent study conducted for CoSA
[3], in 2010 only 103,000 people lived on the far Southside of the City. Bexar County is projected to
grow by 1.1 million people by the year 2040 [4]. They predicted a market demand of 21% of new
housing units on the Southside by the year 2040, which equals to approximately 119,000 housing
units. With the new World Heritage Site designation along with other projects such as Mission
Reach, the City hopes to improve existing and future infrastructure in the area for the benefit of
current and future residents.

iv.

Development Landscape

With the uniqueness of the missions’ cultural heritage of the people of the Southside region, it will
be imperative that future developers coordinate with the stakeholders in the area. Southside San
Antonio has a diverse set of organizations, businesses, and city officials that have varying views on
development near the missions. City officials, have taken a centrist approach, working to promote
It is important to note that the crime information consists of only a few years, generalizations made from
crime data may not necessarily be accurate.
1
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growth in the area, while also endeavoring to preserve the overall landscape and culture of the
missions. The City of San Antonio has incentives, policies, and programs designed to spur economic
development. These include the Inner City Reinvestment and Infill Policy (ICRIP), Center City
Housing Incentive Program (CCHIP), vacant building registration program, local tax exemptions in
historic districts, and regulations to comply with retaining WHS status.
DEMOGRAPHIC LANDSCAPE

Historical Data Trends
Demographic data across five decades, from 1970 to 2010 data reveals that there are more
Hispanics and fewer Whites and Blacks in the Mission neighborhoods than in the County. There has
been a decrease in married families and an increase in female-headed households as well as nonfamilies countywide, inclusive of the Missions neighborhoods. The foreign-born population
increased for both populations, but the rate of increase varied between the Missions neighborhoods
and the County. In addition, there was a higher rate of female-headed households in the Mission
neighborhoods. The percentage of young children and youth declined over time in both areas but
the percentage of both in the Missions neighborhoods are higher than the County. The percentage
of aging population increased over the period of time in the county, while for the Missions
neighborhood the percentage was higher and steady until 1990 and subsequently decreased.
The housing trends data reveals that over the forty-year period there is a higher percentage of
renter-occupied, smaller housing units, and an older housing stock in the Missions neighborhoods
compared to the County. There are fewer single-family homes in the Missions neighborhoods
compared to the County. The number of renter-occupied, multifamily housing units has continued
to increase with an aging housing stock in the Missions neighborhoods.
According to the data, there is a greater percentage of the population with no high school diploma
in the Missions neighborhoods compared to the County, although this rate has decreased over the
forty-year period while high school graduation and those obtaining a bachelor’s degree has
increased. Over time, both unemployment and poverty have been higher in the Missions
neighborhoods compared to the County averages. Both variables had similar high rates of
fluctuation between 1990 and 2010 for the Missions neighborhoods and County.

Current Demography
The most recent demographic data for race/ethnicity, household type, housing characteristics, and
poverty levels are obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau American Community Survey (ACS) 20102014 Five-Year Averages for eight Census tracts that represent the population closest to the two
missions. The results reveal that there are proportionally more Hispanics and fewer non-Hispanic
Whites and non-Hispanic Blacks in the mission neighborhoods than in Bexar County. The most
common forms of household are one-person non-family households and three-person family
households. There are slightly more owner-occupied housing units than renter-occupied housing
units, and among owner-occupied units, slightly more have mortgages than are ‘free and clear’.
Finally, the poverty rate in the Missions’ neighborhoods is somewhat higher than the rate in CoSA
and in Bexar County as a whole.
According to the ACS, the Five-Year Average for the population of the eight census tracts is 34,428;
of this total, 86.2% is Hispanic/Latino (of all races); 10.0% is non-Hispanic White; 2.3% is nonHispanic Black; non-Hispanic American Indian, Asian and Other are 0.5% or less each. There are a
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total of 12,780 households in the eight Census tracts. Of these, 68.2% are family households and
31.8% are non-family households. Only 25% of family households have two persons, while 75%
have three or more. As for non-family households, 97% of non-family households have two or fewer
persons (1-person households hold 85.0%).
There are an estimated 12,157 housing units in the eight Census tracts. Note that this number will
not necessarily be identical to the number of households for various reasons—one of which is the
presence of group quarters. Of these housing units, 90% are occupied (10% are vacant). Of the
occupied housing units approximately 53% are owner-occupied versus the approximately 47%
renter-occupied. Among the 5,785 owner-occupied units, 3,002 (52%) have a mortgage while 2,783
(48%) do not have a mortgage (i.e., they are owned ‘free-and-clear’).
Of the 10,940 households in occupied housing units in the eight Census tracts, 3,144 (28.7%) are
considered to live at or below the poverty level. Neighborhoods closer to the City center tend to
have a higher share of households living in poverty compared to those further from the city center.
However, neighborhoods vary incongruously as one census block group around Mission San José
exhibiting one of the lowest poverty rates within this part of San Antonio and another close to
Mission San Juan has a relatively high rate comparatively.

Current Workforce
The workforce of the population is a specific and important segment because of its relevance to
existing or prospective businesses in the area. It can be thought of as the population who is of
working age (generally 15-64). However, additional factors influence whether or not someone is
employed—including education, occupation type, income, housing affordability relative to income,
etc. The Missions’ neighborhoods have noticeably fewer people aged 30-44 (Generation X), but in
general, they have a higher proportion of the working age population than the City or the County.
The Mission San José neighborhood has a higher share of elderly than the Mission San Juan
neighborhood.
The Mission San Juan workforce—although only a fraction of the size of the Mission San José
workforce—is better educated, has a lower rate of unemployment, has a higher share of the
workforce in management occupations, a higher median household income, and a lower share of
income spent on housing, compared to the Mission San José workforce. There is often a strong
correlation between educational attainment and other socioeconomic variables such as median
household income, rate of unemployment, and access to economic opportunities.
Generally, the further away from downtown San Antonio a census tract is located, the higher the
educational attainment. However, this is a common phenomenon in many urban areas and not
specific to San Antonio or its missions. Approximately 28% of the population around Mission San
José has attended college of any sort, while around Mission San Juan, about 49% of the population
has attended some form of college. The Census tracts associated with Mission San José have a rate
of unemployment (12.5%), significantly higher than the rate for those associated with Mission San
Juan (6.6%)
The share of the population in the five occupation types are relatively similar across the census
tracts associated with Missions San José and San Juan. With Sales and Office occupying roughly 2426% of both populations; Natural Resources, Construction, and Maintenance occupying roughly 1517.5% of both populations; and similarly, Production, Transportation, and Material Moving
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occupying another 13-15%. The principal distinction seen between the occupation ‘types’
associated with the eight Census tracts are in Management, Business, Science, and Arts and Service
occupations. The share of the population in San Juan working in the former is 29%, which is higher
than the share of the population in San José working in that type (21%). Conversely, the share of
the population in San José working in the latter (service occupations) is almost double the share of
the population in San Juan working in that type: 26% to almost 14%.
In general, service occupations will result in a lower median income than management occupations,
but there is much variation within those broad ‘types’ as well. The median household income (MHI)
in the Census tracts associated with Mission San Juan is just over $50,000; this is consistent with
managerial occupations. The MHI in the Census tracts associated with Mission San José is just under
$30,000; this is consistent with many service industry occupations.
The median amount of income spent on housing in the Census tracts associated with San José is
$7,944; the median amount spent on housing in the Census tracts associated with San Juan is
$11,694. However, the average share of income spent on housing in the Census tracts associated
with San José is 26.89% of MHI, while the average share spent on housing in the Census tracts
associated with San Juan is 23.33%. Briefly, 651 of the 3002 (21.7%) households in owner-occupied
units with a mortgage are paying 35% or more of their household income toward ownership costs;
316 of the 2,678 (11.8%) households in owner-occupied units without a mortgage are paying that
portion of their income toward ownership costs; and 2,204 of the 4,807 (45.8%) households in
renter-occupied units are paying 35% of more of their household income toward rent.

Future Demographic and Workforce Trends
i.

Total Population, Median Age, and Age Cohorts

The total population within a one-mile radius of Mission San José is projected to increase by about
1.9% between 2015 and 2020, while the total population within a one-mile radius of Mission San
Juan is projected to increase by about 13.8% within that five-year time span. The population of
Bexar County aggregates these two areas and many others, with a mixture of slow-growing urban
‘core’ and fast-growing urban ‘periphery’, and thus it grows by about 7.7%, a rate just about
halfway between the rates of the two Missions Area populations. Just as with total population, the
median age in all three areas will increase, but the median ages themselves are and will be quite
different. The population around Mission San Juan will have a median age of 28.5 in 2020, the
youngest of the three study areas by far. The population around Mission San José will have a
median age of 31.6 in 2020. That is older than the population around Mission San Juan, but still
younger than the median age of Bexar County, which will be 34.0 in 2020. This is a reflection of the
predominantly Hispanic/Latino population in the area around both Missions: though the
Hispanic/Latino population will be aging in the next five years, it will be doing so from a lower
median age than the non-Hispanic/Latino population. All three study-areas will see a decline in the
percentage of adolescents (15-19) and a steep decline (10% or more) in the percentage of young
adults (20-24). All three study-areas will also see a drastic increase (above 18%) in the percentage
of adults of early retirement age (65-74).

ii.

Race and Ethnicity

The most notable changes between 2015 and 2020 are the increase in the Hispanic population (of
all races) and the decrease in the non-Hispanic White population within the one-mile radius of
Mission San José. The race/ethnicity of the population within a one-mile radius of Mission San Juan
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demonstrates most notable changes between 2015 and 2020 to be the increase in the Hispanic
population (of all races) and the decrease in the non-Hispanic White and non-Hispanic Black
populations. This change is larger than the change seen for the population within a one-mile radius
of Mission San José. The most notable changes of race and ethnicity for Bexar County between 2015
and 2020 are the increase in the Hispanic population (of all races), the decrease in the non-Hispanic
White population, and the increase in the non-Hispanic Asian and non-Hispanic Other populations.

iii.

Educational Attainment

The projected changes in educational attainment (the highest level of education achieved) as a
share of the population in 2015 and 2020, in general, is lower within the one-mile radius of Mission
San José than Mission San Juan. The population within the one-mile radius of Mission San Juan, in
turn is lower than the educational attainment of the population of Bexar County.

iv.

Median Household Income

It is evident that the MHI of the population within a one-mile radius of Mission San José ($26,386) is
significantly lower in 2015 than the MHI of Bexar County ($51,125) and the MHI of the population
within a one-mile radius of Mission San Juan ($50,696), and is also projected to remain significantly
lower in 2020. All three areas are projected to see an increase in MHI between 2015 and 2020;
however, Bexar County ($61,650) will see an increase of over 20%, while the populations within a
one-mile radius of Mission San José ($29,662) and Mission San Juan ($57,656) will see smaller
increases of 12-14%.

V.

CONSUMER SPENDING
The analysis conducted illustrates the spending habits by category of good or service. Consumer
spending across the neighborhoods associated with Missions San José and San Juan have specific
similarities and differences. Both neighborhoods spend relatively more on certain clothing items.
They both spend heavily on children’s clothing. The San Juan mission neighborhood spends high
dollar amounts on infants and pre-school children clothes. For food and drink, both neighborhoods
spend similarly on specific food and drink items, including powdered drinks. The mission
neighborhoods differ in their consumption of automotive items. Those in the Mission San José
neighborhood travel more often internationally than the national average to Peru, Cuba, and Mexico
and are more likely to use an RV or to take public transportation (such as Greyhound or Amtrak) to
travel domestically. Those in the Mission San Juan neighborhood are much more likely to travel
internationally to Cuba and El Salvador compared to the national average. For entertainment, both
neighborhoods watch horror movies more frequently than the national average. However, Mission
San José residents are more likely to take part in some gambling events while Mission San Juan
residents travel to do some outdoor activities not available in the immediate area.

VI.

LEARNING FROM OTHER US WORLD HERITAGE SITES AND
MISSIONS
With the WHS designation now in place for the five San Antonio Missions, it is important to examine
how other sites have capitalized on their WHS status. The other studies used for comparisons
namely the Rebanks Consulting, 2009 [5] and Harbinger Consulting, 2013 [6] identified three U.S.
WHS (La Fortaleza, Independence Hall, and Monticello and the University of Virginia) with similar
characteristics to the San Antonio Missions. In addition, CCBR also examined Taos Pueblo in New
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Mexico.
These comparisons conclude that site-specific interventions are necessary for each mission. One of
the goals for the Rebanks comprehensive study was to identify best practices that new WHS could
use to leverage their new designation. Their findings highlight that any socio-economic impacts on
the Missions Areas are dependent on numerous variables pre-WHS designation and the concerted
efforts post-designation. The comparison reveals that amendments necessary for best practices
include having: i) walkable communities, ii) businesses tailored to the heritage of the site within
close proximity to the WHS and iii) architecture and beautification customized for the WHS.

Other Missions Comparisons
Similar to the findings of WHS peer comparisons, mission comparisons provide some general ideas
on how to best nurture more extensive activities likely to attract and retain tourists in the area. The
missions identified were those that serve as active visitor centers or have cultivated their cultural
heritage into a place brand. Each selected mission had distinct characteristics, but had at least one
similarity to the San Antonio Missions. These missions selected for demonstrating a range of
development are Mission Nuestra Senora del Espiritu Santo de Zungia (Goliad, TX), San Miguel
Chapel (Santa Fe, NM), Mission San Juan Capistrano (San Juan Capistrano, CA), Mission San
Buenaventura (Ventura, CA), Mission Santa Ines (Solvang, CA), and Mission San Francisco Solano
(Sonoma, CA). Three types of mission locality were identified- remote, town, and city. One of the
key highlights of San Antonio Missions is their interconnectedness and their connection to Rancho
de las Cabras (Spanish Colonial Ranch) and to El Camino Real de los Tejas (a national historic trail).
Local organizations are already exploring how to best capitalize on these connections.
Highlights of Missions in the U.S.
● Missions classified as having a town locality usually have businesses near the mission with
matching façade architecture.
● The majority of the missions that were identified as remote, specifically in New Mexico,
relied on tourism and had many restaurants.
● Some city missions in California are surrounded by golf courses or wineries. These
entertainment centers are aimed at tourists and residents alike.
● Many of the missions reviewed offer shopping centers, parks, wineries, and a selection of
restaurants all within walking distance and ample parking.

VII.

ANALYSIS OF THE EXISTING URBAN FABRIC
The areas around Mission San José and Mission San Juan provide great opportunity for CoSA and its
residents to integrate development with the community and their heritage to preserve the
missions’ identity. Thus, the local communities can improve their quality of life without being
displaced, losing their authenticity, and without irreversibly damaging the environment [7].
Studying the area, encouraging small business growth in the cultural heritage tourism sector, and
supporting currently successful heritage activities will promote sustainable local economic
development, with access to prosperity for the residents.

Importance of the Community
Successful WHS in other locations work together with their communities. The local people are key
to all successful WHS because they bring a cultural affluence to the sites and make the places real
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for visitors. Local people support the sites with services, providing environments that enhance the
visitor’s experience, and the local economy is invigorated by the interaction. People living in these
heritage areas work in a strategic way to integrate themselves into the life of the heritage
resources.
Cultural heritage tourists look for the authentic experience of a place. Cultural tourism is fueled by
special-interest visitors, where culture forms the basis of either attracting or motivating people to
travel [8]. Tourists can empower a local community by supporting it economically. Businesses
around a WHS enter the tourism sector aspiring profits by providing goods and services for the
travelers [9]. For example, Blaenavon Industrial Landscape in South Wales and Edinburg, Scotland
have both benefitted from the WHS designation to enhance socio-economics and quality of life for
the local community while increasing cultural tourism and attracting new residents [6]. These
successful examples show that a strong heritage site must not be isolated from its surrounding
community.

Future Land Use
A one-mile radius around both Missions were analyzed and some commercial corridors were
observed. Around Mission San José, Flores Street has a local and pedestrian character; Roosevelt
Avenue is a car oriented street that has a larger commercial scale; Military Highway is a
commercial-oriented thoroughfare, with large franchises and big parking lots facing the road; and
Presa Street tends to be a more industrial-oriented route, though it has some significant sections
related to the heritage of automobile tourism in America. The Future Land Use from CoSA shows
that these main corridors mentioned have a new mixed-use designation. Mixed-use is a type of
development that integrates more than two uses, normally residential with commercial, but
cultural and institutional sectors may form part of the project.

VIII.

CULTURAL HERITAGE BUSINESSES AROUND MISSION SAN JOSÉ AND
MISSION SAN JUAN
The International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) defines heritage as:
“Heritage is a broad concept and includes the natural as well as the cultural environment. It
encompasses landscapes, historic places, sites and built environments, as well as
biodiversity, collections, past and continuing cultural practices, knowledge and living
experiences. It records and expresses the long processes of historic development, forming
the essence of diverse national, regional, indigenous and local identities and is an integral
part of modern life. It is a dynamic social reference point and positive instrument for
growth and change. The particular heritage and collective memory of each locality or
community is irreplaceable and an important foundation for development, both now and
into the future.” [10]
The Missions’ cultural heritage is an asset for CoSA that could be leveraged to bring real economic
benefits to the surrounding community.
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Existing Businesses within a One-Mile Radius of San José and San Juan
Missions
As discussed previously, there are four established commercial corridors in the study area, in
addition to Mission Road. These corridors include Roosevelt, Southwest Military, South Flores
South Presa, and Mission Road.
Roosevelt Avenue: This corridor has tire and automotive shops, convenience stores, rental
apartments, restaurants and pharmacies. The golf course is already an attraction. The Mission
Library is a great resource for the local population. Most of the businesses are non-franchised. It
does not have consistent sidewalks or bike lanes. This is a car-oriented street where pedestrians do
not feel welcomed, and yet has more bus routes than the other corridors because it is an arterial
road.
Southwest Military: This corridor has an established commercial strip with restaurants, electronic
goods, clothing stores, car care, and personal services (e.g., banking, household items and grocery
stores). Most of the food options in this area are franchises. Pica Pica Plaza, which is a very
successful indoor flea market, similar to a mercado, is on Southwest Military. This street is wide and
car-oriented, and difficult to cross or use comfortably for pedestrians.
South Flores: This corridor has small and locally owned business. This street provides goods and
services to the immediate population. It has older, brick buildings and sidewalks that local people
use.
South Presa: Businesses on this street are mostly focused on automotive repair and industrial
activities. Crime statistics indicate problems around the existing motels. While there are nicer
sections with sidewalks and potential for revitalization, much of the street is not tourist friendly in
its current form.
Mission Road: This road is divided into three sections. The first section of this street from E.
Southcross Blvd. to Mission San José has been recently renovated with bike lanes in both directions.
It has small businesses (restaurants, cafés, grocery stores, ice-cream parlors, etc.) churches, low to
medium residential density and good lighting infrastructure. The section from Napier Avenue to
Southeast Military Drive has a very rural character with offices, storage places, and parking lots
from the back of the commercial properties facing Military Drive. The third studied section goes
from Military Drive to Bergs Mill; this section also has a rural character and has some civic uses
such as the Municipal Cemetery, the Stinson Airport, the Mission Road Development Center and
natural areas along the River.
Mission San Juan is inscribed in a rural context. The most common businesses around it are
construction and manufacturing related. The main access to Mission San Juan is from South Presa
and Mission Road, which also connects the mission with Stinson Airport. Mission San Juan boasts an
authentic character related to the historic airport, acequias and parks, which isolate the mission
from the rest of the City. Mission San Juan has one of the few remaining sections of the San Antonio
River in its natural state, unimproved by engineers for better flood control [11].

Cultural Heritage Related Businesses
Cultural heritage tourism offers an opportunity for visitors to experience local culture in depth by
visiting historic or cultural sites or by taking part in cultural activities. As defined by the National
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Trust for Historic Preservation, cultural heritage tourism is “a travel to experience the places,
artifacts, and activities that authentically represent the stories and people of the past and present,
including cultural, historic and natural resources” [12]. The online survey conducted for this report
shows that mission visitors have higher incomes and bring more resources to the community.
Studies from the National Assemble of State Art Agencies Cultural Visitor Profile indicated that
cultural heritage tourists are frequent travelers and have bigger budgets than average tourists. A
report issued by the Travel Industry Association of America [13] also found that most cultural
heritage tourists are attracted by a specific historic or cultural activity or event, and 40% of them
add extra time to their trips because of these kinds of activities.
Existing selected businesses have been identified as having the potential to support cultural
heritage tourism for both Mission San José and Mission San Juan. The identified businesses are
related to accommodation, arts, entertainment and recreation, food services and drinking places,
hair salons and laundry services, and retail and trade. These identified businesses were then ranked
as having high, moderate, or low potential for engaging in cultural heritage tourism. Most of the
arts, entertainment and recreation places, as well as food services and drinking places, were ranked
as having high potential. Some authentic retail stores are ranked as having high potential. Existing
motels are mostly ranked as moderate because they hold a high potential for heritage tourism, but
most need major investments for repairs and upgrades to infrastructure. Hair salons and laundry
services mostly ranked as low potential since tourist would rarely use them. For more details,
please see the full report.

IX.

POTENTIAL CHANGES THAT COULD IMPROVE BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES AND RESIDENTS’ QUALITY OF LIFE
In San Antonio, the hospitality industry employs more than 113,000 workers who annually
generate $12.2 billion dollars back into the local economy, making tourism one of the largest
industries in San Antonio [14]. Tourism-related jobs in and around WHS do not suffer seasonality,
thanks to extensive calendars with events and activities that attract people all year round. Small
business development can bring in new jobs and increases the tax base. While planning, care should
be taken on the scale of new developments that may disrupt the integrity and authenticity of
neighborhoods.
Tourism development projects, when appropriate to the historic context and respectful of WHS and
the community, can improve residents’ quality of life in numerous forms. Improving tangible
elements, such as new construction or renovating existing buildings, can have a big impact on the
community’s economy. Local people frequent WHS and ‘consume’ what is around the sites. Local
incomes spent locally have a positive impact. Technology is making information sharing easier
between residents and visitors. In this case, a mobile responsive website has been developed that
connects visitors to local events and shopping, dining, and lodging resources in the area.
POLICIES AFFECTING ACCOMMODATIONS
As previously mentioned in Section I, with the advent of the sharing economy and the goal of
developing and maintaining cultural vibrancy, there are opportunities to develop a connection
between visitors and the local environment in a non-commercial and personable setting.
Marketplaces such as Airbnb, VRBO™ and its parent company HomeAway™ facilitate connections
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between hosts and guests. These short-term vacation rentals (STRs) are present in San Antonio and
have garnered the attention of a council member after receiving complaints from residents about
noise, traffic, trash and other concerns [25]. To-date, San Antonio’s City Council is beginning to
examine potential regulations for STRs. The draft ordinance, which includes inspection,
registration, and permits [26]. One stakeholder meeting has already been held. However, it is
unknown if there will be another stakeholder meeting. City staff will present information to the
Technical Advisory Committee, the Planning Commission and tentatively with the Neighborhoods
and Livability Committee in May. As of May 1, 2017 Airbnb will collect and remit Texas Hotel
Occupancy Tax [27].
There are currently two example policies that the Missions Area may be able to learn from as they
consider the potential new hotels and rehabilitation of existing motels and hotels. Several cities
throughout the nation, including the nearby Fredericksburg, TX, have regulated formula businesses
through ordinances to protect their city’s attributes and character [28]. Miami has successfully
addressed criminal behavior associated with low quality, pay-by-the-hour motels with ordinances
on activities and rezoning [29]. They were also involved with cross collaboration with cities, county
commissioners and public safety entities to ensure success.
PROPOSAL FOR POTENTIAL HERITAGE TOURISM ACTIVITIES
Achieving San Antonio’s 2040 goals, the guiding principles of the Comprehensive Plan sets criteria
and provides strategic direction for decision-making [15]. Recommendations in the section below
are made in the context of the City’s Comprehensive Plan.
Domestic travelers stay an average of two nights in hotels [6]. However, those who included at least
one cultural activity lengthened their trip because of a cultural, arts, heritage or historical event. On
average, cultural travelers stay 8.5 nights and look for experiences that are authentic to the sites.
Activities should be created that are dedicated to outreach, promotion, enhancement and support of
the missions’ heritage in a coordinated way, especially focused on high-quality engaging cultural
experiences developed by the communities surrounding the missions.
Festivals during the weekends that offer attractions to visitors (2-3 days), and programs (seminars,
workshops, classes, etc.) during the weekdays, provide reasons for longer stays. This would require
a comprehensive self-reported schedule of all festivals, workshops and cultural activities. Tours
connecting the colonial history of the WHS to areas surrounding San Antonio could integrate
historical experiences and maintain interests. Examples of authentic experience tours include daytrip tours from San Antonio to Goliad, driving the Camino Real, visiting El Rancho de las Cabras, and
hiking, biking or horseback riding activities. These and the following suggestions for tourism
activities are not the responsibility of any individual agency.

i.

Design Proposals for the One-Mile Radius around Mission San José

Mission San José is a sub-urban context with an authentic environment. The parish is still active and
maintains a local congregation. It attracts visitors with kids, and every weekend families enjoy the
Mission County and Padre Park while the children play in the playgrounds. More activities for
children and after school enrichment programs are needed due to the family-oriented
demographics of the area. Based on the area’s strong ties to its heritage, it is recommended that
more collaboration and integrated efforts with all heritage-related associations is needed.
Expanding the heritage related activities offered around Charro Association would be ideal as this
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area could be considered as a heritage tourist hub due to its proximity to both Mission San José and
the San Antonio River.
According to San Antonio’s Hospitality Industry Report [14], the restaurant and catering sector
made the largest contribution to the local economy, accounting for $5.4 billion, or 44.2% of the total
economic impact. The area surrounding Mission San José has local and authentic food and
beverages places that gather community members and have high potential to attract tourists,
develop food festivals, offer cooking classes or participate with other centers to enhance the
cultural heritage around the district. Below are recommendations specific to each corridor with
cultural heritage potential within the one-mile radius of Mission San José. Visual aids are provided
in the full report.
Roosevelt Avenue
Given the urban aspects of this street—its strong connection with downtown and the current bus
routes along this street—this corridor is likely best for mixed-use developments to take advantage
of the existing infrastructure. Residences, accommodations, retail, icehouses and authentic
restaurants are all appropriate. The intersection of Roosevelt with E. Southcross is an important
node in need of thoughtful urban design, and possibly a future ‘portal’ to introduce the visitor to
areas further south. Opportunities for summer camps, health and wellness activities by the river
and farmers market on E. Southcross would be appropriate to explore.
Protected bicycle lanes along Roosevelt Avenue to facilitate transportation and commerce should
be integrated to boost the economic activity of the area without depending on a vehicle. Stores
located along bike lanes and good sidewalks have a higher likelihood of success.
Flores Street
South Flores may be a good candidate for a pedestrian-oriented corridor that would boost the
atmosphere of the area. The street has older brick buildings that still maintain storefronts with
potential to be repurposed. Rehabilitation projects would maintain the area’s character while
providing business opportunities to residents.
Situated between South Flores and Roosevelt, on Southwest Military, Pica Pica is a good example of
successful market area with local products, services and events offered to the community. Pica Pica
hosts many boutique, local businesses which may attract cultural heritage travelers.
Future development on Flores Street may benefit from a clear physical connection with Mission San
José. During the field survey, East Pyron and East White streets were identified with potential for
this purpose. These streets have a strong, authentic look that may enhance the cultural value of the
neighborhood. This neighborhood has its own identity and high potential for Airbnb, VRBO and bed
& breakfast accommodations due to its proximity to the Mission.
Maintaining and renovating the existing sidewalks, adding bike lanes and improving the public
lighting system are also necessary for safety and integration. The City could further develop
incentive programs to renovate the façades of some of the houses and/or storefronts located along
these streets as a “pilot project” for the future neighborhood renovation.
South Presa Street
The motels located along South Presa are a major part of the cultural landscape and authentic
heritage. As a result, special attention should be given to renovate these facilities and businesses.
With a reduction in crime and with renovated motels, there is a lot of potential on Presa Street for
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authentic restaurants, icehouses, art galleries, and retail stores. Developing Hot Wells will
undoubtedly boost interest.
Mission Road
Future planning for Mission Road should strive to conserve its authenticity and enhance its
potential to connect Mission San José to Mission San Juan. Limited, small-scale development may be
appropriate. Based on the rural aspects of the road, especially between Missions San José and San
Juan, a few small businesses may be possible, along with additional recreational areas to the west.
Small-scale, mixed-used developments may offer boutique accommodation, gift shops, cafeterias,
art galleries and small heritage market destinations.

ii.

Design Proposals for the One-Mile Radius around Mission San Juan

Mission San Juan is located in a rural context. Tourists in this area seek history, culture and natural
environment. This area has the potential to attract people from industrial parks, airport, and
Brooks City Base Hospital. Local people within this area have a higher level of education and
income compared to the Mission San José area, who could help support the authentic destinations
offered for cultural heritage tourism. Because of the extended undeveloped land, the agricultural
context and the history, bed & breakfasts and campgrounds were identified as potential
accommodations. Additionally, unique lodging possibilities (such as trailer parks, eco-hotels,
cabins) should be considered in this area.
In a previous report, the authors noted that:
The OESD [Office of Education and Sustainable Development] describes rural tourism as a
dynamic concept, encompassing multiple objectives, including equalizing income between
rural and urban populations, creating equal access to social services, creating equal
employment opportunities and protecting rural amenities. Rural tourism is typically
characterized as small-scale, well managed, educational and frequently high-end market
(Roberts, Mitchell & Hall 2003) …Rural tourism may include visiting a working farm or an
agricultural facility for the purpose of enjoyment, education or active involvement in the
activities of the “place.” Special interest nature holidays, adventure, sport and health
tourism, hunting and angling, educational travel, arts and heritage tourism are other types
of rural tourism activities (Irshad 2010) [16].
The San Juan demonstration farm could help to gather the community and enhance visitor
experiences. Besides the demonstration farm, outside National Park area, private wineries, and
“pick your own” farms could also be implemented. In the U.S., an increasing number of vacationers
are basing their travel around food and wine. Culinary tourism is drawn by the opportunity to
consume, such as dining restaurants, sampling local beverages, attending cooking schools or
participating in formal wine tastings [17].
Based on the survey results, demographics of the area, and the rural context, Mission San Juan has a
high potential for cultural heritage tourism development, especially rural and eco-tourism. The
node formed by South Presa Street and Graf Road could serve for a small, rural development,
including cafés, restaurants, cheese stores, wine tasting places, orchard shops, organic markets, etc.
This would attract mission visitors as well as Brooks City Base users.
Connect Brooks City Base to Berg’s Mill, Mission San Juan and Stinson Airport
Analyzing the data and maps, a potential connection between the Stinson Airport, Mission San Juan
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and the Brooks City Base was identified. Boyle Road could be completed through to Corpus Christi
Highway. Then, Corpus Christi Highway could connect to Presa Street through Old Corpus Christi
Road and Graf Road. This area could support restaurants, grocery stores, bakeries, bed & breakfasts
and rural accommodation. Graf Road also connects this area with Mission Road (to the airport).
This connection could have sidewalks, bike-lanes and trees to foster an inviting setting for
pedestrians. This new connection would allow people living and working at Brooks City Base to
visit more frequently or perhaps live in the area around Mission San Juan. The Brooks Development
Authority has recently revealed plans to improve interconnectivity between these areas via a park.
Mission Road by Stinson Airport already has the potential for tourism with a café, flight school and
helicopter tours. The updated Stinson Airport Master Plan recommends non-aeronautical
development on the triangle site between Mission Road and the San Antonio River. The plan
suggests hike and bike trails and a hotel development that will be appropriate for expected cultural
heritage travelers. Little cafés, icehouses, unique gift and souvenir shops could also be developed
along this part of Mission Road.
South of Stinson Airport could be developed for farm-based activities, such as an equestrian center
and farm-based rural accommodations. Properties at Espada Road have large farmlands, and these
lands have great potential for additional activities. If residents are interested in engaging with the
tourism potential of the area, they should be encouraged to develop small businesses based on the
agricultural nature of the cultural landscape.
Camping sites, fishing, rowing, canoeing and other recreational activities could be developed north
of Mission Road and Mission San Juan on the banks of the river. Villamain Road is suited for
educational and social activities, such as temporary art and craft classes, demonstration kitchens
and farmer’s markets. Food trucks could be placed at the corner of Villamain and Graf Road and
festival areas nearby. Even though most of these proposed activities are within the National Park
area and worth considering, they may prove difficult to undertake. Currently, the NPS does not have
the staff capacity or funding to run such activities.

Other Proposals for the Missions Historic District
i.

San Antonio River

The River has always been the main link between all the missions. The lack of a direct connection
from the River to Mission San José is problematic. Bikers or pedestrians must go to VFW Boulevard,
and then to Roosevelt, in order to get to Mission San José. Pedestrians need a more direct
connection from the River to the mission. Currently, there is a pathway from the River, passing
through Mission County Park, and running along the northwest side of the Charro Association. This
path should be continued along the creek located on the southeast side of the Mission Library area,
in order to connect to San José Drive. This connection would allow local businesses to develop
alongside this new path. CoSA has already started working on this proposal in order to provide
direct connections from River to the Missions. Considering San Antonio River Authority (SARA)’s
Mission Reach Recreational Concessions Study [18], designated areas for private vendors and
additional park trailheads are recommended.

ii.

Acequias

The acequias have been creating microclimates across the centuries, allowing flora and fauna to
flourish in the area. Education on the history of acequias could be enhanced and their recreation
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potential further explored. The addition of camping sites along Acequias Park, Acequias Trail and
on the Espada Aqueduct site is worth considering, although, the National Historical Park does not
currently have the capacity to handle such activity. Camping sites must be safe and provide basic
services to the public (e.g., public restrooms, communications, shaded areas, grill pits, tables,
playground, monitored spaces, etc.).
The signage along the Acequias Trail should be improved, to enhance the importance of these as
part of the San Antonio cultural historical landscape. Acequias need to be better mapped across all
areas of the City—from Brackenridge Park down river to the end of the Espada Acequia. Bike lanes,
or appropriate markers, might highlight areas once served by the acequias. Each acequia and river
trailhead needs unique, clear graphic signage in Spanish and English. Signs and wayfinding aids
have been critical to increasing and managing visitation at other WHS.

X.

INCENTIVE OPPORTUNITIES
Cultural Sustainability
The outstanding universal value (OUV) of the San Antonio Missions WHS is their integrity as intact,
surviving structures from the colonial period (tangible heritage) representing the full missionary
endeavor, plus the resulting formation of a Mestizo culture (intangible heritage). This includes the
heritage of people alive in San Antonio today, who are descended from the 18th century, plus the
traditions and cultural practices that have been transmitted to the present day. The intangible
heritage exists in traditions, arts, beliefs, language, memories, practices, etc.
Programs to engender cultural sustainability are necessary for protection of World Heritage in San
Antonio. Sustainable means the ability to maintain and perpetuate the natural and cultural systems
that support human existence. This includes concerns for environmental, economic, social, and
cultural heritage issues. Cultural sustainability focuses on people and their cultural heritage while
also considering the other aspects of sustainability. The elements of sustainability are
interdependent.

Protection of Intangible Heritage per the World Heritage Convention
No other city in the United States is faced with the same issues of heritage protection that exist in
San Antonio with regard to the UNESCO WHS and buffer zone. Unlike other places, San Antonio has
an obligation to protect intangible heritage embodied in the existing population. This is part of the
World Heritage designation because the OUV of the inscribed site includes the authentic culture of
people who live and work in the large buffer zone around the missions. Thus, protection of this
WHS means not only care of the physical, historic features, but also continuity of culture. Long-term
protection means that a reasonably stable demographic of residents and businesses needs to exist,
and not be displaced by real estate development or rapid economic growth.
The San Antonio Missions, when compared to the 22 other inscribed World Heritage Sites in the
U.S., are unique with regard to the intangible aspects of OUV to be protected and managed per the
UNESCO World Heritage Convention. Only 10 of 23 World Heritage sites in the U.S. have cultural
heritage; the other 13 are entirely natural heritage. Of the 10 cultural heritage sites, the other four
located in urban areas are Independence Hall in Philadelphia, La Fortaleza and San Juan NHS in P.R,
Monticello and the University of VA, Taos Pueblo. The San Antonio Missions differs from them as its
OUV statement includes intangible attributes of authenticity and integrity surviving across a large
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urban area. Additionally, the other four World Heritage cultural sites have no specified buffer zone.
None of the other four are similar to San Antonio with regard to management of intangible heritage
OUVs connected to a living culture, except Taos Pueblo. Taos Pueblo, though, is not comparable to
the San Antonio Missions because it is a small community adjacent to a small town. One ‘owner,’ a
tribal nation, controls the pueblo in a manner unavailable within the multi-varied property rights
and ownerships of San Antonio. Adding complexity to the unique situation, our U.S. legal system is
not conducive to protection of intangible heritage. There are no commonly practiced, governmentsponsored methods of historic preservation for the protection of purely intangible heritage.

Use of Existing Tools
There is a need to extend opportunities for prosperity to existing residents and businesses within
the World Heritage buffer zone, because the OUV does not exist without the people. Mitigating the
potential for population displacement is essential. Existing opportunities for visitors (be they local
or non-local) to have authentic experiences of San Antonio’s culture need to be protected and new
ones can be established. In the sections below, this report outlines creative ideas that hold great
promise. These are issues and topics that will require future research, critical analysis, and
forethought prior to implementation.
The creative ideas presented below have three common aims, specifically 1) to incentivize local
prosperity, 2) to create or enhance meaningful jobs and business opportunities in the heritage
conservation sector, and 3) to foster increased pride of place within the heritage zone.

i.

Existing Incentives

The capacity to preserve and sustain intangible heritage already exists through current incentives
and programs. The City of San Antonio has programs and policies run through the Office of Historic
Preservation, City Center Development and Operations, and Department of Planning and
Community Development that work very well.
Recommendation #1: Retain existing CoSA programs and policies to better sustain tangible and
intangible heritage.
The most powerful economic incentives for new and revitalized commercial uses are frequently
overlooked in San Antonio. These are the State and Federal Rehabilitation Tax Credits. Staff
presentations by the Texas Historical Commission show significantly higher activity in other Texas
cities than exists in San Antonio. The economic incentives for historic preservation need to be
better marketed and encouraged.
Recommendation #2: Educate to promote use of tax credit programs for new and revitalized
commercial uses.

ii.

Utilize Federal Legislation to Greater Advantage

Between 1966 and 1970, three Acts of Congress were signed into laws that have great relevance to
all matters of historic preservation, including World Heritage. These are the National Historic
Preservation Act (1966), Department of Transportation Act (1966), and National Environmental
Policy Act (1970). These three Acts, and their resulting implementation policies, form the
‘backbone’ of all historic preservation law, protections and policy in the U.S. at federal, state and
local levels. All of them allow for protection of living heritage, but none of them stipulate exactly
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how to protect or enhance intangible culture. Two of the Acts have implementation policy
guidelines that are important to San Antonio’s intangible heritage, discussed below.
National Historic Preservation Act (1966)
The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), codified the idea that historical significance has
integrity (the capacity of a place to display its significance) and put forth a mechanism for
protection of integrity. The City of San Antonio adopted and uses elements of the NHPA-generated
policies in their Unified Development Code.
Within the realm of historic designation, the federal government issued “Guidelines for Evaluating
and Documenting Traditional Cultural Properties,” [19] for the purpose of adding traditional
cultural properties to the National Register of Historic Places. Per Bulletin #38, a Traditional
Cultural Property is one “that is eligible for inclusion in the National Register because of its
association with cultural practices or beliefs of a living community that (a) are rooted in that
community’s history, and (b) are important in maintaining the continuing cultural identity of the
community.” Until recently, these guidelines had been mostly applied in the context of Native
American cultural sites and not across the complex cultural geography of a major city. A recent
example for documenting traditional cultural property for protection of intangible heritage is the
Japantown community in San Francisco, CA. The example illustrates both the value of National
Register designation and its limits. The culture of Japantown exists in non-historic buildings as well
as historic ones. The National Register designation concerns protection of real property – historic
places – not the intangible heritage itself. Nonetheless, the survey process identified important
resources in San Francisco, and should be considered an essential element of intangible heritage
protection for San Antonio, too.
Recommendation #3: Consider when appropriate a survey of “Traditional Cultural Property” per
guidelines of National Register Bulletin #38.
National Environmental Policy Act (1970)
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) generated a new agency and a new type of
document to inform federal undertakings – the Environmental Impact Assessment. NEPA
recognizes that impacts of federal activities can be environmental, economic and social, and
requires assessment of impact prior to the action. There are guidelines and procedures for a
document called the “Social Impact Assessment,” (SIA) first issued in 1993, and updated a decade
later in a revised 2003 version. Social impacts concern effects of an action on the lives of people and
their local society, including cultural values and beliefs. Local knowledge and values must be
included in the assessment in order to make socially responsible choices under NEPA to balance the
local interests with the regional and national. Federal departments took action to create the whole
World Heritage inscription for the San Antonio Missions. However, no Social Impact Assessment
has yet been undertaken for any federal action or project receiving a federal permit in San Antonio.
Recommendation #4: Consider requesting Social Impact Assessments under NEPA for improved
inclusion of local community values in large decisions.

iii.

ICOMOS Heritage Impact Assessments

Impacts on the OUVs are to be managed, identified in advance, and mitigated as necessary for
proper protection. In 2011, ICOMOS put forth guidance on a document called “Heritage Impact
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Assessment” (HIA) as their recommended approach to consider any changes that could alter the
OUVs. The HIA works like the SIA in that it is a case-by-case report done in response to individual
proposals. The HIA is specific to World Heritage as it focuses directly on how the OUVs would be
impacted by a proposal for new development, typically something such as a large new building,
large-scale demolition, major infrastructure improvement, or dramatic change in use.
Recommendation #5: Consider including ICOMOS Heritage Impact Assessments in the process of
approval for high profile projects.

New Ideas
New programs, policies and agencies could extend and open opportunities for prosperity to existing
residents and businesses, thereby mitigating potential for population displacement and de facto
conserving the authenticity and integrity of the World Heritage OUVs.

i.

Enhance Business Opportunities and Create Jobs

In previous sections of this report, five industry sectors were identified as related to the heritage
tourism economy: 1) food services and drinking places; 2) accommodation; 3) retail trade; 4) arts,
entertainment and recreation; and 5) real estate, rental/ leasing. Each of these five sectors has
related support industries, such as cleaning, laundry, information technology, shipping,
warehousing, buildings and grounds maintenance, insurance and financial services.
City programs and agencies with aims to foster growth of small, local businesses should be retained
and enhanced. New programs, policies and agencies should be considered, with the objective to
mitigate displacement of existing businesses and residents by offering guided access to greater
prosperity. Government agencies could engage consultants to offer one on one professional advice
in design, rehabilitation, historic preservation tax credits, a review by San Antonio’s Historic and
Design Review Commission, permitting, and overall needs for a small business to start-up or grow
[20].
Public history education could be another avenue for business and job opportunities. Visitors desire
authentic experiences plus interpretation of history and cultural heritage. The National Park
Service (NPS) has excellent school education and public interpretation programs regarding the
facilities under their care. Efforts could be expanded by others in the areas surrounding the
Missions, outside the park boundaries. Advanced education programs for visitors as well as local
entrepreneurs might focus on the history and practices of the intangible heritage, including music,
art, food, dance, language, religion, events, traditions, etc.

ii.

Promote Tax Benefits of Conservation Easements

Preservation Restrictions (Easements) on private property deeds can be donated to and managed
by a non-profit recipient with beneficial tax outcomes for the donor. Façade easements, though
common in historic preservation, will not work in San Antonio’s mission areas generally, because
the majority of the properties are in a historic district or landmarked, and a taxpayer cannot
‘donate’ (agree not to modify) a façade that is already restricted by local ordinance. However,
restrictions may be donated and recorded on historic land and cultural landscapes in private
ownership that would otherwise be available for new development or construction. The Internal
Revenue Service refers to these as Conservation Easements, and there are many rules. The
restriction must be done legally and in perpetuity. The City’s legal and financial experts could
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investigate viability of this approach and produce recommendations for classes of property owners
who may be eligible and interested. Advance support and collaboration of a local non-profit (such
as the SA Conservation Society) would be necessary.

iii.

Produce Brochures and Guides to Legacy Businesses and Offer Financial
Assistance

San Francisco, CA, has established programs to identify, promote and give financial support to their
“legacy” businesses. The local non-profit advocacy group, San Francisco Heritage, established a
“Legacy Bars & Restaurants” initiative in 2013, modeled after ones in Barcelona, Buenos Aires, and
Paris. The program is primarily a guide for patrons, and has qualification criteria – 40 years or
more longevity plus distinctive architecture and a history that relates to the community. The City
has a comparable list, a Legacy Business Registry, “comprising bars, restaurants, retail stores, arts
and performance spaces, and light manufacturing businesses that have been located in San
Francisco for at least 30 years and have contributed to the history and identity of a neighborhood
or community”.
Also in San Francisco, special use districts and other designations have been proposed with
intentions to retain smaller, local businesses. These efforts evolved into the “Legacy Business
Historic Preservation Fund,” approved by voters in November 2015. The program will subsidize
rents as well as costs of ownership, and up to 300 businesses may participate. The program holds
promise for protecting the intangible heritage of a place. San Antonio should further study and
analyze the program.

iv.

Consider New Education Programs for the Building Arts

Preservation entails good care of old buildings including maintenance, repair, rehabilitation and
restoration. There is a large market for preservation services. Property owners need properly
conserved buildings to attract and impress the heritage tourism market. Plus, the historic district
and other ordinances require proper maintenance. The Office of Historic Preservation offers a
“rehabber club,” for example, which has already launched a few businesses. San Antonio has one of
the pre-eminent culinary arts schools in the nation and could be a center for the Building Arts of
Texas, with job training programs to certify qualified craftspeople and contractors. Presently, there
are only a handful of comparable programs in the nation, including these three: South Bennett
Street School in Boston, Belmont Technical School in Ohio, and College of the Building Arts in
Charleston, SC.

v.

Stimulate Programs to Allow Private Commercial Uses on Public Property

Public entities and government agencies, such as the SARA and the NPS, have capacity for specially
permitted uses or leases that may allow various commercial vendors to operate on public land. In
fact, the SARA commissioned study on this topic, in 2010 recommends respectful concessions with
joint agreements for uses on SARA property and adjacent parklands. The recommendations from
2010 now need to be revisited with the more recent World Heritage inscription in mind. Visitors
need services at key locations along their travel routes. Appropriateness of the types of permitted
uses and vendors to the context of the World Heritage site will be essential. Concession types,
which enhance the OUV of the Missions, would be most desired. Small, local entrepreneurs and
small business operators may benefit from the lower overhead expenses compared to ‘brick-andmortar’ shops. Overall, the positive effect will include an increase in the “dwell time” of visitors by
providing more retail opportunities.
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SECTION I
LOCAL ECONOMY OF TWO SAN ANTONIO MISSIONS:
MISSION SAN JOSÉ AND MISSION SAN JUAN
I.

INTRODUCTION
The San Antonio Missions were collectively named as a UNESCO (United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization) World Heritage Site in 2015. With this designation comes the
opportunity to incentivize local prosperity, create meaningful jobs, and foster increased pride of
place in the heritage zone.
The historical legacy of the Missions is evident not only on the premises of the five missions, but in
the overall cultural landscape of San Antonio and the South Texas region. Although the Missions no
longer function as they originally did, four are still active parishes and used by the local population.
The Missions retain a great deal of their religious and cultural significance. However, the structures
and grounds need continued physical maintenance and upkeep. All parties should remain vigilant
with regard to inappropriate or excessive business development that would reduce the cultural
value and significance of the sites.
It is vital to the success of the Missions as a World Heritage Site (WHS) that existing structures and
appropriate uses of buildings within the Buffer Zone be maintained for residential and commercial
purposes of the local population. Further, it is necessary to simultaneously maximize the potential
of the Missions as a collective destination for cultural heritage tourism. The collaboration efforts
currently in place are also critical to the success of sustainable cultural development and
preservation. With limited resources, it is imperative that local government agencies and
community partners cultivate close communication to ensure alignment and to minimize the risk of
duplicative services.
This study closely examined the demographic, socioeconomic, and business context of the Missions.
This study focuses on two missions: Mission San José y San Miguel de Aguayo (shortened to
“Mission San José”) and Mission San Juan Capistrano (shortened to “Mission San Juan”). These are
the “middle two” of the four mission locations south of the Alamo (formerly Mission San Antonio de
Valero). The market assessment was conducted from June to July 2016. In particular, a
socioeconomic analysis was conducted for the area within a one-mile radius of both Missions San
José and San Juan, and the eight census tracts that fall within this perimeter.
This analysis highlighted descriptive trends about the residents in terms of socioeconomic data
over the past 40 years in ten-year intervals, as well as spending behaviors (e.g., entertainment,
recreation, dining out, etc.) based on data from 2011 and estimates for 2015. Additionally, an
inventory of currently operating businesses in the study areas was developed using NAICS (North
American Industry Classification System). This business inventory dataset along with the results of
the analysis helped to paint a picture of the socioeconomic situation of residents and to inform
potential opportunities. It should be noted that the City of San Antonio World Heritage Office has
been diligently working on developing programs, initiatives, and collaborations since the inception
of this study. Not all of their initiatives may be fully captured at the release of this publication.
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II.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the market assessment research, it is immediately clear that recommendations for
potential development around Mission San José will be different from those suggested for Mission
San Juan. Generally, however, it must be noted that any development should consider allowing the
Missions and any related developments to be i) easily accessible by all means of transportation,
including walking; ii) inviting, welcoming and complementary to the Missions’ feel, iii) geared
toward the Missions’ visitors and city residents, and iv) ensure digital inclusion. In order to ensure
successful developments in the area, the City will need to monitor and evaluate developments as
they occur. Small pilot projects, which are inherently monitored and evaluated, can be used as a
first step for implementing initiatives and establishing guidelines for subsequent larger projects.
This may streamline the process for evaluating the cost-benefit, both economically and socially, of
all potential development.
Due to the difference in nature and geographical location of the two missions examined in this
report, opportunities for collaborations appear to be more likely between the two missions under
study with other missions rather than with each other. More specifically, Mission Concepción,
which is just north of Mission San José and closer to downtown, maintains a more urban feel, with
more commercial and residential use, similar to Mission San José. Conversely, Mission Espada,
south of and similar to Mission San Juan, maintains a more rural feel. Therefore, any development
of either of the missions in this study will benefit from more research conducted on the other two
missions. The San Antonio Missions were designated as a package for the World Heritage Site, and
opportunities for joint, complementary development should be fully explored. It should be noted
that recommendations are not solely geared toward the inscribed WHS or the National Park Service
(NPS) sites, but more focused on the one-mile study area of each mission. Accordingly,
recommendations are intended to leverage the history of each of the two missions studied here, but
to also consider the connection to all the missions (Concepción and Espada).
For Mission San José, as a previous town center and now a commercial milieu, general
recommendations are geared toward a mission environment with a town-plaza-type setting.
For Mission San Juan, recommendations are tailored toward the agricultural context and history of
the Missions, with a focus on continuing to leverage the 45+ acres of green space and its close
connection to Mission Espada.
The City of San Antonio, Bexar County, the NPS, and other stakeholders including the San Antonio
River Authority, have all made headway in the development of the Missions. Organizations within
the City and the County are making steady efforts to leverage the WHS designation, in particular
with an aim to improve the Southside of San Antonio. Toward that end, this report will explore
ideas for development while keeping in mind efforts already underway. The Introduction will
present an example that appears to have immediate potential for development (in the form of
home-sharing operations) based on population and businesses at the time of the study, as well as
community and government relationships that already existed with developers, other U.S. World
Heritage Sites, and the Missions.

Policy and Operating Recommendations
At the time of the study, policies regarding the Missions Area were under consideration, being
revised and being implemented. Some general policies that the City may wish to consider
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implementing a Quiet Zone (with regard to rail and air traffic), where applicable, in the direct
vicinity of the Missions. In addition, the City should consider ways to proactively manage new and
incoming businesses in proximity to the Missions. Several cities in the US, inclusive of the nearby
Fredericksburg, TX, have drafted and implemented ordinances specifically related to retail[1]. Cities
have regulated formula businesses (franchises) through ordinances to protect their city’s attributes
and character. From these examples, the Missions Area may be able to learn as they consider the
potential of new businesses.
With the prevalence of mobile devices and internet use for travelers, it is essential that the City
takes active measures to adapt to the present digital world. In order to integrate marketing efforts,
information exchange, and networking, the City may need to establish a central coordination effort
with all agencies and stakeholders involved in the Missions. Coordination efforts will need to
include access to wireless connections, mobile friendly websites, and representation of the Missions
across various mobile applications and platforms, which are essential for travelers. For example,
Yelp, TripAdvisor, Facebook, Dostuff etc. each require input from all ends of the spectrums to
showcase restaurants, events, accommodations, social reviews and everything in between. Another
example which proved successful for marketing during the time of the study, was Pokémon Go, a
digital game application that attracted higher numbers of visitors to several historical sites
throughout the world[2]. The City will need to stay abreast of activities, opportunities, and popular
trends in the digital world and connect them with the Missions accordingly. Benefits from being
digitally cohesive may extend to education and development endeavors.

Recommendations for Mission San José
Mission San José is well positioned to capture the feel of an authentic historic market place and
town center within the one-mile study area. San José could serve as an area for local residents and
visitors alike to enjoy outdoor eating, plaza style shopping and perhaps even follow the historic
trails of El Camino Real. Events such as “National Trails Day” supported by NPS could introduce
visitors to trade routes via hiking, biking, or horseback riding, especially between Missions San José
and Espada. Mission San José is within walking distance of Rancho del Charro and Mexican Rodeo
Arena associated with the San Antonio Charro Association. There are several approaches that could
complement the Missions in an urban setting surrounded by authentic restaurants and a shopping
center, offering handcrafted items, ideally made in the Missions Area. We believe it will be
important to differentiate between Missions San José and Concepción and the Alamo by keeping the
areas relatively small and authentic, with retail items tailored specifically for each of these
missions.
Mission San José has the potential to leverage the high density of youth in the area. This mission
could continue to be a catalyst for promoting, teaching, and implementing Ethnic Studies (Mexican
American) and heritage programs. At the time of the study, several programs with a focus on
cultural heritage were already underway within the immediate area of the Mission. The San José
Mission is closely associated with a public library that is frequented by local youth, and the
Missions Drive-in augments the family friendliness of the area. The combination of amenities
creates an ideal atmosphere for children’s activities, summer camps and programs, after school
activities, as well as field trips and even family overnight camps. In order to capitalize on these
types of opportunities, family-oriented accommodations and programs would need to be
continuously developed and integrated with established programs and collaborators.
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Recommendations for Mission San Juan
In a unique partnership between the NPS and the San Antonio Food Bank, the 45 acres of open land
is currently a working farm, underscoring the rural ambience. Five acres are maintained for
demonstrating historic farming techniques[3]. Working with the Texas Conservation Corps,
historical crops such as blue flour corn, squash, and huitlacoche, considered a delicacy in Mexico,
will be among the foods grown. The project is being marketed as “Texas’ oldest grocery store.”
There is great potential to complement this and other projects planned for the Mission San Juan and
Espada areas. Organizations invested in the development of the areas could take advantage of these
opportunities. Demonstration farms could be augmented with horticulture related to medicinal
uses, which could be integrated with the trees, orchards and cash crops that will be planted. Nonfood crops, such as textiles and fibers, could also be incorporated for demonstration and use as craft
items.
Food and beverage establishments and shops offering handcrafted retail items could create an
interactive experience complemented by the serenity of the rural surroundings. Additional
opportunities could include “pick-your-own” farms, “make-your-own” retail stores, and “the
communal farming experience” day camps.
A logical extension of these interactive options would be for the establishment of bed and breakfast
accommodations within the vicinity of Mission San Juan. The area would also be in a position to
host farmers’ markets and food truck assemblies. There have been businesses identified in the
Missions Area - mostly from San José - that can benefit from similar activities including the
authentic furniture and handmade leather stores, as well as bakeries and fruterías.
Whereas San José’s target visitors would be families with youth and young children, Mission San
Juan would tend to target tourists that are seeking history, culture and the natural environment.
Nonetheless, San Juan also has the opportunity to attract daytime visitors and workers from the
industrial park, the airport, the refinery, and Brooks City-Base.

i.

Local Accommodation Examples

With the advent of the sharing economy and the goal of developing and maintaining cultural
vibrancy, there are opportunities to develop a connection between visitors and the local
environment in a non-commercial and personable setting. Emerging online sharing services are
creating marketplaces that are serving a unique niche, by catering to visitors that seek a local
experience.
Emerging marketplaces such as Airbnb, VRBO™ and its parent company HomeAway™ facilitate
connections between hosts and guests. Short term vacation rentals, commonly referred to as Type 2
Short-Term Rental (STR), are not new to the City of San Antonio. However, these services may face
similar scrutiny as Lyft and Uber. At the time of the study, the City of San Antonio had not enacted
any new ordinances regulating home-sharing operations[4]. Alamo Heights had discussed banning
short-term rentals in residential zones[5]. General concerns brought before the Alamo Heights City
Council were parking and the prospect of increasing noise levels.
To-date, there has been a range of responses to home-sharing operations. Statewide, there
currently is no policy. Austin recently enacted restrictions that limit the number of guests and crack
down on residences that are full time vacation rentals[6]. Previously, the City of Austin had
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required permits for home-sharing operations that are not owner occupied. With the new 2016 STR
ordinance, there is now a cap on how many short-term rentals are allowed per census tract in
place[7]. One of the issues associated with the use of local homes as full-time vacation rentals is the
reduction of housing availability. The San Francisco Chronicle took a detailed look at Airbnb’s
impact on San Francisco’s housing market and how city officials navigated the issue. Conclusively,
rather than an outright ban on STRs, city officials legalized rentals with conditions and established
an office specifically dedicated to STRs[8]. Cities such as San Francisco and Austin offer a roadmap
on prospective regulation of home-sharing operations and associated taxation guidelines. With the
Southside on the rise and a current lack of accommodations in the area, the City of San Antonio may
wish to consider taking pro-active measures to manage home-sharing operations. This could begin
with larger, historic homes as they may have a possibility to circumvent the aforementioned
nuisance issues surrounding these home-sharing operations, and they could also benefit from
economic development taxes related to hotel occupancy. While home-sharing via such services as
Airbnb offer the potential for a more authentic local experience, the full economic impacts of similar
home-sharing operations are not yet fully understood[9]. Future research and analysis would
benefit from site-specific case studies that examine target homeowners and tourists, with an aim to
not only understand the efficiency, but also the economic impact in the area.
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III.

BUSINESS INVENTORY
Introduction and Historical Context
Long before the City of San Antonio came into existence, the Missions linked communities along the
river. Mission San José was known as the “Queen of the Missions” as it was a vibrant social center
while Mission San Juan struggled to maintain a semblance of growth. Once hubs of intense
community activity, the mission system as a whole declined during the late eighteenth century. The
Missions became secularized, and the lands surrounding them were divided and distributed among
remaining inhabitants. During the nineteenth century, neglect and abandonment plagued the
structures. As each area developed, growth and distribution patterns emerged with Mission San
José being closer to the urban core of San Antonio and Mission San Juan having a distinctly rural
ambiance. In order to contextualize the areas surrounding Mission San José and San Juan, it is
important to briefly reflect on the impact of the City of San Antonio’s developmental history.
Beginning in the 1930s the growth and expansion of the City of San Antonio transformed much of
the Missions Area into an urban or suburban environment[10]. With municipal reforms underway
and a burgeoning population, the 1950s and 60s brought political turmoil regarding distribution of
resources. The north side expansion left the east, west, and south sides with fewer services and
little to no business investments. The late 1970s through the 1980s saw another political shift,
which introduced the possibility of increased representation for the areas outside of the north. This
new political landscape did not result in economic or social development in the neglected areas of
San Antonio, and this theme continues into the twenty-first century[11]. Yet, in recent years with
the advent of the Mission Reach and WHS designation, the Southside along with other parts of the
City are finding renewed interest in development. Nevertheless, there is much left to be done in the
south, west and east sides of San Antonio. In light of this interest, CCBR compiled a business
inventory within a one-mile radius of San José and San Juan for the City of San Antonio.

Business Inventory Methodology
To develop an inventory of businesses currently operating in a one-mile radius of both the San Juan
and San José Missions, two databases were compiled to create a more thorough portrait of local
businesses. InfoUSA® business data was used as a baseline and supplemented with ©Dun &
Bradstreet, Inc. (D&B) business data. InfoUSA compiles information from numerous sources (e.g.,
Yellow Page directories, new business filings, annual reports, etc.) and captures business
characteristics (e.g., employee size, sales volume, etc.) through phone verification. D&B data was
obtained through UTSA’s Small Business Development Center Network (SBDCNet) using NAICS
found in InfoUSA data for the area.
According to InfoUSA and D&B data, a total of 980 initial businesses entries were identified within a
mile of Mission San José, and 97 initial business entries were identified within a mile of Mission San
Juan. After duplicates were removed and contact attempts were made, there were a total 317
verified businesses for San José and 29 verified businesses for San Juan. Business analyses were
conducted on the verified listings.

i.

InfoUSA Database

Using InfoUSA business data current through February 2016, there were a total of 481 listings
within the one-mile radius for San José and a total of 35 listings within the one-mile radius for San
Juan, for a total number of 516 listings. Data cleaning involved checking for duplicates whether in
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name, address, or phone number. A total of 27 listings were removed, leaving 488 listings inclusive
of 20 ATMs and 5 Redbox machines. Excluding the 20 ATMs and 5 Redbox machines, 464
businesses remained to be contacted.
Businesses were contacted upwards of three times. Business names and addresses were verified
through calling. If phone numbers were disconnected or invalid, an online search was conducted to
find a working number and corresponding address. Any new online information was then verified
via phone call.
As verification contacts were made, each entry was coded accordingly (Table 1). A total of 308
business were verified through contact attempts. The remaining businesses could not be verbally
verified due to either disconnected numbers, wrong numbers, reaching voicemail recordings, or
were found to be located outside of study areas. For a full list of businesses contacted, see
Addendum.
Table 1. Number of Calls Classified per Industry Category – InfoUSA Database 2016. Code 1 calls verified the address and
business name over the phone, while codes 2, 3 and 4 were unverifiable for different reasons. Of the 516 total listing for the
Missions Area, 313 and 20 businesses were verified for San José and San Juan, respectively. Coding assignments are the
product of a three-wave calling regiment, which is explained further in the methodology. Source: InfoUSA, CCBR.

InfoUSA Coding Description
Verified
Unverifiable
No Physical Address Given
ATM or Redbox
Closed Location
No longer located in the area
Unclassifiable
Duplicate:
Total number of listings:

ii.

San José
288
87
3
24
7
20
2
23
454

San Juan
20
13
0
1
1
0
0
0
35

Dun & Bradstreet (D&B) Database

Dun & Bradstreet database was used to supplement InfoUSA in a bid to create the most accurate
business portrait possible. InfoUSA data was merged with information from D&B. According to
D&B, there were 499 business listings within a mile of Mission San José and 62 business listings
within a mile of Mission San Juan. A total of 561 businesses were listed between both Mission San
José and San Juan.
Data from D&B was checked for duplicates within itself, and then checked again for duplicates
against InfoUSA data. After the checks for duplicates, a total of 328 unique business listings
remained with 281 for the San José one-mile area and 47 for the San Juan one-mile area.
Unlike InfoUSA, D&B data provided no contact numbers for businesses and no physical address.
Business name and map coordinates were the only available identifiers. An online search for
contact information was conducted. No contact numbers could be found for 81 entries, leaving 247
entries for calling verification. The verification process was the same process used for InfoUSA data.
Once the verification process was complete, D&B data was merged with InfoUSA data for a more
complete business inventory. Below is the tabulation for D&B dataset call verification.
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Table 2. Number of Calls Classified per Industry Category – Dun and Bradstreet (D&B) Database 2016. Code 1 calls verified
the address and business name over the phone, while codes 2, 3 and 4 were unverifiable for different reasons. Of the 499
phone numbers found, 84 and 11 businesses were verified for San José and San Juan, respectively. Coding assignments are the
product of a three-wave calling regiment, which is explained further in the methodology. Source: Dun & Bradstreet, CCBR.

D&B Coding Description
Verified
Unverifiable
No Physical Address Given
ATM or Redbox
Closed Location
No longer located in the area
No phone number found
Duplicate:
Total number of listings:

San José
84
84
1
0
8
36
66
220
499

San Juan
11
14
1
0
1
5
15
15
62

After merging the two datasets, a second duplicate check was completed. Below is a final tabulation
of the compiled cleaned dataset.
Table 3. Comparison between Initial Data (before calls), and Verified Data (after duplicate checks and calling waves).
Sources: InfoUSA, Dun & Bradstreet, CCBR.

Total # of Initial Listings:
Total # of Verified Listings:

iii.

San José

San Juan

980
317

97
29

Data Set Comparison

The D&B dataset shares the following data types with InfoUSA: business name, city, state, location
type, Standard Industrial Classification code, NAICS code, coordinates, sales volume, location
employment size, and corporate employment size. D&B provided more general 5-digit NAICS codes
whereas InfoUSA provided more specific 8-digit NAICS codes.
InfoUSA contained 171 data types, however many of the data types listed were incomplete and
could not be used for the study. Distance (in miles) from either Mission San José or Mission San
Juan was the only unique data content found in D&B that was not in InfoUSA. D&B data provided no
address or contact number. The following data types were used for analysis of verified businesses
only: location employment size, actual location sales volume, year first appeared in the yellow
pages, franchise specialty, franchise indicator, white collar percentage and a white collar indicator.
It should be noted that there were discrepancies in both InfoUSA and D&B datasets. Several
business entries had duplicates with different business information. For example, Harlandale
Independent School District (HISD) Public Facility had four separate entries with two unique sets of
longitude and latitude coordinates. Further, each HISD Public Facility entry had different business
information listed for employee size, sales volume, etc. These discrepancies were found for a
number of business entries. When checking for duplicates across the two databases, discrepancies
were also found subsequent to combining the two databases. The most common issue were map
coordinates; however, the difference was minimal in most cases. Employee size data across
duplicates were also inconsistent. For example, 7-Eleven® was reported to have 12 employees by
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InfoUSA while D&B reported only one employee. These inconsistencies were similar for sales
volume reporting as well, with a reported $3,366,000 from InfoUSA and $48,000 from D&B. For
that reason, as well as the fact that D&B offered fewer data types, InfoUSA data was primarily used.
Additionally, upon running analyses it was discovered that there was incorrect information for
franchise data types. Franchise information for all verified businesses subsequently had to be found
via internet searches and calling. The correct franchise association was then used in the analyses.
Businesses were then grouped into 16 categories (as noted in the following sections) based on their
associated NAICS codes.

San José: Local Economy of Area Businesses
i.

Introduction

The one-mile radius from Mission San José offers a variety of goods and services with over 300
businesses spanning 13 categories. The most common category of businesses is Retail Trade (79),
Educational and Social Services (43), followed by Food Services and Drinking Places (37) and
Financial Services and Telecommunications (22). Revenue for businesses in the Retail Trade industry
ranges from $140,000 to $59.839 million, with years of operation ranging from one to 32. The
second largest earning category is Food Services and Drinking Places, followed by those in the
Financial Services and Telecommunications with over half of the businesses reportedly earning over
$2 million. Below is a table that shows categories and corresponding NAICS along with the number
of businesses verified for each category within a mile.
Table 4. Verification and Categorization of North American Industry Coding System (NAICS) Code – San José. This table
identifies the category number with the corresponding category name and NAICS Code, as well as the number of verified
(code 1) businesses identified in each category. Sources: InfoUSA, Dun & Bradstreet, CCBR.

Category #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Category Name
Government & Non-Profit
Personal & Laundry Services
Repair and Maintenance
Food Services & Drinking Places
Accommodation
Arts, Entertainment & Recreation
Educational & Social Services
Professional & Technical Services
Real Estate & Rental/Leasing
Financial Services & Telecommunications
Transportation & Warehousing
Retail Trade
Wholesale Trade
Construction & Manufacturing
Duplicate
Non-Classified

NAICS Range
813-921
812
811
722
721
711-713
611-624
541-516
531-532
517-524
484-493
441-454
423-441
236-339
(any)
999

# Verified
18
21
13
37
15
5
43
12
17
22
3
79
10
18
1
3

The most common industry within the one-mile radius of Mission San José is Retail Trade, which
accounts for 82 of the 317 verified businesses. The types of businesses in this category range from
convenience stores, automotive dealers, and pharmacies. Other common industry sectors in the
area include Food Services and Drinking Places, Financial Services and Telecommunications, and
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Educational and Social Services. Figure 1 provides a summary of business classification in relation to
employee size, length of time open, franchise designation, and associated revenues
All business categories exhibit a positive correlation between employee size and revenue, with
more accentuated cases being found in the Food Services and Drinking Places, Educational and Social
Services, and Retail Trade categories. All Food Services and Drinking Places businesses making under
$400,000 registered no more than nine employees, while those breaking the $500,000 threshold
have 16 or more employees.
There is a weak positive correlation across most businesses between number of years operating
and revenue. 1 However, this does not suggest that new businesses cannot generate average
revenue. Roughly half of businesses operating 10 years or less are making between $500,000 and
$19 million, while the other half makes less than $500,000.
With 94 verified franchises, the rest of the area is mainly composed of locally owned businesses.
When comparing franchises to non-franchises, 20 franchises have opened within the last three
years while 29 non-franchises also began operations within the same period. This data suggests
that a slightly larger number of locally owned businesses have been opened in the area, and that
both franchises and non-franchises can be equally successful.
In the case of Food Services and Drinking Places, franchises earn more than non-franchises. All but
two of the 21 non-franchises in this category earned less than $500,000 while seven of the 16
franchises made over $1 million. Businesses represented in this area are not likely to persuade
tourist exploration outside of the Mission itself. The Wholesale Trade industry, on the other hand,
shows its two franchises making $40,000 and $38 million. InfoUSA reports that all of the nonfranchises in wholesale are making between from $52,000 to $83 million.2

InfoUSA is the only dataset with a measure of the length of time in business, thus 33 franchises found in D&B data had to be omitted
from the length of time analysis.
2 However, data inaccuracies could account for the large discrepancies. See methods for a more detailed explanation.
1
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Figure 1. Bubble chart of employment and revenue by franchise (orange and green) and class for San José 2016. There is a
significant interaction between the number of employees and industry. Businesses that are in Wholesale Trade with 20-49
employees are significantly different from all other industries and employment sizes. Similarly, businesses that are in Retail
Trade with 250-499 employees were also significantly different. Source: InfoUSA, Dun & Bradstreet, CCBR. *Enlarged version in
Appendix.

ii.

Local Business Landscape
In the San José area, four general corridors were identified within a one-mile radius: Roosevelt,
South Presa, South Flores, and Southwest Military (Figure 2). Each area is distinct, and their
respective business characteristics should be considered. The section below is a more detailed
qualitative assessment of the business landscapes within the different areas within the study area.
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N
Figure 2. Distribution of the Local Business Landscape by Mission San José, 2016. A layout of the four areas characterized by
their similarities along major roads or highways within a one-mile radius of Mission San José. Blue dots indicate businesses
that are outside of the four main corridors. Source: InfoUSA, Dun & Bradstreet, CCBR GIS.

General Corridors around Mission San José
Roosevelt
The Roosevelt area has fewer tourism-related businesses than other corridors. They primarily
consist of tire and automotive shops, convenience stores, apartments, some restaurants, as well as a
pharmacy. Most of the businesses moving north to south of the corridor, most of the businesses
there is in the area are non-franchised, retaining the look and feel of the Southside including Nicha’s
Mexican Restaurant. Pizza Hut, just south of the Mission, is the only corporate chain visible. In the
distance, are the golden arches of McDonalds on Southwest Military Road.
Southwest Military
This area is more commercially focused than the other areas, as there is a diverse array of
restaurants, electronic goods, clothing, car care, and personal services available. Residents from the
surrounding neighborhoods come to this area to take care of all of their business. From banking,
clothing stores, household items, electronic repair, groceries, and various personal services,
Southwest Military Road offers almost everything one could need for everyday conveniences.
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Most of the food options in the area are franchises, such as Chuck E. Cheese’s, Church’s Chicken, and
Bill Millers. However, other non-chain options are available, like the South China Chinese &
American Restaurant, or the Taqueria Nuevo Vallarta. This contrasts with the character of the retail
trade industry in the area, where franchises are the exception rather than the rule.
It should be noted that SW Military continues outside of the one-mile radius study area and leads to
a mall less than 5 miles away. Although the mall is smaller and has less of a selection than other
malls on the north of the City, popular name-brand clothing and accessories can be purchased here.
This highlights the bigger picture of SW Military being a commercial strip.
South Flores
Businesses within this corridor are generally small and locally owned, except for a Family Dollar
and a convenience store. The area seems to provide goods and services to the immediate
population. One feature characterizing this corridor is older buildings with tiled storefronts. This
architectural detail has gone out of style, and restoring this area could draw tourists.
South Presa
Access from this corridor to the Missions seems inconvenient, although it is possible to reach the
Missions via South Presa. Most of the businesses in the area are focused around automotive repair
and other industrial activities. Other businesses in the area that have potential to accommodate
visitors include Torito Mexican Restaurant, Neal’s Ice Station, and the Rainbow Motel.

iii.

Industry Classifications Specific to Potential Development around Mission San
José

This section examines industry sectors as they relate to capitalizing on World Heritage Site
designation. The categories addressed are: 1) Food Services and Drinking Places, 2) Accommodation,
3) Retail Trade, 4) Arts, Entertainment and Recreation, and 5) Real Estate, Rental/Leasing. A general
description of the local economy within the respective category is given followed by potential
opportunities and examples from other mission sites.
Food Services and Drinking Places
There are 37 restaurants within the one-mile radius of Mission San José, 16 of which are local
franchises. The restaurants have between one to 82 employees, have been open between one to 32
years, and register sales from $48,000 to $3.987 million (Figure 3).
The most notable restaurant in the immediate vicinity is Nicha’s Mexican Restaurant, which is
located across from Mission San José. Nicha’s, which has been in business for 15 years, makes
$2.431 million and employs 50 people. While the restaurant is within walking and biking distance
of the mission, the lack of sidewalks and bike lanes may dissuade people from doing so. In terms of
drinking establishments, there are two bars (Mustang Sally’s and B&N Sports Bar) in the one-mile
radius. These neighborhood bars are not within walking distance and are frequented by local
residents. Mustang Sally’s generates $44,000, employs eight people, and has been in business for 18
years. B&N Sports Bar has been in business for 13 years, employs five people, and reported a sales
volume of $275,000.
More dining options become available further away from Mission San José. Unlike other U.S.
missions that seem to have maximized their cultural heritage, Mission San José does not have a
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readily walkable or bikeable area and provides very little in terms of food and drinking
establishments. With the future development of the Old Lone Star Brewery and the expansion of the
Southtown area, tourists and residents are being drawn to the south of the City. Establishing
connectivity between the Mission Reach portion of the River Walk and the corridors surrounding
Mission San José allows untapped potential to be realized by providing visitors access to existing
businesses.

N
Figure 3. The Distribution of Food Services and Drinking Places near Mission San José, 2016. There are mainly restaurants
within the one-mile radius of Mission San Juan, with two bars located near Roosevelt Ave. Source: InfoUSA, Dun & Bradstreet,
and CCBR GIS.

An example of a mission that has capitalized on their unique heritage with food services and
drinking places is Mission San Juan Capistrano in California. There is a mix of dining and drinking
options immediately surrounding the mission. In addition to restaurants and bars, entertainment
options include retail stores, museums, art galleries, theaters, and walking tours. The area
capitalizes on its heritage with an architectural style similar to the mission (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Google maps view of San Juan Capistrano, California, showing Food Services and Drinking places in the proximity of
the Mission. Source: Google Maps screen capture.

Accommodation
There are currently 15 businesses in the accommodation category within the one-mile radius of
Mission San José. All but one is a franchise. InfoUSA reports that 12 of those establishments earn
less than $200,000 annually, with two employees at the most. Most of the accommodations are
budget motels, which have been open 13- 32 years.
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N
Figure 5. The Distribution of Accommodations near Mission San José, 2016. Motels are stationed within the one-mile radius of
Mission San José, giving visitors few choices, but the benefit of proximity. Source: InfoUSA, Dun & Bradstreet, CCBR GIS.

There is one budget motel across from Mission San José, El Camino Real, which vaguely resembles
the architectural style of Mission San José. The establishment with the highest revenue is the
franchise Travelers World RV Park. This RV park features over 100 RV parking spots with hookups.
Guests are in close proximity to the Mission Reach of the River Walk and are roughly three miles
from downtown. Budget motels are most common, and there are no higher-end hotels in the onemile area. As it stands, the area is more a mix of commercial and residential zones.
The lack of higher-end accommodations or familiar franchises may not be inviting for overnight
stays. An example of a mission that has capitalized on its unique history is Mission Santa Inés in
Solvang, CA. Mission Santa Inés prominently displays its Danish heritage in both architecture and
cultural events. Not only are their accommodation options in close proximity to the Mission, they
vary in price and amenities, and they are integrated into the area using architectural elements
resembling Mission Santa Inés’s Danish influences.
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Figure 6. Accommodations in the vicinity of Mission Santa Inés. Source: Google Maps screen capture.

Figure 7. Picture of Holiday Inn in the vicinity of Mission Santa Inés, capturing the architectural character of the Danish
heritage and culture. Source: International Hotel Groups; ihg.com

Retail Trade
There are 78 businesses in the Retail Trade category within the one-mile radius of Mission San José,
24 of which are franchises. According to InfoUSA, franchises held the top four earning positions out
of all of the verified businesses. 3 Out of all businesses, 26 make less than $500,000. Roughly half of
the businesses in the area have been there for 10 years or less.
Most businesses within the area are geared toward local residents. Retail businesses include
boutiques, convenience stores, pharmacies, car dealerships, hardware stores, and furniture stores.
There are three stores closest to Mission San José, two of which are convenience stores and a
pharmacy. Other areas that fall within the one-mile radius offer retail targeted towards local
everyday consumers, and thus they do little to attract tourists to explore beyond their visit to the
Mission. In its current state, Mission San José will not attract much retail to stimulate tourists’
interests. Investments need to be made into the development and beautification of the area.

InfoUSA lists one of these, “Walmart Supercenter,” as having an annual revenue of $59.839 million. Requests to Walmart headquarters
for information verification were denied.
3
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N
Figure 8. The Distribution of Retail Trade near Mission San José, 2016. Businesses that tourists might patronize surround
Mission San José more so than non-tourist businesses, like hardware stores and car dealerships. They generally run along the
main roads, SW West Military Drive and S. Flores Street. Source: InfoUSA, Dun & Bradstreet, CCBR GIS.

An example of a mission that has retail in close proximity is Mission San Buenaventura in California.
The area surrounding the mission offers a strip of retail stores all within walking distance of the
site. The storefronts also closely resemble the architectural style of the area (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Retail stores, malls, plazas and shopping centers in proximity of San Buenaventura Mission. Source: Google Maps
screen capture.

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
There are only five businesses that were identified in Arts, Entertainment and Recreation: a
franchised fitness center, a bingo hall, a historic ballroom for events, a music store, and a
trampoline park. The businesses range from 2 to 11 employees, earn anywhere from $99,000 to
$398,000 and have operated for as many as 11 and as little as 2 years. The lack of options for art,
entertainment, and recreation does little to retain tourists.
Other missions in the U.S. have spaces that invite tourists to explore the area around their
respective mission with wineries, golf courses, and entertainment venues. In combination with
cultural events and festivals, adding businesses within the Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
category would offer opportunities to venture beyond a mission visit. Mission San Miguel in Santa
Fe, NM offers a street dedicated to a variety of galleries, inclusive of antiques, modern art,
photography, tribal art, and others (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Art galleries in the vicinity of San Miguel Chapel. Source: Google Maps screen capture.
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Real Estate, Rental/Leasing
There were 17 businesses verified in the Real Estate, Rental/Leasing category within the one-mile
radius of Mission San José. Of these 17 businesses, six businesses have been open less than 10
years; four of these businesses earn over $1 million annually. Overall, the businesses employ
anywhere from two to 10 people, make from $75,000 to $2.498 million and have been in business
from one to 32 years. Additionally, InfoUSA categorized six businesses as a franchise. All but four of
the businesses are involved in real estate; the remainder consists of two mini-storage centers, a car
rental establishment, and a general rental center.
Rental properties, like La Posada del Rey Apartments, are located within the one-mile radius. The
San Antonio Housing Authority manages other rental properties. The development of real estate in
the area should be a part of the development strategy that encourages sustained activity for
residents and tourists alike. Real estate agencies located in the area may be most advantageous to
incoming developers, as they know the socioeconomic status of the community and of any recent
changes to housing and housing desires.

San Juan: Local Economy of Area Businesses
i.

Introduction

Mission San Juan is more rural and contains less development within the one-mile radius compared
to Mission San José. It should be noted that some businesses were observed within the mile radius
of Mission San Juan, but were not captured by either InfoUSA data or D&B data. This is because
their street addresses/entrances are outside of the radius, or they were relatively new, including
Calumet Refinery and Don Meno’s (restaurant), respectively. Furthermore, the Brooks City Base, a
mixed-use development with a wide variety of businesses and residences, is within a mile and a half
of Mission San Juan and thus was not included in the analysis.
Businesses represented in this area are not likely to persuade tourist exploration beyond the
Mission. Most businesses fall into the categories of the construction industry, real estate, education,
or services related to the Stinson Airport. Below is a table that shows categories and corresponding
NAICS along with the number of businesses verified for each category.
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Table 5. Verification and Categorization of North American Industry Coding System (NAICS) Code – San Juan 2016. This table
identifies the category number with the corresponding category name and NAICS Code, as well as the number of verified
businesses identified in each category. Sources: InfoUSA. Dun & Bradstreet. CCBR.

Category #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Category Name
Government & Non-Profit
Personal & Laundry Services
Repair and Maintenance
Food Services & Drinking Places
Accommodation
Arts, Entertainment & Recreation
Educational & Social Services
Professional & Technical Services
Real Estate & Rental/Leasing
Financial Services & Telecommunications
Transportation & Warehousing
Retail Trade
Wholesale Trade
Construction & Manufacturing
Duplicate
Non-Classified

NAICS Range
813-921
812
811
722
721
711-713
611-624
541-561
531-532
517-524
484-493
441-454
423-441
236-339
(any)
999

# Verified
3
1
3
1
1
0
3
3
1
0
2
3
1
6
0
1

A total of 29 businesses were verified within the one-mile radius of Mission San Juan. Of those
businesses, 13 NAICS sectors were represented. The most prevalent industry is Construction and
Manufacturing, which also happens to be the highest revenue earning industry. The largest
employers are those in the Educational and Social Services category. There were no businesses from
the Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation category and only one business in the Food Services and
Drinking Places category. Data suggest that there is a moderate correlation between business age
and revenue for this area. There is ample opportunity to develop agriculturally based businesses,
like a nursery or herb farm within the one-mile study area, without detracting from Mission San
Juan. The following section presents a more detailed assessment of the San Juan study area.

ii.

Local Business Landscape

The most common industry in the one-mile radius surrounding Mission San Juan is Construction
and Manufacturing, which accounts for six of the 29 businesses in the area. Arts, Entertainment, and
Recreation businesses are non-existent, and the only Food Services and Drinking Places business is
Club Oasis, a nightclub that attracts the locals.
Businesses within the Professional and Technical Services, Real Estate and Rental/Leasing, Retail
Trade, Wholesale Trade, and Construction and Manufacturing categories have over a million in
revenue. The remaining businesses either are non-profits or earn under $500,000 a year. There are
six franchises verified within a one-mile radius of Mission San Juan, which make anywhere from
$461,000 to upwards of $13 million.
The top six highest revenues (≥$500,000) are from businesses that are non-franchises. Employee
size for these six businesses ranges from 3-65. The top three revenues come from Construction and
Manufacturing, making anywhere from $13 million to over $26 million.
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Construction and Manufacturing is well established in the area, as two of the six businesses have
been there for roughly 30 years. InfoUSA reports that one of the “newer” construction firms (nine
years old) earns approximately $1.8 million, and the cement pre-casting company, which has been
there for 32 years, earns over $26 million. Businesses established within the last four years earned
less than $500,000. There is a significant positive correlation between the length of time a business
has been open in this area and the amount of revenue it generated. A simple regression model is
shown in the Appendix. Below is a diagram that provides a summary of business classification in
relation to revenue and employee size.

Figure 11. Bubble chart of employment and revenue by franchise (orange and green) and industry category for San Juan
2016. There is a significant interaction between employment size and industry category. Businesses that are Construction
and Manufacturing with 20-99 employees had significantly higher sales volume than the other groups. Source: InfoUSA, Dun
& Bradstreet, CCBR. *Enlarged version in Appendix

There is only one business categorized as a Food Service and Drinking Place within the one-mile
radius of Mission San Juan. The local nightclub, Club Oasis, opened in 2012 and reportedly earns
$275,000. Don Meno’s was identified through an online visual exploration as a Mexican restaurant
across from Mission San Juan, but it was not captured in either InfoUSA or D&B datasets. 4
Only one business was verified and classified as an Accommodation. The Berg’s Mill Motel is a
stand-alone business with no restaurant or bar. This establishment reportedly earns roughly
$183,000 and has been open for 12 years.

One Food Service and Drinking Place could not be verified. This business was also a local bar. Due to resource limitations, a more indepth assessment of local businesses was not undertaken. It thus remains a possibility there are more businesses not captured by either
dataset.
4
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There are no businesses categorized as Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation in the area. The current
business landscape around Mission San Juan is unrelated to tourism or residential needs. As the
map below demonstrates, business distribution is quite sparse. The rest of the businesses in the
area are a mix of military-industrial development (Figure 12). These include Oldcastle Precast, the
Stinson Airport, and Brooks City Base.

Figure 12. The Distribution of Verified Businesses and Parcel Designations near Mission San Juan, 2016. Verified businesses
are scarce throughout the one-mile radius of Mission San Juan. Residential parcels make up the majority of designations,
whereas commercial parcels are found near the main highway, 410, and along major roads. Source: InfoUSA, Dun &
Bradstreet, CCBR GIS.

Oldcastle Precast is an example of successful military-industrial development. Situated on an
industrial property just southwest of Mission San Juan, the company produces cement products for
the surrounding area. InfoUSA reports that they make $26 million annually and have been in
business for 32 years.
The military also has a strong connection to the recent historical re-development of the area. The
Stinson Municipal Airport, originally constructed in 1915 as a flight school, played a role in WWII as
an Air Force training facility and hosted commercial flights until the construction of the San Antonio
International Airport[12]. The airport continues to be a relevant part of the area surrounding
Mission San Juan. It currently houses a flight school and hangars for civilian personal aircraft. The
Sky Safety flight school is a 12-year-old business with 20 employees and generates an annual
revenue of $4.9 million.
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While the Brooks City Base is outside the one-mile radius of Mission San Juan, it is economically
significant and shares the military history of the area. Established as a training facility for the Army,
the base operated from 1917 until its closure in 2011[13]. It is now being developed as a masterplanned community, which will feature its own hospital. As Brooks City Base expands, it is crucial to
connect this daytime population with the Mission San Juan area.
Another notable business is the Calumet Refinery. Part of the refinery property is within the onemile radius of Mission San Juan. However, the physical address falls outside of the study area.
Originally built in 1955, the refinery has had a history of regulatory issues[14]. Its current operator,
Calumet Specialty Products Partners, L.P., has expressed commitment to environmental and
regulatory compliances[15]. The refinery is upstream from the Mission and is obscured from the
Mission view shed. Because the refinery is in close proximity to Mission San Juan, it should continue
to be held to high standards if successful development is to occur.
With a large portion of the area dedicated to residential and industrial sectors, parcels surrounding
Mission San Juan have remained largely underdeveloped. Why the area remains underutilized is
beyond the scope of this study.

Figure 13. The Distribution of Possible Tourism Related Industry Businesses near Mission San Juan (one- mile radius), 2016.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Google Earth screen capture.

Currently, the Dollar General is the only Retail Trade business in the one-mile area. Built in 2015,
the discount store was a source of criticism, because it was the first franchise in the area. In spite of
some negative reactions, the location earns about $1.3 million with a staff of seven people.
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The lack of small, local retail stores where tourists can find authentic products offers a great
opportunity. Historically, economic activities like textile production and blacksmithing were a part
of mission life. Businesses offering locally sourced handcrafted goods could capitalize on this
history. Similarly, because there are no businesses categorized as Arts, Entertainment, and
Recreation, Mission San Juan is ripe with opportunity to infuse local culture with the history of
South Central Texas. An example of capitalizing on the Mission’s history is the new agreement
between the San Antonio Food Bank and the National Park Service. The historic farmlands will once
again be used to provide food assistance for 16 counties and also serve as a functioning
demonstration farm[3].
At first glance, the lack of dining, accommodation, and shopping within the vicinity of Mission San
Juan would suggest developing these industries. However, considering the proximity of Brooks City
Base, which already offers these amenities, and the rural setting of Mission San Juan, marketing
cultural heritage should be its future emphasis. Although Mission San Juan has the fewest visitors, it
has the potential to draw the daytime population into the area. Further study is needed to assess
available properties, zoning and ordinances, as well as evaluating business incentives.

Gap Analysis (Business vs. Consumer Relations) and Projections
Retail Gap Analyses for Mission San José and Mission San Juan were conducted using a one-mile
radius from their respective addresses as the geographic area of study. The analyses compare
consumer expenditures (demand) and retail sales (supply) figures to assess gaps or surpluses in
the market. The demand data is derived from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Consumer
Expenditure Survey, and the supply data is derived from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Census of Retail
Trade. The difference between consumer expenditures and retail sales represents either the market
‘gap’ or ‘surplus’ for each merchandise/retail store type within the specified geography. When the
difference is positive, it indicates that demand is greater than supply, and a market opportunity
may exist. Conversely, when the difference is negative, it indicates that supply is greater than
demand and a market surplus likely exists. It is important to note that both the demand and supply
information reflect consumer spending and retail transactions for households and retailers within
the geographic area of study. Consumers will inevitably shop for products and services outside this
geographic area in the same way that retailers will conduct transactions with consumers who live
outside the geographic area as well.
In the Mission San José area, results from the gap analysis suggest that significant market
opportunities exist for retail store types such as Building Material & Garden Equipment Stores
(NAICS 444), Food & Beverage Stores (NAICS 445), Clothing & Clothing Accessories Stores (NAICS
448) and General Merchandise Stores (NAICS 452). Retail store types with market saturation in the
area include Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers (NAICS 441) and Gasoline Stations (NAICS 447), among
others.
Around Mission San Juan, the gap analysis suggests that significant market opportunities exist in
Food & Beverage Stores (NAICS 445), with smaller opportunities in Gasoline Stations with
Convenience Stores (NAICS 44711), and Gift, Novelty & Souvenir Stores (NAICS 45322). As
evidenced by numerous retail store surpluses in the analysis for the Mission San Juan area, many
retail markets are already saturated.
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IV.

SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT LANDSCAPE
Social Environment
This section summarizes the social landscape surrounding Mission San José and Mission San Juan.
Several snapshots highlight crime, community relationships, and current development. Overall,
these snapshots demonstrate the difference between the two Mission communities. In a new series
documenting population growth and its effects on the City of San Antonio, the San Antonio ExpressNews described the Southside as “…enormous and diverse, and is as varied from neighborhood [to
neighborhood] as the people who live here”[16]. Unfortunately, another part of the Southside’s
reputation includes crime, substandard schools, and a lack of updated infrastructure. Despite its
reputation, developers have shown interest in building residential and commercial properties in
these communities. However, some members of the communities are apprehensive about the
changes that may result from new development.

i.

Crime

The Mission San José study area has a larger population, more homes and is more urban than
Mission San Juan. The San Juan study area has more open space, fewer homes, and a smaller
population. The River South, which encapsulates all the Missions except the Alamo (Figure 14), has
been described as an area with a declining population, lower educational levels, median income and
higher poverty, when compared to city data[17]. The River South neighborhoods have elevated
incidences of robbery, vehicle burglary, prostitution, and murder compared to the City as a whole.
Compiled crime data from the San Antonio Police department for 2012 – 2015 shows crime trends
for that period.5

It is important to note that the crime information consists of only a few years, generalizations made from crime data may not
necessarily be accurate.
5
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Figure 14. The River South Area. Source: River South Management Plan, 2010. *Enlarged version in Appendix

Mission San José: Within the one-mile radius of Mission San José, the most common crimes
reported in the last four years are, cumulatively: 1) 2,971 acts of larceny, 2) 2,701 other crimes, 3)
1,210 vehicle burglaries, and 4) 939 acts of vandalism. 6 Business crimes were much lower. There
were only 18 instances of aggravated robberies. Over the years, crimes such as vehicle burglaries
decreased, but crimes that include fraud, prostitution, threats, and other crimes (miscellaneous
crimes, e.g., violations of city ordinance, harassment, and wanted persons) did increase. Crimes
most likely to interfere with tourism in the San José area are prostitution, aggravated robbery,
public intoxication, and murder. From 2012 – 2015, there was a cluster of aggravated robberies
within 0.15 mile of Mission San José (Figure 15). Other crimes, such as public intoxication, were
also prevalent in certain parts of the one-mile radius of Mission San José, though not as common.
Prostitution typically occurred further away from the site.

Data from the San Antonio Police Department does not readily provide definitions of crimes, thus it is difficult to ascertain the
difference between theft of vehicle, other crimes, and burglary vehicle.
6
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N
Figure 15. The Distribution of Crimes near Mission San José, 2012-2015. In the last four years, many crimes have been
reported, including public intoxication, aggravated robbery, and prostitution, within the one-mile radius of Mission San José.
One case of murder was also reported in a neighborhood nearby. Source: San Antonio Police Department, CCBR GIS.

Mission San Juan: Within one-mile of Mission San Juan, crime levels are much lower than San José,
however, the area’s population is smaller. The most commonly reported crimes for the Mission San
Juan area from 2012 – 2015 are: 1) other crimes, 206, 2) 116 acts of larceny, 3) 84 acts of
vandalism, and 4) 78 vehicle thefts. The Mission itself has been burglarized and a victim of repeated
graffiti [18]. Crimes such as assault, vehicle theft, and family violence decreased, whereas vehicle
burglary, fraud, and other crimes increased.7 Aggravated robbery and public intoxication near
Mission San Juan seem to be relatively rare (Figure 16).

Data from the San Antonio Police Department does not readily provide definitions of crimes, thus it is difficult to ascertain the
difference between theft of vehicle, other crimes, and burglary vehicle.
7
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N
Figure 16. The Distribution of Crimes Reported near Mission San Juan in the Last Four Years, 2012-2015. Few crimes have
been reported around Mission San Juan in the past four years. Those that were include aggravated robbery and public
intoxication. Source: San Antonio Police Department, CCBR GIS.

ii.

School and Education

The reputation associated with the low attrition rates of San Antonio Independent School District is
a challenge for the Southside. The San Antonio Independent School District (SAISD) and the
Harlandale Independent School District (HISD) are both within a mile radius of Mission San José.
The one-mile radius of Mission San Juan includes the same two districts as Mission San José, as well
as the Southside Independent School District (SISD) [19]. Currently, there are also at least five
charter schools in the area, which provide an alternative to public school. For a more detailed
description of school districts (public and charter), see the Appendix.

iii.

Infrastructure

The Southside of San Antonio has traditionally lacked essential infrastructure. According to a recent
study conducted for the City of San Antonio[20], in 2010 almost 673,000 people lived inside Loop
410 and another 635,000 lived in the northern parts of San Antonio between Loop 410 and Loop
1604[16]. Bexar County is projected to grow by 1.1 million people by the year 2040[16]. The
aforementioned study predicted a market demand of 21% of new housing units on the Southside by
the year 2040, which equals to approximately 119,000 housing units. Homes on the Southside are
typically more affordable than some areas in the North Side, with homes listed at a median price of
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$190,000 compared to $255,000. With the new World Heritage Site designation along with other
projects such as Mission Reach, the City hopes to improve existing and future infrastructure in the
area for the benefit of current and future residents.
Lack of development and struggling schools pose challenges for growth. Most new buyers and
renters look to settle in the northern part of the city, which has a reputation of better schools. Other
challenges include building amenities, like dining and entertainment that attract new residents. In
addition, some neighborhood associations have organized to stop development projects that
pertain to the area surrounding the Missions. Residents argue that they are not against
development of the Southside and want to ensure that the character of the community is
maintained.

Development Landscape
This section examines the development landscape within a mile of Mission San José and Mission
San Juan, respectively. General snapshots of the relationship between the community and
developers, current city incentives offered in the areas, and an overview of vacant properties are
provided in this section. The City of San Antonio offers various incentives and programs
encouraging sustainable and inclusive development, some of which are briefly discussed in this
section. With the uniqueness of the Missions’ cultural heritage of the people of the Southside region,
it will be imperative that future developers coordinate with the stakeholders in the area.

i.

Community Relationships with Developers

Southside San Antonio has a diverse set of organizations, businesses, and city officials that have
varying views on development near the Missions. Some residents are worried that more
infrastructure and development could change the landscape near the Missions and alter the current
lifestyle enjoyed by many[21]. A few community organizations are apprehensive about new
development, while other business organizations welcome the opportunity to revitalize and expand
the Missions Area. City officials, have taken a centrist approach, working to promote growth in the
area, while also striving to preserve the overall landscape and culture of the Missions [22].
Relationships between developers and community organizations have been strained in the past.
The difference between the type of development residents desired and the plan offered by
developers came to the forefront in 2015, over a proposed apartment complex near Mission San
José[23]. The Alliance for San Antonio Missions was formed as a result of this issue. Neighborhood
resistance may also stem from the fact that some residents near Mission Concepción were displaced
in order for luxury apartments to be built [24].
While discussing the business landscape with a local business owner, he stated, “If it weren’t for the
World Heritage Site designation, we wouldn’t be talking right now.” Since 2010, recommendations
for the Roosevelt Corridor have included installing and updating infrastructure. Yet, as this same
business owner pointed out, “there are still no sidewalks on parts of Roosevelt.” Though
stakeholders welcome the chance for an increase in potential customers, they understand the
reason behind the renewed interest in revitalizing the Southside.
Investors and businesses interested in investing near the Missions should strive to effectively
communicate with members of the community. One neighborhood group has indicated that the
organization and residents do support economic development—specifically, smart growth[25].
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However, they expressed frustration at the lack of communication regarding development near the
World Heritage sites, which the City was addressing at the time of the study[26].
Another concern is the potential loss of World Heritage designation if the area loses its authenticity.
The Mission San José area is comprised mostly of low-income residents. Some community members
are uneasy about the prospect of growth leading to gentrification, which would increase property
taxes and could displace lower income and older residents.

ii.

City Incentives, Programs and Policies

The City of San Antonio has identified and established incentives that are designed to spur
economic development. These incentives may be beneficial to new development around the
Missions. Below is a brief review of some city incentives as well as some guidelines currently in
place.
Inner City Reinvestment and Infill Policy (ICRIP)
The ICRIP policy is designed to incentivize businesses to promote economic development and
growth in certain areas of San Antonio. For example, the San José and San Juan areas are eligible for
City and San Antonio Water Systems (SAWS) impact fee waivers. Waiver applications will begin on
October 1, 2016[27].
Center City Housing Incentive Program (CCHIP)
Developers can take advantage of the City’s housing incentive program, which offers loans and
other incentives[28]. However, the low-paying service jobs and the frequency of crimes may
potentially deter developers from utilizing the CCHIP within the Mission San José area.
Local Tax Exemption in Historic Districts
The City also offers tax exemptions for the rehabilitation of buildings in historic districts. Property
owners who substantially rehabilitate buildings can have their property taxes frozen at a certain
rate for up to ten years, as well as receive other benefits, such as not paying city property taxes for
the first five years[29]. These exemptions can help preserve the cultural heritage of the area, as
opposed to new development. More space can be left as green spaces and parks as well.
Regulations
Certain areas around the San José Mission are eligible for the Inner City Reinvestment and Infill
Policy fee waiver (ICRIP). The goal of this program is to help promote economic growth in the inner
city. However, because the San José and San Juan Missions are now World Heritage Sites, there are
additional restrictions and regulations with which developers will need to comply. Height
restrictions, as they pertain to the view shed, are one of the constraints for any building within a
certain distance of the front of a mission. Information regarding the distance and height can be
found at the Office of Historic Preservation’s website[30]. The River Improvement Overlay Districts
(RIO) provides guidelines for building, as well. Failure to adhere to these guidelines could mean
that the Office of Historic Preservation could deny building permits[31].
Vacant Properties
The City has identified that another way to improve growth around the Missions Area is to
encourage absentee property owners to start maintenance or redevelopment of their properties.
the City of San Antonio has a policy which requires vacant buildings to be registered as well as
require the owner to submit plans for improvement[32]. The City also maintains an inventory of
vacant properties in specific areas of the City, including designated heritage districts such as the
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Missions Area[33]. Revitalizing vacant buildings will allow developers to limit the construction of
new buildings, which can help the Missions maintain their cultural authenticity. Figure 17 shows
the vacant buildings in the San José and San Juan areas that have been identified through the
program. Apart from utilizing vacant properties, tourism-based businesses could be developed
around the Missions[34]. Repurposing buildings already in the area will help maintain the area’s
character, while providing opportunities for new businesses to move in.

N
Figure 17. The Distribution of Vacant Buildings in the Missions Area, 2016. Vacant buildings are scarce throughout the onemile radius of each mission. Because Mission San José shows more activity – i.e. residents, services, and businesses – more
vacant buildings can be seen. Source: City of San Antonio, CCBR GIS.

V.

POPULATION INVENTORY
Introduction and Historical Context
During the period of Spanish colonization, five Catholic missions were built in the vicinity of the
City of San Antonio. Two were founded in San Antonio, while the other three were founded in East
Texas but moved to San Antonio in 1731 to be more easily defensible. The two missions selected for
this study are Mission San José y San Miguel de Aguayo (generally known as Mission San José) and
Mission San Juan Capistrano (generally known as Mission San Juan).
Mission San José is the largest of the five missions in terms of area, and second in age to Mission San
Antonio de Valero (generally known as The Alamo). Mission San José was built in 1720, but was
relocated to its current location between 1721 and 1724. Mission San Juan was originally founded
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as Mission San José de los Nazonis in Nacogdoches County in 1716, but was relocated to San
Antonio in 1731 and renamed. Although not the largest of the five missions, Mission San Juan is
likely the most thoroughly studied by archaeologists[35].
The Missions were built to teach, house and convert the indigenous population to Catholic Spanish
citizens. However, with the high loss of indigenous life and the weakening of the Spanish empire at
the end of the 18th century, the secularization process commenced. During this period, nascent
independence movements succeeded in both British and Spanish possessions, with Texas becoming
a part of newly independent Mexico in the 1820s.
The main purpose of the Missions after secularization was to remain economically viable and selfsufficient. Although in some cases the infrastructure of the Missions began to crumble, the
population (a mix of the indigenous inhabitants and Spanish colonialists, with some intermarriage)
remained near the Missions and continued to practice agriculture. The Missions provided building
materials, existing roads, irrigation networks, livestock pens, etc. Where possible, the population
retained use of the mission churches for worship.
Some residents surrounding the Missions have been vocal about their desire for preservation and
resistance against all else, while other residents are open to sensitive development or smart
growth. Regardless of which side residents find themselves on, they are strongly attached to the
Missions, as some longtime residents identify as present-day descendants of the diverse groups of
indigenous people commonly referred to as Coahuiltecan[36]. Another concern expressed by
residents is the potential for gentrification. With unchecked growth, many residents fear the
possibility of displacement of older residents and those with lower income. This concern is not
unfounded, as a whole community of nearly 300 residents were displaced near Mission Concepción
for the development of high-end apartments[37]. It should be noted however that displaced
residents did receive a compensation package[38]. The Southside of San Antonio has long awaited
the same opportunities afforded the City’s northern areas. However, some residents are hesitant to
support it. Therefore, it is not only necessary but also strongly encouraged that future development
planning considers the needs of local residents.

Historical Data Analysis
i.

Purpose and Methodology

This section compares demographic, housing, and socioeconomic variables between the Mission
San Juan and Mission San José neighborhoods and Bexar County across five decades, from 1970 to
2010. The census tracts that intersect the one-mile radius around Mission San Juan and San José
comprise the Mission Neighborhoods. This resulted in eight census tracts that were considered in
the Missions’ neighborhoods analysis (census tracts 1408, 1411.01, 1416, 1507, 1508, 1509, 1515,
and 1922). Demographic, housing, and socioeconomic data for these eight census tracts and all
remaining census tracts in the County was extracted from the Geolytics Neighborhood Change
Database (GNCD) for each decade—1970 through 2010. This database allows neighborhood change
to be easily examined over time because all census tracts are normalized to 2010 census
boundaries. Once the data was gathered, the average of each variable for the eight census tracts in
the Mission neighborhoods was calculated and compared to the average for the remaining census
tracts in the County, excluding the Mission neighborhoods tracts. The variables used in this analysis
are included in Table 6.
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Table 6. Demographic, Housing, and Socioeconomic Variables

VARIABLE
DEMOGRAPHICS
RACE/ETHNICITY
White
Black
Hispanic
Foreign-Born
FAMILY STRUCTURE
Married Families
Female Householders
Non-families
AGE
Young Children
Youth
Adults
Aging
HOUSING
TENURE
Owner Occupied
Renter Occupied
STRUCTURAL
CHARACTERISTICS
Single Family
Multifamily
Small Units
Large Units
New Housing
SOCIOECONOMICS
EDUCATION LEVEL
No Diploma
High School Grad
Bachelor Degree
UNEMPLOYMENT
POVERTY

DESCRIPTION

Whites (includes Hispanics)
Black and African-Americans
Hispanics and Latinos
Individuals born outside of the U.S.
Proportion of families that are married with children under 18
Proportion of families and subfamilies with own children that are femaleheaded
Proportion of households that are non-family households
Proportion of individuals under age 5
Proportion of individuals between 5 to 17
Proportion of individuals between 18 to 64
Proportion of individuals over 65

Proportion of housing units that are owner-occupied
Proportion of housing units that are renter-occupied

Proportion of Single-Family Units
(Single-family detached and single-family attached)
Multifamily Units
(Two family units, three or four-family units, and five plus family units)
Small Units (Zero bedrooms, one bedroom, or two bedrooms)
Large Units (Three bedrooms, four bedrooms, five-plus bedrooms)
Proportion of new housing units built within the last 30 years

Proportion of population over age 25 with some high school but no degree
Proportion of population over age 25 with high school diploma only
Proportion of population over age 25 with bachelor’s degree or higher
Unemployment rate
Proportion of entire population in poverty
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ii.

Demographic Trends
The race and ethnicity, family structure, and age variables of the residents surrounding the
Missions are shown in the following figures. The data reveals that there are more Hispanics and
fewer Whites and Blacks in the Mission Neighborhoods than in the County. There has been a
decrease in married families and an increase in female-headed households as well as non-families
countywide. In addition, there was a higher rate of female-headed households in the Mission
Neighborhoods. The number of young children and youth has also declined over time in both areas.

Race/Ethnicity: White (with Hispanics)
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Mission Neighborhoods

Figure 18. Race/Ethnicity: White (includes Hispanics). 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area.
Source: GNCD, URP.

Figure 18 shows the population of Whites, which includes Hispanics, in the County and Mission
Neighborhoods from 1970 to 2010. The White population in the Mission Neighborhoods was lower
than in Bexar County, except for in 1970 and 2010. The White population decreased from 1970 to
2000 and increased between 2000 and 2010. This increase is more significant in the Mission
Neighborhood compared to the County. Note: Data for White population includes Hispanics.

Race/Ethnicity: Black
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Figure 19. Race/Ethnicity: Black. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area. Source: GNCD, URP.

Figure 19 shows the percentage of the population of African-Americans in the County and Mission
Neighborhoods from 1970 to 2010. Overall, the population of African-Americans in the County has
been higher than in the Mission Neighborhoods. Also, the County population grew each decade,
whereas in the Mission Neighborhoods there was a decrease in population from 1990 to 2000. The
highest point of Black population in the Mission Area is in 1990, at about 4.5%.

Race/Ethnicity: Hispanic
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Figure 20. Race/Ethnicity: Hispanic. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area. Source: GNCD,
URP.

Figure 20 shows the percentage of the population of Hispanics in the County and Mission
Neighborhoods from 1970 to 2010. The population of Hispanics has been higher in the Mission
Neighborhoods compared to the County. The population as a whole has increased from 1970 to
2010. Also, the gap between the County Hispanic population and the Mission Neighborhood
Hispanic population has increased over time.
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Race/Ethnicity: Foreign-Born
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Figure 21. Race/Ethnicity: Foreign-Born. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area. Source: GNCD,
URP.

Figure 21 shows the percentage of the foreign-born population in the County and Mission
Neighborhoods from 1970 to 2010. In 1990, the foreign population in the Mission Neighborhoods
was been higher than in the County. From 1970 to 1990, this percentage increased at a higher rate
in the Mission Neighborhoods than the County, but from 1990 to 2000, it increased at a lower rate
than County. In both the Mission Neighborhoods and County, the foreign-born population has been
increasing since 1970.

Family Structure: Married Families
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Figure 22. Family Structure: Married Families. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area. Source:
GNCD, URP.

Figure 22 shows that the percentage of families married with children under 18 has decreased over
time. This percentage has been generally higher in the County compared to the Mission
Neighborhoods, with the smallest gap from 1980 to 1990. The rate has dropped from about 52% in
1970 to about 30% in 2010, for the Mission Neighborhood.
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Family Structure: Female Householders
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Figure 23. Family Structure: Female Householders. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area.
Source: GNCD, URP.

Figure 23 shows the percentage of families and subfamilies with children that are female headed.
This percentage has been higher in the Mission Neighborhoods than in the County. The percentage
of female householders increased from about 15% in 1970 to about 35% in 2010. However, from
2000 to 2010, this figure stabilized in the Mission Neighborhood.

Family Structure: Non-Families
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Figure 24. Family Structure: Non-Families. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area. Source:
GNCD, URP.
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Figure 24 shows that the percentage of non-family households increased in both the County and
Mission Neighborhoods from 1970 to 2010. Also, the gap between this percentage in the County
and Mission Neighborhoods decreased in 2010 compared to previous years. In 2010, this
percentage was about 30% in both the Mission Neighborhoods and the County.

Age: Young Children and Youth
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Figure 25. Age: Young Children and Youth. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area. Source:
GNCD, URP.

Figure 25 shows the percentage of individuals under the age five and the percentage of individuals
aged five to 17. The Young Children percentage has decreased in the County whereas it mostly
stayed stable in the Mission Neighborhoods. This percentage was about 9% in 1970 and 2010, with
a slight increase in 1980. The percentage of individuals from five to 17 was lower in the Mission
Neighborhoods compared to County from 1970 to 1980. However, this trend has changed after
1980 and there are now more youth in the Mission Neighborhoods than the County. This
percentage has declined overall in both the Mission Neighborhood and County, aside from a slight
increase in the Mission Area from 1980 to 1990.
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Age: Adults and Aging
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Figure 26. Age: Adults and Aging. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area. Source: GNCD, URP.

Figure 26 shows that the percentage of the Adult population, age 18 to 64, increased from 1970 to
2010. This increase was higher in the County compared to the Mission Neighborhoods. The lowest
percentage of Adults in the Missions was about 55% in 1970, and the highest was about 60% in
2010. The Aging population (age 65 and older) increased in the County over time. The percent
Aging was higher in the Mission Neighborhoods compared to the County in 1970. However, since
1990, there has been a decrease in the Aging population in the Mission Neighborhoods.
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iii.

Housing Trends
In this section, residential housing variables are compared. Housing category includes data on
tenure (owner vs. renter occupied) and structural characteristics, including housing type (i.e., single
family, multifamily, etc.) and the age of the housing stock. The data reveals that there are more
renter-occupied, smaller housing units, and an older housing stock in the Mission Neighborhoods
compared to the County. There are also fewer single-family homes in the Mission Neighborhoods
compared to the County. The number of renter-occupied, multifamily housing units has continued
to increase with an aging housing stock in the Mission Neighborhoods.

Tenure: Owner Occupied and Renter Occupied
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Figure 27. Tenure: Owner Occupied and Renter Occupied. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions
Area. Source: GNCD, URP.

Figure 27 compares the percentage of owner-occupied residential units with the percentage of
renter-occupied residential units for both the County and Mission Neighborhoods. The owneroccupied percentage is higher in the County compared to the Mission Neighborhoods, and both
have been declining since 1970. Conversely, the percentage of renter-occupied residential units in
the Mission Neighborhoods was higher than in the County. This percentage has increased from
1970 to 2010 in both the County and Mission Neighborhoods.
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Structural: Single Family and Multifamily
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Figure 28. Structural: Single Family and Multifamily. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area.
Source: GNCD, URP.

Figure 28 indicates that the percentage of single-family residential units reached its lowest point in
1990. This percentage has generally been higher in the County compared to the Mission
Neighborhoods. The highest percentage in the Mission Neighborhood was about 74% in 1970, and
the lowest point was about 37% in 1990. The percentage of multifamily residential units has been
higher in the Mission Neighborhoods compared to the County. This percentage has had an
increasing trend except for a slight decline in 2000.
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Structural: Small Units and Large Units
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Figure 29. Structural: Small Units and Large Units. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area.
Source: GNCD, URP.

Figure 29 shows that the percentage of small housing units (zero bedrooms, one bedroom, or two
bedrooms) has been higher in the Mission Neighborhoods compared to the County. This percentage
has generally declined since 1970. There was a higher rate of decline from 2000 to 2010 in the
Mission Neighborhoods compared to previous years. The percentage of large housing units (three

bedrooms, four bedrooms, five-plus bedrooms) has been higher in the County compared to the
Mission Neighborhoods. There has been a general increase from 1970 to 2010.

Structural: New Housing
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Figure 30. Structural: New Housing. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area. Source: GNCD, URP.

Figure 30 shows a decreasing trend in the percent of new housing units (built within the last 30
years) in both the County and Mission Neighborhoods from 1970 to 2010. This percentage was
generally greater in the County. In the Mission Neighborhood, new housing has dropped from about
80% in 1970 to about 30% in 2010.
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iv.

Socioeconomic Trends
The socioeconomic category compares education level, unemployment, and poverty rate for the
Mission Neighborhoods and the County. According to the data, there is a greater percentage of the
population with no high school diploma in the Mission Neighborhoods compared to the County.
Although this rate has decreased over time, high school graduates and those obtaining a bachelor’s
degree has increased. Over time, both unemployment and poverty have been higher in the Mission
Neighborhoods compared to the County averages.

Educational Level: No Diploma, High School Grad,
Bachelor Degree
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Figure 31. Educational Level: No Diploma. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area. Source:
GNCD, URP.

Figure 31 shows the percentage of population over age 25 by three educational levels: no diploma,
high school graduate, and Bachelor’s degree. The percentage with no degree was consistently
higher in the Mission Neighborhoods compared to the County. This rate has dropped from about
65% in 1970 to about 35% in 2010 in the Mission Neighborhoods.
The percentage with only a high school degree has constantly increased in the Mission
Neighborhoods, from about 30% to 50%. However, there has been a different trend in the County—
there was a slight drop from 1980 until 1990, which then stabilizes. In 1970, this percentage was
lower in the Mission Neighborhoods than the County, but higher than the County in 2010.
The percentage of people with a Bachelor’s degree or higher was higher in the County compared to
the Mission Neighborhoods from 1970 to 2010. Furthermore, there has been a faster rate of
increase from 1970 to 2010 in the County compared to the Mission Neighborhoods. In other words,
this percentage has been rather stable over time in the Mission Neighborhoods, adjusting from 5%
in 1970 to about 10% in 2010.
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Unemployment
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Figure 32. Unemployment. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area. Source: GNCD, URP.

Figure 32 shows that the unemployment rate has been generally higher in the Mission
Neighborhoods compared to the County. This percentage has experienced a drop from 1990 to
2000 in both the County and Missions. The highest point of unemployment in the Mission
Neighborhoods was recent, in 2010, at about 12%.
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Figure 33. Poverty. 40 Year (1970-2010) Trends for Bexar County and the Missions Area. Source: GNCD, URP.

Figure 33 shows that the percentage of population in poverty was higher in the Mission
Neighborhoods compared to the County. The poverty level in the Missions has remained stable over
time at around 25%, with the exception of a spike in 1990 to about 30%.
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Contemporary Demography
The most recent demographic data for race/ethnicity, household type, housing characteristics, and
poverty levels are obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau American Community Survey (ACS) 20102014 Five-Year Averages for eight Census tracts: 1408, 1411.01, 1416, 1507, 1508, 1509, 1515, and
1922. These Census tracts represent the population closest to the two missions. The results reveal
that there are proportionally more Hispanics and fewer non-Hispanic Whites and non-Hispanic
Blacks in the Mission Neighborhoods than in Bexar County. The most common forms of household
are one-person non-family households and three-person family households. There are slightly more
owner-occupied housing units than renter-occupied housing units, and among owner-occupied
units, slightly more have mortgages than are ‘free and clear’. Finally, the poverty rate in the
Missions Neighborhoods is somewhat higher than the rate in the City of San Antonio and in Bexar
County as a whole.

N
Figure 34. Population Density per Census Block Group within a One-Mile Radius of Mission San José and Mission San Juan.
Source: US Census Bureau, ACS 2014, CCBR GIS.

i.

Race/Ethnicity

According to the ACS, the Five-Year Average for the population of the eight census tracts is 34,428;
of this total, 86.2% is Hispanic/Latino (of all races); 10.0% is non-Hispanic White; 2.3% is nonHispanic Black; 0.5% is non-Hispanic American Indian; 0.3% is non-Hispanic Asian; and 0.6% nonHispanic Other (Figure 35). By comparison, the population of the City of San Antonio (1,385,438) is
63.3% Hispanic, 26.3% non-Hispanic White, 6.4% non-Hispanic Black, 2.4% non-Hispanic Asian,
0.2% is non-Hispanic American Indian, and 1.4% non-Hispanic Other; the population of Bexar
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County (1,789,088) is 59.0% Hispanic, 29.6% non-Hispanic White, 6.9% non-Hispanic Black, 2.4%
non-Hispanic Asian, 0.2% non-Hispanic American Indian, and 1.8% non-Hispanic Other (Figure 35).

Figure 35. The Racial and Ethnic Makeup (in thousands) of the San José and San Juan Missions Areas. In both areas, the total
number of Hispanic/Latino (blue) greatly exceed that of the next largest population, white alone (grey). All other groups in
the San José Mission Area make up about a thousand individuals. The high distribution of Hispanic/Latino (blue), followed by
Non-Hispanic White alone (grey) is characteristic of the County and the City. Of the just under 34,500 individuals in the eight
census tracts around both Mission San José and San Juan, close to an estimated 30,000 are Hispanic/Latino. Source: U.S.
Census Bureau, CCBR.
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N
Figure 36. Ethnicity and Racial Distribution in the Missions Area, 2014. The map displays a dense population of Hispanics
and/or Latinos and White alone. A representation of a one-mile radius is shown as the black circle surrounding each mission.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, CCBR GIS.

ii.

Household Type

There are a total of 12,780 households in the eight Census tracts. Of these, 8,717 (68.2%) are family
households and 4,063 (31.8%) are non-family households. Figure 37 demonstrates the distribution
of family and non-family households in the area.
Within family households, the most common type is 3-person households (29.5%), followed by 2person households (24.8%), 4-person households (22.6%), 5-person households (15.2%), and 6+
person households (7.9%).
As for non-family households, the most common type by far is 1-person households (85.0%),
followed by 2-person households (12.0%), 3-person households (2.2%), 4-person households
(0.6%), and 5+ person households (0.2%). The contrast with family households is stark: 97% of
non-family households have two or fewer persons, and only 3% have three or more; only 25% of
family households have two persons, while 75% have three or more. Figure 38 displays the number
of family and non-family households by size.
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N
Figure 37. The Distribution of Family and Non-family households in the Missions Area, 2014. The Missions Area shows a high
density of 3-4+ person family generally outside the one-mile radius of Mission San Juan and a high density of 3-4+ person
family within the one-mile radius of Mission San José. 2-3+ person non-families are randomly clustered throughout the map.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, CCBR GIS.
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Figure 38. Household sizes and types for Bexar County, San Antonio and The Missions Area. The largest groups are family
households (2 people). The smallest group is a non-family (3 or more) household. For the Missions Area the family households
with four plus people is the largest group.

iii.

Housing

There are an estimated 12,157 housing units in the eight Census tracts. Note that this number will
not necessarily be identical to the number of households for various reasons—one of which is the
presence of group quarters. Of these housing units, 10,940 (90%) are occupied while 1,217 (10%)
are vacant.
Of the 10,940 occupied housing units, 5,785 (52.9%) are owner-occupied and 5,155 (47.1%) are
renter-occupied. Among the 5,785 owner-occupied units, 3,002 (51.9%) have a mortgage while
2,783 (48.1%) do not have a mortgage (i.e., they are owned ‘free-and-clear’).
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N
Figure 39. The Distribution of Housing Tenure in the Missions Area, 2014. Rentals are more prevalent in the northeast
quadrant of the map, as well as within the one-mile radius that surrounds Mission San José. The mortgages are clustered in
regions where neighborhoods are seen. Source: U.S. Census Bureau, CCBR GIS.
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iv.

Poverty

Of the 10,940 households in occupied housing units in the eight Census tracts, 3,144 (28.7%) are
considered to live at or below the poverty level. Figure 40 indicates that in general, Census tracts
and Census block groups closer to the City center tend to have a higher share of households living in
poverty, while Census tracts and block groups further from the City center tend to have a lower
share of households living in poverty. However, there are some exceptions. Census Tract 1509
Block Group 1 (the very light area just to the west of Mission San José) has one of the lowest
poverty rates within this part of San Antonio. Census Tract 1922 Block Group 2 (the large medium
green area to the west of Mission San Juan) has a relatively high poverty rate when compared to
neighboring block groups to the east and southwest.

N
Figure 40. A Visual Representation of Poverty Rate in the Missions Area, 2014. The poverty rate ranges from 33 to 45% or less
within the one-mile radius surrounding Mission San Juan. A varied poverty rate is seen within the one-mile radius
surrounding Mission San José, suggesting a higher variation in gross income among the residents. Source: U.S. Census Bureau,
CCBR GIS.
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Figure 41. Average poverty rates for the San Juan and San José Missions locations. Note: Of the two Census tracts used to
calculate the data within the mile radius of Missions San Juan, one (Census Tract 1922) is also used in the data calculation for
Mission San José, because it falls within the mile radius of both missions. Source: U.S. Census Bureau, CCBR.

WORKFORCE
The workforce is the portion of the population in the area surrounding Missions San José and San
Juan, which is either engaged in work or actively looking for work. This is a specific and important
segment of the population, especially because of its relevance to existing or prospective businesses
in the area. It can be thought of as the population who is of working age (generally 15-64), but
additional factors influence whether or not someone is employed—including education, occupation
type, income, housing affordability relative to income, etc.
The Missions’ neighborhoods have noticeably fewer people aged 30-44 (Generation X), but in
general, they have a higher proportion of the working age population than the City or County. The
Mission San José neighborhood has a higher share of elderly than the Mission San Juan
neighborhood.
The Mission San Juan workforce—although only a fraction of the size of the Mission San José
workforce—is better educated, has a lower rate of unemployment, has a higher share of the
workforce in management occupations, a higher median household income, and a lower share of
income spent on housing, compared to the Mission San José workforce. Mission San Juan’s
workforce is either suburban or exurban, while the Mission San José’s workforce is urban.
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i.

Age/Sex by Population Cohort

Taken as a whole, the age/sex structure of the population of the eight Census tracts is fairly regular;
For the Missions Area (Figures 42 and 43), the age/sex structure of the population of the eight
Census tracts is fairly typical; the demographic bulge represented by the Baby Boom generation
(age 45-64 in 2010) is clearly visible in the data, and even as the Baby Boom generation reaches
retirement age, the later cohorts are still larger than the leading cohorts of Generation X. In fact,
were Generation X (age 30-44 in 2010) to be removed from the population pyramid, the gap would
disappear and it would look much more pyramidal or ‘regular’, with each successively older cohort
being slightly smaller than its predecessor.
San José

Figure 42. Population Pyramid by Age and Gender of Residents Living within One-Mile of the San José Mission. Males
accounted for 14,858 people, while the females accounted for 14,577. The largest group for both males and females were the
5 to 9 year olds. Another large group were the 45 to 49 year olds.
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San Juan

Figure 43. Population Pyramid by Gender for the San Juan Mission Area. Males accounted for 2,554 people, while the females
accounted for 3,237 people. Almost 12% are within the 5-9 age cohort, while approximately 20% of individuals in the area
are between 35 and 44 years old. Note: Of the two Census tracts used to calculate the data within the mile radius of Mission
San Juan, one (Census Tract 1922) is also used in the data calculation for Mission San José, because it falls within the mile
radius of both missions.

In terms of transition from cohort to cohort, there is more variation relative to the population in the
Mission San Juan area, where both the landscape and the population are much less urban in general
appearance than at Mission San José, but the Mission San Juan Area population is only about onefifth (20%) the size of the Mission San José area.

ii.

Educational Attainment

There is some significant variation in educational attainment within the eight Census tracts.
Generally, the further south the Census tract (the further it is from downtown San Antonio), the
higher the educational attainment. However, this is a common phenomenon in many urban areas
and is not specific to San Antonio or its missions (Figure 44).
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N
Figure 44. The Distribution of Educational Attainment in the Missions Area, 2014. Residents within the parameters of the
map have reached an educational attainment of some school, high school or equivalent, and some college or higher
education. Source: U.S. Census Bureau, CCBR GIS.

The population in the Census tracts associated with Mission San José has less educational
attainment than the population in the Census tracts associated with Mission San Juan (Figures 44
and 45). In the former, about 28% of the population has attended some college; while in the latter,
about 49% of the population has attended some college.
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Figure 45. Pie Chart Showing Education for the One-Mile Radius of the San José and San Juan Missions. The San José and San
Juan areas have educational attainment over 50% (blue plus orange). There is a large proportion of the population of the San
José Mission Area that has not received a high school diploma (35.14%). Note: Of the two Census tracts used to calculate the
data within the mile radius of Missions San Juan, one (Census Tract 1922) is also used in the data calculation for Mission San
José, because it falls within the mile radius of both missions.

iii.

Unemployment

There is often a strong correlation between educational attainment and other socioeconomic
variables such as median household income, rate of unemployment, and access to economic
opportunities. Perhaps the most significant is the unemployment rate, although sometimes this rate
is affected by other phenomena such as labor force participation (Figure 46).
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N
Figure 46. A Visual Representation of Unemployment Rate in the Missions Area, 2014. The unemployment rate within the onemile radius of Mission San Juan ranges from 2–15%, unlike the unemployment rate within the one-mile radius of Mission San
José, which varies from 2-100%. Source: U.S. Census Bureau, CCBR GIS.

The Census tracts associated with Mission San José have a rate of unemployment (12.5%), which is
significantly higher than the rate of unemployment for the Census Tracts associated with Mission
San Juan (6.6%) (Figure 47).
Figure 47. Average Unemployment Rates for the One-Mile Radius of
the San Juan and San José Missions. The unemployment rate is almost
twice as high for Mission San José. Note: Of the two Census tracts used
to calculate the data within the mile radius of Mission San Juan, one
(Census Tract 1922) is also used in the data calculation for Mission
San José, because it falls within the mile radius of both missions.
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iv.

Occupation

The principal distinction seen between the occupation ‘types’ associated with the eight Census
tracts are in (1) Management, business, science, and arts; and (2) Service occupations. The share of
the population in San Juan working in the former is more than 8 percent points higher than the
share of the population in San José working in that type: 29.4% to 21.05%. Conversely, the share of
the population in San José working in the Service occupations is almost double the share of the
population in San Juan working in that type: 26.14% to 13.67%. In general, Service occupations will
result in a lower median income than those in management occupations, but there is more variation
within those broad ‘types’ as well. (Figure 48).

Figure 48. Occupation of the residents of the San José and San Juan Missions Area. One of the largest occupation groups in
both locations are in the Management, Business, Science, and the Arts. The largest group in San José are the service
occupations. Note: Of the two Census tracts used to calculate the data within the mile radius of Mission San Juan, one (Census
Tract 1922) is also used in the data calculation for Mission San José, because it falls within the mile radius of both missions.
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v.

Income

As with the other variables above, median household income is closely associated with educational
attainment. The difference in occupational ‘types’ also hints at a difference in income. The median
household income in the Census tracts associated with Mission San Juan is just over $50,000, which
is consistent with managerial occupations. The median household income in the Census tracts
associated with Mission San José is just under $30,000, which is consistent with many service
industry occupations.

vi.

Income Spent on Housing

While based on a similar principle as the concept of affordable housing (described in the previous
section), the concept of income spent on housing examines the median amount of income actually
spent; this is represented in a currency amount, not in a percentage. The percentage for specific
areas can then be inferred once this is compared to median household income.
The median amount of income spent on housing in the Census tracts associated with San José is
$7,944; the median amount spent on housing in the Census tracts associated with San Juan is
$11,694 (Figure 49).

Figure 49. Median Income levels for Residents of the San José and San Juan Missions Areas. The second bar chart shows the
median income spent on housing. There is about a $30,000 gap between the median incomes of the location, the median
income spent on housing difference is about $3000. Note: Of the two Census tracts used to calculate the data within the mile
radius of Mission San Juan, one (Census Tract 1922) is also used in the data calculation for Mission San José, because it falls
within the mile radius of both missions.
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Figure 50. Median Household Income vs. Median Housing Cost per Census Tract (CT). Based on the eight census tracts of the
Missions Area, it is evident that households with median incomes between $25,000 and $35,000, (a large percent of the
Missions Area population) spend between $550 and $750 per month on housing. The household with median incomes higher
(grey and green circles) and lower (purple) spend more and less on housing, respectively.

While on the surface this may seem as if housing is more affordable in the Census tracts associated
with San José, the comparison with median household income (MHI) reveals a different story. In
this case, the average share of income spent on housing in the Census tracts associated with San
José is 26.89% of MHI, while the average share spent on housing in the Census tracts associated
with San Juan is 23.33%. The general conclusion is housing is actually more expensive (less
affordable) in a relative sense (specifically, relative to MHI) in the Census tracts associated with
Mission San José. See Figure 50 for the breakdown by Census tract.
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vii.

Housing Affordability
The ACS also provides two measures that reflect the relative affordability of housing, known as
“Selected Monthly Owner Costs as a Percentage of Household Income” (SMOCAPI) and “Gross Rent
as a Percentage of Household Income” (GRAPI). Briefly, 651 of the 3002 (21.7%) households in
owner-occupied units with a mortgage are paying 35% or more of their household income toward
ownership costs; 316 of the 2,678 (11.8%) households in owner-occupied units without a mortgage
are paying that portion of their income toward ownership costs; and 2,204 of the 4,807 (45.8%)
households in renter-occupied units are paying 35% of more of their household income toward
rent.
Figure 51 provides a visual representation of the GRAPI / SMOCAPI 35%+ distribution in the area.
Predominately blue areas signify a higher concentration of renters, while the red areas point to
areas of home ownership. The purple areas show intersection, and darker colors show a higher
concentration for either.

N
Figure 51. A Visual Representation of GRAPI/SMOCAPI in the Missions Area, 2014. A deeper hue indicates that more tenants
spend at least 35% of their income on housing. Residents living within the one-mile radius of Mission San José spend various
amounts on their rent or mortgage. Conversely, within a mile of Mission San Juan, there are fewer variations in the amount of
households that spend more than 35% of their income on housing. Cen Source: U.S. Census Bureau, CCBR GIS.
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Consumer Spending
Data on consumer spending habits among the population was obtained from the SBDCNet. The data
was obtained from Experian, Alteryx and Simmons. The spending habits data uses an index
measure in which an index score of 100 represents the national average spending on that good or
service for a given time period. To best determine which goods and services are most or least
popular within the study areas, index scores of 120 and above and index scores below 80 will be
highlighted and discussed. Scores of 140 and above and scores below 60 will receive additional
attention. This analysis briefly illustrates notable similarities and differences between the two
neighborhoods before specifically focusing in much more detail on the spending habits by category
of good or service for the Mission San José neighborhood and then for the Mission San Juan
neighborhood.
Both neighborhoods spend relatively heavily on children’s clothing, but the Mission San José
neighborhood spends lower dollar amounts and on older pre-teen children, while the Mission San
Juan neighborhood spends higher dollar amounts and on infants and pre-school children. Both
neighborhoods spend about the national average on women’s clothing; for men’s clothing, the San
José neighborhood spends more on leather jackets while the San Juan neighborhood spends more
on work/utility clothes.
There are many similarities in spending on food and drink: pork rinds, liquid or powdered baby
formula, decaffeinated instant coffee, powdered milk flavoring, 7-Up soft drinks, and prepared
alcohol mixers. There are fewer similarities in the automotive category: automobiles are big-ticket
items and not bought in large enough numbers at this scale to yield any predictability or patterns.
For automotive service, the San José neighborhood prefers AAMCO, Firestone, and Pep Boys; the
San Juan Neighborhood prefers Goodyear, AutoZone, Sears, and Pep Boys. Mission San José
neighborhood residents are much more likely to have a friend or relative change their oil than
Mission San Juan neighborhood residents.
Those in the Mission San José neighborhood travel more often than the national average to Peru,
Cuba, and Mexico internationally, and are more likely to use an RV or to take public transportation
(such as Greyhound or Amtrak) to travel domestically. Those in the Mission San Juan neighborhood
are much more likely to travel internationally to Cuba and El Salvador compared to the national
average, somewhat more likely to travel to Guatemala, Peru, and Mexico (the latter two roughly
similar to the preference of the San José neighborhood), and to take a cruise ship vacation to
Hawaii.
For entertainment, both neighborhoods watch horror movies more frequently than the national
average. However, they differ in other activities. Residents of the Mission San José neighborhood
travel to Laughlin, NV and Gulfport/Biloxi, MS to gamble, play Texas Lottery instant scratch-off
games, go riverboat gambling, and watch documentary movies. Residents of the San Juan
neighborhood travel to go snowmobiling or snowboarding, travel to Universal Studios, FL, watch
family movies, and go to Las Vegas or Indian Reservations to gamble.
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i.

San José

There are several notable trends in consumer spending habits within a one-mile radius of Mission
San José. The analysis conducted illustrates the spending habits by category of good or service. For
this area, consumers generally spent significantly more than the national average on children’s
clothing and non-alcoholic beverages, while spending significantly less on women’s apparel,
alcoholic beverages, and in the automotive and travel categories. Detailed descriptions from the
analysis on spending trends for all categories analyzed (apparel, food and drink, automotive, travel,
and entertainment) are discussed in the Appendix.
Table 7. Major Spending Categories of the One-Mile Radius Surrounding Mission San José. Shows habits in each category on
average that are significantly different from the national index (NI), with green being higher than and red being lower than
the NI. Columns to the right show examples of specific spending categories (with specific index numbers). The national
average has an index of 100; Source: © 2015 Experian, Inc. All Rights Reserved, Alteryx, Inc., CCBR –SAS.
Significantly
Categories
Different from NI Spending Categories Above NI
Spending Categories Below NI
Total Spent on Children 6-11
Total Amount Spent on Children
Children’s Clothing
Yes
$100-$149 (212)
Under 1 - $100-$149 (65)

ii.

Men's Apparel

No

Sport Coat Or Blazer (79)

No

Leather Jacket (141)
Sports Clothing-types Bought
Last 12 Months Fleece Bottoms
(Sweatpants) (129)

Other Apparel
Women's Apparel

Yes

Slippers (112)

Leather Jacket (55)

Women's Lingerie

No

Regular Pantyhose (132)

None Of These (88)

Automotive

Yes

Food

No

Other Snacks - Types Eaten Pork
Rinds (135)

Energy/Diet Snacks & Bars (84)

Alcoholic Beverages

Yes

Non-Alcoholic
Beverages

Yes

Travel

Yes

Entertainment

No

Watches - Bought For S/E Last 12
Months (80)

Instant Coffee(No
Sweetener/Cream)-Types M
Decaffeinated (161)
Casino Gambling - Where Last 12
Months: Laughlin (177)

Casino Gambling - Where Last 12
Months: Atlantic City (43)

San Juan
There are also several notable trends in consumer spending habits within a one-mile radius of
Mission San Juan. This analysis conducted illustrates the spending habits by category of good or
service. For this area, consumers also generally spent significantly less than the national average on
travel. They spent more than the national average on men’s and general apparel while spending
less on women’s apparel. Comparatively, they spent more on food and less on alcoholic beverages.
Detailed descriptions from the analysis on spending trends for all categories analyzed (apparel,
food and drink, automotive, travel, and entertainment) are discussed in the Appendix.
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Table 8. Major Spending Categories of the One-mile Radius Surrounding the San Juan Mission. Shows habits in each category
on average that are significantly different from the national index (NI), with green being higher than and red being lower
than the NI. Columns to the right show examples of specific spending categories (with specific index numbers). The national
average has an index of 100; Source: © 2015 Experian, Inc. All Rights Reserved, Alteryx, Inc., CCBR – SAS.
Significantly
Categories
Spending Categories Above NI
Spending Categories Below NI
Different from NI
Children’s
Total Amount Spent for All Children
No
Disposable Diapers Huggies (180)
Clothing
Less than $50 (42)
Men's Apparel

Yes

Wallet (178)

Slacks/Pants (Not Jeans) (71)

Other Apparel

Yes

Sports Clothing-types Bought Last
12 Months Fleece Bottoms
(Sweatpants) (171)

N/A

Women's Apparel

Yes

Suit (125)

Ski Clothes (Not Boots) (41)

Women's Lingerie

No

Support Pantyhose (190)

Regular Pantyhose (70)

Automotive

No

Food

Yes

Foreign-most Recently Acquired
Mitsubishi (325)
Other Snacks - Types Eaten Pork
Rinds (146)

Other Snacks - Types Eaten Soy
Chips (67)

Alcoholic
Beverages

Yes

Non-Alcoholic
Beverages

No

Travel

Yes

Entertainment

No

Instant Coffee(No
Sweetener/Cream)-Types M
Decaffeinated (171)
Sports-played/Participated Last 12
Months Snowmobiling (154)

Casino Gambling - Where Last 12
Months Tunica (Months) (8)

Population Five-Year Projections
The Small Business Development Center Network at UTSA has projected the changes in various
demographic variables between 2015 and 2020. This section will discuss the changes for the
population within a one-mile radius of Missions San José and San Juan, and Bexar County.
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i.

Total Population, Median Age, and Age Cohorts

Table 9 shows the projected changes in each five-year age cohort as a share of the population, as
well as the changes in median age and the changes in the total population.
Table 9. Projected Age Changes per 5-year Age Cohort for the Missions Area and Bexar County. Source: Allteryx, SBDCNet

Study Area
Age
Age 0 - 4
Age 5 - 14
Age 15 - 19
Age 20 - 24
Age 25 - 34
Age 35 - 44
Age 45 - 54
Age 55 - 64
Age 65 - 74
Age 75 - 84
Age 85 +
Median Age
Total Population

San José 1 mile(s)

San Juan 1 mile(s)

Bexar County

2015

2020

Change

2015

2020

Change

2015

2020

Change

9.6%
16.6%
6.9%
7.6%
14.4%
11.1%
12.9%
10.1%
6.4%
3.2%
1.3%

9.1%
17.1%
6.5%
6.8%
15.2%
11.1%
11.3%
10.5%
7.6%
3.5%
1.3%

-5.2%
3.0%
-5.8%
-10.5%
5.6%
0.0%
-12.4%
4.0%
18.8%
9.4%
0.0%

10.7%
19.7%
7.1%
8.5%
18.2%
14.3%
10.0%
6.6%
3.0%
1.5%
0.5%

11.1%
19.4%
6.7%
7.3%
17.4%
15.8%
9.5%
7.2%
3.8%
1.3%
0.5%

3.7%
-1.5%
-5.6%
-14.1%
-4.4%
10.5%
-5.0%
9.1%
26.7%
-13.3%
0.0%

7.3%
14.8%
7.3%
7.9%
15.4%
13.3%
12.6%
10.4%
6.3%
3.3%
1.4%

7.2%
14.2%
7.1%
7.1%
15.9%
13.5%
11.7%
10.8%
7.5%
3.6%
1.4%

-1.4%
-4.1%
-2.7%
-10.1%
3.2%
1.5%
-7.1%
3.8%
19.0%
9.1%
0.0%

31.1
10,233

31.6
10,432

1.6%
1.9%

27.5
2,118

28.5
2,411

3.6%
13.8%

33.2
1,862,412

34.0
2,005,034

2.4%
7.7%

First, the total population is projected to increase for each study area but at very different rates.
The total population within a one-mile radius of Mission San José increases by about 1.9% between
2015 and 2020, while the total population within a one-mile radius of Mission San Juan increases
by about 13.8% within that five-year time span. This is in large part a reflection of the relative
location of the two populations within the San Antonio urbanized area.
The population around Mission San José is situated in an area that has been ‘built-up’ for several
decades and can now be considered as part of the urban ‘core’ of San Antonio. By contrast, the
population around Mission San Juan is situated in an area that is still primarily undeveloped and at
the edge of the San Antonio urbanized area. This is in part due to non-residential uses to the west,
like Stinson Airport and various industrial sites. Nevertheless, it is also still at the urban ‘periphery,’
beyond which rural uses such as farming and ranching are still present.
The population of Bexar County aggregates these two areas and many others, with a mixture of
slow-growing urban ‘core’ and fast-growing urban ‘periphery’, and thus it grows by about 7.7%, a
rate just about halfway between the rates of the two Mission-area populations.
Just as with total population, the median age in all three areas will increase, but the median ages
themselves are and will be quite different. The population around Mission San Juan will have a
median age of 28.5 in 2020, the youngest of the three study areas by far. The population around
Mission San José will have a median age of 31.6 in 2020. That is older than the population around
Mission San Juan, but still younger than the median age of Bexar County, which will be 34.0 in 2020.
This is a reflection of the predominantly Hispanic/Latino population in the area around both
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missions: though the Hispanic/Latino population will be increasing in the next five years, it will be
doing so from a lower median age than the non-Hispanic/Latino population.
The changes in the age cohorts show in more detail, the reason the median age in all three study
areas will increase between 2015 and 2020. All three study-areas will see a decline in the
percentage of adolescents (15-19) and a steep decline (10% or more) in the percentage of young
adults (20-24). All three study-areas will also see a drastic increase (above 18%) in the percentage
of adults of early retirement age (65-74).
The age cohorts of the population within a one-mile radius of Mission San José are shown in Figure
52. The most notable changes are the increase in the 65-74 age cohort (the first half of the ‘Baby
Boom’ Generation), the decrease in the 45-54 age cohort (the first half of Generation ‘X’), and the
increase in the 25-34 age cohort (the first half of the ‘Millennial’ Generation).

% of Total Population

Mission San José : Population by Age Cohort, 20152020
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

2015

2020

Figure 52. Projected Changes per 5-year Age Cohort for Missions San José. Source: Allteryx, SBDCNet
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The age cohorts of the population within a one-mile radius of Mission San Juan are shown in Figure
53. The most notable changes are the increase in the 65-74 age cohort (the first half of the ‘Baby
Boom’ Generation), the increase in the 35-44 age cohort (the second half of Generation ‘X’), and the
decrease in the 20-24 age cohort (in the latter part of the ‘Millennial’ Generation).

Mission San Juan: Population by Age Cohort, 2015-2020
20%
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

2015

2020

Figure 53. Projected Changes per 5-year Age Cohort for Mission San Juan. Source: Allteryx, SBDCNet

The age cohorts of the population of Bexar County are shown in Figure 54 below. The most notable
changes are the increase in the 65-74 age cohort (the first half of the ‘Baby Boom’ Generation), the
decrease in the 45-54 age cohort (the first half of Generation ‘X’), and the decrease in the 20-24 age
cohort (in the latter part of the ‘Millennial’ Generation).

Bexar County: Population by Age Cohort, 2015-2020
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

2015

2020

Figure 54. Projected Changes per 5-year Age Cohort for Bexar County. Source: Allteryx, SBDCNet
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ii.

Race and Ethnicity

Table 10 shows the percentages of race and ethnicity for the three study areas in 2015 and 2020.
For example, the population within a 1-mile radius of Mission San José was 9.9% non-Hispanic
White in 2015 and projected to be 9.0% non-Hispanic White in 2020.
Table 10. Projected Race/Ethnicity Changes (2015-2020) for the Missions Area and Bexar County. Source: Allteryx, SBDCNet

Study Area
Race/Ethnicity

San José 1 mi
2015 2020

San Juan 1 mi
2015 2020

Bexar County
2015 2020

Hispanic (all races)
87.4% 88.3% 82.7% 85.1% 59.3% 60.3%
Non-Hispanic White 9.9% 9.0% 12.3% 10.3% 28.9% 27.4%
Non-Hispanic Black
1.9% 2.0% 3.4% 3.1% 7.2% 7.3%
Non-Hispanic Asian
0.3% 0.2% 0.7% 0.7% 2.6% 2.8%
Non-Hispanic Other
0.5% 0.5% 1.0% 0.9% 2.0% 2.2%

The race and ethnicity of the population within a one-mile radius of Mission San José is illustrated
in Figure 55. The most notable changes between 2015 and 2020 are the increase in the Hispanic
population (of all races) and the decrease in the non-Hispanic White population.

Mission San José : Race/Ethnicity, 2015-2020
Hispanic (all races)

Non-Hispanic White

Non-Hispanic Asian

Non-Hispanic Other

Non-Hispanic Black

2.0%
2020

9.0%

Year

88.3%
1.9%

2015

87.4%

0%

20%

40%

0.2% 0.5%

0.3% 0.5%
9.9%

60%

80%

100%

% of Total Population
Figure 55. Projected Race/Ethnicity for San José for 2020 compared to 2015. Source: Allteryx, SBDCNet
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The race/ethnicity of the population within a one-mile radius of Mission San Juan is shown in
Figure 56. The most notable changes between 2015 and 2020 are the increase in the Hispanic
population (of all races) and the decrease in the non-Hispanic White and non-Hispanic Black
populations. The change is larger than the change seen for the population within a one-mile radius
of Mission San José.

Mission San Juan: Race/Ethnicity, 2015-2020
Hispanic (all races)

Non-Hispanic White

Non-Hispanic Asian

Non-Hispanic Other

Non-Hispanic Black

3.1%
2020

85.1%

10.3%

Year

3.4%

2015

82.7%

0%

20%

40%

0.7% 0.9%

0.7% 1.0%

12.3%

60%

80%

100%

% of Total Population
Figure 56. Projected Race/Ethnicity for San Juan for 2020 compared to 2015. Source: Allteryx, SBDCNet

The race and ethnicity of the population in Bexar County is displayed in Figure 57. The most
notable changes between 2015 and 2020 are the increase in the Hispanic population (of all races),
the decrease in the non-Hispanic White population, and the increase in the non-Hispanic Asian and
non-Hispanic Other populations.

Bexar County: Race/Ethnicity, 2015-2020
Hispanic (all races)

Non-Hispanic White

Non-Hispanic Asian

Non-Hispanic Other

2020

60.3%

Non-Hispanic Black

2.8%

27.4%

7.3%

Year

2.6%

2015

59.3%

0%

20%

28.9%

40%

60%

2.2%

80%

2.0%

7.2%

100%

% of Total Population
Figure 57. Projected Race/Ethnicity for San José for 2020 compared to 2015. Source: Allteryx, SBDCNet
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iii.

Educational Attainment

The table 11 shows the projected changes in educational attainment (the highest level of education
achieved) as a share of the population in 2015 and 2020. In general, the educational attainment of
the population within a one-mile radius of Mission San José is lower than the educational
attainment of the population within a one-mile radius of Mission San Juan, which in turn is lower
than the educational attainment of the population of Bexar County.
Table 11. Projected Changes (2015-2020) in Educational Attainment for the Missions Area and Bexar County. Source:
Allteryx, SBDCNet.

Study Area

San José 1 mile(s)

San Juan 1 mile(s)

Bexar County

Educational Attainment

2015

2020

Change

2015

2020

Change

2015

2020

Change

Less than H.S. Graduate

34.8%

35.1%

0.9%

18.3%

18.3%

0.0%

17.5%

16.8%

-4.0%

High School Graduate

34.2%

34.0%

-0.6%

39.2%

39.4%

0.5%

25.0%

24.8%

-0.8%

Some College (no degree)

16.9%

17.0%

0.6%

23.0%

22.9%

-0.4%

23.9%

23.9%

0.0%

College Degree

14.0%

13.9%

-0.7%

19.5%

19.4%

-0.5%

33.6%

34.4%

2.4%

iv.

Median Household Income

Table 12 shows the change in median household income (MHI) between 2015 and 2020 for the
three study areas, and the percent change in median household income during that five-year time
span. All three areas are projected to see an increase in MHI between 2015 and 2020; however,
Bexar County will see an increase of over 20%, while the populations within a one-mile radius of
Mission San José and Mission San Juan will see smaller increases of 12-14%.
Table 12. Projected Changes (2015-2020) in Median Household Income for the Missions Area and Bexar County. Source:
Allteryx, SBDCNet.

Area

2015

2020

Change

San José

$26,386 $29,662

12.42%

San Juan

$50,696 $57,656

13.73%

Bexar Co. $51,125 $61,650

20.59%
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Figure 58 shows the projected median household income (MHI) in 2015 and 2020 for the three
study areas. It is evident that the MHI of the population within a one-mile radius of Mission San José
is significantly lower in 2015 than the MHI of Bexar County and the MHI of the population within a
one-mile radius of Mission San Juan, and is also projected to remain significantly lower in 2020.

Median Household Income, 2015-2020
$70,000

$61,650

$57,656

$60,000
$50,696

$51,125

$50,000
$40,000
$30,000

$29,662
$26,386

$20,000
$10,000
$0
San Jose

San Juan
2015

Bexar Co.

2020

Figure 58. Projected Race/Ethnicity for San José for 2020 compared to 2015. Source: Allteryx, SBDCNet
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VI.

LEARNING FROM OTHER U.S. WORLD HERITAGE SITES
(WHS) AND SPANISH MISSIONS
Research on Word Heritage Sites (WHS) reveals that the potential social and economic benefits
from the designation often depends on how the WHS designation itself is leveraged. More
specifically, any socio-economic impacts that may occur are chiefly influenced by the perception of
the WHS designation by stakeholders and site managers[39]. This study also reported that WHS
status does not necessarily result in an increase in visitors. Furthermore, the authors note that
without any strategic development or marketing efforts initiated after designation, tourism is not
likely to see an increase of more than three percent[39]. With the WHS designation now in place for
the five San Antonio Missions, it is important to examine how other sites have capitalized on their
WHS status.
Peer comparisons aim to generate ideas for to how effectively leverage the WHS status for Mission
San José and Mission San Juan. To identify types of businesses that developed near other WHSs in
the years following the official WHS designation, other studies, namely the Rebanks Consulting,
2009[39] and Harbinger Consulting, 2013[40] studies, were used for comparisons outside and
within the U.S. The Rebanks study broadly examined over 870 UNSECO WHSs, while the Harbinger
study focused specifically on the potential WHS designation impact for the San Antonio Missions.
Additionally, in order to identify mission specific ideas, comparisons were made among other
similar historic missions in the U.S., both within and outside of Texas.

Other U.S. World Heritage Sites
In reviewing other WHS peer comparisons, the Harbinger study identified three U.S. WHS (La
Fortaleza, Independence Hall, and Monticello and the University of Virginia) with similar
characteristics to the San Antonio Missions. In addition, CCBR also examined Taos Pueblo in New
Mexico. The Harbinger study found that although the WHS designation was a source of pride for
staff (Independence Hall) and locals (La Fortaleza), the designation was not capitalized on in order
to generate an increase in visitation. Taos Pueblo is located roughly ten minutes outside of the town
of Taos. It is difficult to ascertain whether the town of Taos capitalized on the 1992 WHS status
Taos Pueblo. However, a cursory online visual exploration of the area shows an emphasis on
culture and tradition by way of numerous art galleries that highlight regional artwork and the
similar adobe architectural styles.
These comparisons highlight the conclusions of the Rebanks and Harbinger studies: site-specific
interventions are necessary. One of the goals for the Rebanks comprehensive study was to identify
best practices that new WHS could use to leverage their new designation. Their findings highlight
that any socio-economic impacts are dependent on numerous variables pre-WHS designation and
the concerted efforts post-designation.
The one-mile radius around Mission San José and Mission San Juan portray two distinct landscapes,
specifically, more rural than urban. While Mission San José has more businesses within a mile than
Mission San Juan, these businesses are not likely to attract or retain tourists outside of their mission
visit. Therefore, what would be successful in the more urban Mission San José would not
necessarily be fruitful for the more rural feeling Mission San Juan.
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With the understanding that there is no silver bullet for successfully leveraging the WHS
designation for development and increase tourism, there are general developments that the peer
WHSs have incorporated that could attract and retain tourists. These amendments include having i)
walkable communities, ii) businesses tailored to the heritage of the site within close proximity to
the WHS and iii) architecture and beautification customized for the WHS.
Both Missions San José and San Juan could benefit by adapting these developments. For instance,
Mission San José lacks sidewalks within its vicinity. There seems to be no continuity of Mission style
façades, nor does there seem to be any beautification efforts, outside of Mission San José. Mission
San Juan on the other hand, is currently separated from its surrounding community by an active
train track and is surrounded by several acres of greenery. Mission San Juan has less of a walkable
community than Mission San José. Businesses with a mile of Mission San Juan are few and far
between, although it should be noted the Brooks City Base (a mixed-use development) is less than
three miles away. Below are four WHSs that were examined for potential direction in leveraging the
new WHS designation.
La Fortaleza (San Juan, Puerto Rico): There are monthly activities and educational programs led
by the National Park Service, as well as special use permits. In terms of businesses, there is a heavy
presence of art galleries, a few restaurants and other historical sites, all within walking distance of
the fortification.
Independence Hall (Philadelphia, PA): As the site of signing for the Declaration of Independence
and U.S. Constitution, Independence Hall is located near the Liberty Bell and is surrounded by many
other historic sites. While restaurants do not lie directly next to the site, many are within a half-mile
walk.
Monticello and the University of Virginia (Charlottesville, VA): Located outside the City of
Charlottesville, Monticello is mostly secluded with the exception of the on-site restaurant, a
cemetery, and a few other notable monuments nearby.
Taos Pueblo (Taos, NM): Taos Pueblo is located roughly ten minutes from the town of Taos. Most
notable about Taos Pueblo is that it is the oldest continuously inhabited pueblo community of
Native Americans. In examining the town of Taos, as most visitors spend time in the town after a
day trip to the Pueblo, there is an emphasis on integrating culture and tradition with the numerous
art galleries and museums that highlight regional artwork.

Other U.S. Missions
While there have been extensive mission comparisons elsewhere, this review examines the
businesses around missions[41] . Research focused on missions that serve as active visitor centers
or have cultivated their cultural heritage into a place brand. Similar to the findings of WHS peer
comparisons, mission comparisons provide some general ideas on how to best nurture more
extensive activities likely to attract and retain tourists in the area.
In examining other mission sites, three types were identified based on locality- remote, town, and
city. One of the key highlights of the San Antonio Missions is their interconnectedness and their
connection to Rancho de las Cabras (Spanish Colonial Ranch) and to El Camino Real de los Tejas (a
national historic trail). Organizations are already exploring how to best capitalize on these
connections[42].
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Highlights of Missions in the U.S.
 Missions classified as having a town locality usually have businesses near the mission with
matching façade architecture.
 The majority of the missions that were identified as remote, specifically in New Mexico,
relied on tourism and had many restaurants.
 Some city missions in California are surrounded by golf courses or wineries. These
entertainment centers are aimed at tourists and residents alike.
 Many of the missions reviewed offer shopping centers, parks, wineries, and a selection of
restaurants all within walking distance and ample parking.
Listed below are six missions that demonstrate a range of development.
Mission Nuestra Señora del Espiritu Santo de Zuniga (Goliad, TX)
This mission was home to one of the largest ranching operations during the 18th century and is
located within the Goliad State Park. Nearby is Presidio La Bahia and other historic sites. It is
located near a residential area with local restaurants. It is important to note, because of its size and
geographical location, this mission is mostly automobile accessible. This is in contrast to the San
Antonio Missions, which are connected by a trail. Accommodations range from bed and breakfasts
to budget hotels. This mission is more of a regional attraction than a national point of interest.
San Miguel Chapel (Santa Fe, NM)
San Miguel Chapel markets itself as the oldest church in the U.S. and is still an active church. The
chapel survives off donations and federal grants. A few restaurants and shops with matching
architecture surround the chapel. Though the area is mostly residential, there seems to be a touristfriendly atmosphere due a plaza a quarter mile north that has many galleries, restaurants and bars
all within walking distance of each other. Santa Fe gains most of its city revenue from tourism,
where roughly 16 percent of its jobs are based directly or indirectly from tourism. The San Miguel
Chapel is not the focal historical point of Santa Fe, because it is further than most other historical
sites from the central tourist area. Tourism is a large part of New Mexico’s state revenue—1-in-12
jobs are sustained by visitor spending[43].
Mission San Juan Capistrano (San Juan Capistrano, CA)
Mission San Juan Capistrano is located in its own suburb outside of LA. The area capitalizes on the
mission style architecture from street names to school names. The mission is located on a block that
hosts schools, chapels, and religious buildings related to the mission. Residential neighborhoods
surround the far ends of the mission block, and an entertainment center is across the street.
Uniquely, this mission centralizes visitors to one small area, about a quarter mile block. Within this
block are restaurants, wineries, bars, underground parking lots, a theatre, as well as yoga and
concerts. Tourists are perhaps more likely to stay in the area after visiting the mission due to the
wide variety of amenities.
Mission San Buenaventura (Ventura, CA)
Mission San Buenaventura is located in Ventura, CA, a community between Los Angeles and Santa
Barbara. The mission is located on the west side of the town within a block of two shopping centers.
Museums and parks line the areas surrounding the mission and leave plenty of options for visitors
in the area. The shopping centers have restaurants, art galleries, bars, stores, markets and other
shops for visitors. Art museums, cultural museums and parks are on the same strip, lined with
easily accessible parking.
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Mission Santa Inés (Solvang, CA)
Mission Santa Inés is located in Solvang, 35 miles away from Santa Barbara. This mission is still an
active parish. Bakeries, bars, cafés, art galleries and wineries all share similar to the mission’s
architectural style. There is a golf course and a park nearby. Accommodations range from quaint
bed & breakfasts to boutique hotels.
Mission San Francisco Solano (Sonoma, CA)
This mission is located forty-five miles north of San Francisco in Solano, CA. Mission San Francisco
Solano lies on the outer center of the small town, a block from the main street. The mission is
located in its own state park and is surrounded by cafés and restaurants. The area offers a variety of
entertainment options such as museums, parks, wineries, food, ample parking and a bike path.
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SECTION II
CULTURAL HERITAGE TOURISM MARKET ANALYSIS
I.

INTRODUCTION
The San Antonio Missions, part of the cultural identity of the region, are inscribed now as WHS and,
as a result, have become an increased source of pride in the local community. Spanish Missions
were built as communities that fostered enduring beliefs, values, and traditions. With the
attainment of World Heritage status, the importance of these intangible qualities has received an
endorsement of global proportion. World Heritage status brings a huge pride for the community as
well as international and national prestige.
The areas around Mission San José and Mission San Juan provide great opportunity for the City of
San Antonio (CoSA) and its residents to integrate development with the community and their
heritage to preserve the missions’ identity. The potential exists for community-based cultural
heritage tourism to be sustainably developed—allowing for prosperity without destruction or
displacement. Thus, the local communities can improve their quality of life without being displaced,
their authenticity, and without irreversibly damaging the environment [1].
This research analyzes current and potential future cultural heritage activity around Mission San
José and Mission San Juan. Studying the area, encouraging small business growth in the cultural
heritage tourism sector, and supporting currently successful heritage activities will promote
sustainable local economic development, with access to prosperity for the residents.

A. Methodology
This report used both quantitative and qualitative investigative methods. The aim of the research
was to analyze the potential for Mission San José and Mission San Juan (within a one-mile radius, or
buffer) to adopt community-based cultural heritage tourism. Literature reviews, economic impact
analyses, online surveys, site analyses, maps, plans, and reports were conducted for the completion
of this report. Data collection included field surveys within a one-mile radius of the Missions, a
survey of the Mission visitors, and business inventories around the Missions.

i.

Field Survey

The Center for Cultural Sustainability (CCS) at UTSA conducted a field survey of the one-mile radius
surrounding the missions in order to gather visual data on the existing business structures and
properties. Observations from the field and analyses of maps using GIS provided information about
existing conditions, unique features, historic significance, authenticity, infrastructure, and tourism
potential.

ii.

Visitor Survey

The survey was conducted online and on-site to determine the nature of current visitors and the
potential for growth in the cultural heritage tourism sector. The survey was created by Boggess
Communications and administered between July 27, 2016 and January 22, 2017. The online survey
was sent to an email list provided by the Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB) based on their
“Booking Engine” at www.visitsanantonio.com. Email addresses for visitors who completed a
purchase via the booking engine were collected. Thus, the email addresses contacted were a list of
visitors who purchased either a hotel room or an attraction ticket.
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iii.

Businesses Inventory

CCS staff created inventories for this report including information on business location, current use,
type of resource, name, main type of business, year of incorporation, structure information (like the
date of construction), setting, cultural heritage tourism potential, and pictures. The inventory was
used to evaluate the potential for the businesses to engage with anticipated increases in cultural
heritage tourism. A full list of businesses can be found in the Addendum.
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II.

ANALYSIS OF THE EXISTING URBAN FABRIC
The Importance of the Community
Many communities undergo physical, economic and socio-cultural changes. Some maintain and
evolve their traditions over generations, making the heritage richer with the passage of the time.
Based on the definition written by Pacione (p. 356)[2], a “community is a group of people who
share a geographic area and are bound together by common culture, values, race or social class”.
Successful WHS in other locations work together with their communities. The local people are key
to all successful WHS because they bring a cultural affluence to the sites and make the places real
for visitors. Cultural heritage tourists seek to learn unique aspects of the places they visit, and to
enjoy credible authentic experiences of local culture. Cultural heritage tourism is fueled by specialinterest visitors, where culture forms the basis of either attracting or motivating people to travel
[3].
Tourists can empower a local community by supporting it economically. Businesses around a WHS
enter the tourism sector aspiring profits by providing goods and services for the travelers [4]. For
example, Blaenavon Industrial Landscape in South Wales and Edinburg, Scotland have both
benefitted from the WHS designation to enhance socio-economics and quality of life for the local
community while increasing cultural tourism and attracting new residents [5]. These successful
examples show that a strong heritage site must not be isolated from its surrounding community.

Current Visitors
As mentioned before, in order to better understand visitors to the San Antonio Missions, an online
survey was administered by Boggess Communications with the assistance of the CVB between July
27, 2016 and January 22, 2017 (200 days). The survey provides data on whether people have a
favorable view of the Missions visits, whether they would recommend them to their friends and
neighbors, what types of things they would be interested in seeing (e.g., art/music festivals, other
activities, shopping opportunities, exploration of local culture, and types of lodging, etc.) associated
with a missions’ visit. The data indicate future business opportunities for entrepreneurs.
There were three email blasts sent through the CVB and two bus tour surveys done in person, onsite. In total, 204 visitors answered the survey; approximately 60% answered online and 40%
answered on-site. Currently, the 204 surveys indicate there is a 7% margin of error, with a 95%
confidence interval, for the 1,500,000 visitors who visit the missions each year. For example: if 80%
of the people surveyed said they would highly recommend that their friends visit the missions, then
it can be assumed that if all 1,500,000 visitors were surveyed, 73-87% of the people would highly
recommend the missions. Survey results can be found in the Addendum.
Of the visitors surveyed, 94% did not live in San Antonio, more than half (~59%) were visiting the
Missions for the first time, and approximately a fifth (21%) were domestic leisure travelers from
Texas. The majority of the respondents were from Illinois (27%) and Louisiana (17%) as two bus
tours were surveyed from these states. International tourists are known to be more attuned to the
value of WHS, yet only 3-9% international responses were received in this survey.
International tourists are known to be more attuned to the value of WHS, yet only 3-9%
international responses were received in this survey. Six people answered that they live abroad, but
12 others skipped that question. Consequently, the survey does not offer as much insight into the
business opportunities as anticipated. The San Antonio Missions have only been a World Heritage
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site since July 2015, so it is expected that the percentage of international visitors will trend
upwards in the coming years.
According to the survey, traveler demographics show that:





Most are older than 66 years old (45.59%) with 40.46% between ages 35-65.
Over half (54.9%) have a Bachelor’s or post-Bachelor college education.
49% are retired.
Incomes ranged from 28.65% earning below $50,000, 42.69% earning between $50,000$100,000, and 24.56% earning between $100,000-$200,000.

In regards to travel, almost all (88.21%) are visiting San Antonio for vacation. Some visitors come
to San Antonio in their personal vehicles (34.34%), and some travel by air (22.73%).
59.90% of the travelers visited Mission San José, and 21.29% visited Mission San Juan.
More than half of the visitors used the internet before they come to San Antonio and found plenty of
information regarding the Missions. Half of the survey respondents think there are good shopping
opportunities around the Missions, and 57.79% found plenty of local places to eat around the sites.
Most of the visitors surveyed (77.44%) said they would enjoy visiting the sites in combination with
a local festival or similar event. 35.53% would consider attending a Mission-associated camp (for
cooking, music, equestrian, etc.), and 49.24% would take advantage of the kayaking, hiking trails
and picnic areas along the San Antonio River.
According to the survey, decisive factors to visit the San Antonio Missions are safety, activities for
adults, available information on the internet, car accessibility, no health concerns, low-cost package
deals, and familiarity with the culture/language. The authenticity of the place is highly appreciated
as well; 86.43% of the visitors surveyed said “being at a place that is very different culturally than
theirs” is highly or somewhat important. Shopping opportunities (85.35%) and children’s activities
(58.58%) were also highly or somewhat important for the visitors surveyed. Availability of
accommodations around the Missions was also highly or somewhat important. Visitors preferred
budget accommodations (83.33%), followed by culturally specific accommodations (such as Bed
and Breakfasts, Airbnb, boutique hotel; 69.35%) and luxury accommodations (69.35%). 25.63% of
the visitors think camping near the destination is somewhat important while 14.7% think it highly
important.
Almost all of the visitors surveyed (97.50%) enjoyed visiting the San Antonio Missions. 68.34%
highly or somewhat agreed that they would return to San Antonio and the Missions in the future,
and 78.68% would recommend their experience to others.

i.

Limitations

The San Antonio Missions survey was conducted to profile visitors and obtain perceptions of the
tourism facilities and services. Although there were 204 respondents, the two bus tour surveys
dominated the demographics of the whole survey. In the last six months, the online survey changed
drastically when the tour bus survey results were added. In the first three months, the average age
was below 65, but at the end of the sixth month period, the average age was over 66 years old. In
addition, the education level and income changed during the six months. Because of the
demography of these groups, children did not figure prominently in responses. Due to the seasonal
period of survey administration, survey respondents were not sufficiently diverse. Thus, the survey
does not offer as much insight into the business opportunities as anticipated.
Published resources, locals’ perceptions, and expert opinions have been used to complement the
survey results. Further analysis should take place over the course of a year for a more accurate
representation of the Missions’ visitors.
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Future Land Use
A one-mile radius around both missions and selected commercial corridors were observed and
analyzed. Around Mission San José (see Figure 1, p. 83), Flores Street has a local and pedestrian
character; Roosevelt Avenue is a car oriented street that has a larger commercial scale; Military
Highway is a commercial-oriented thoroughfare, with large franchises and big parking lots facing
the road; and Presa Street tends to be a more industrial-oriented route, though it has some
significant sections related to the heritage of automobile tourism in America.
There was a change noted in the Future Land Use information released by CoSA. The main corridors
mentioned before have a new mixed-use designation. Mixed-use is a type of development that
integrates more than two uses, normally residential with commercial, but cultural and institutional
sectors may form part of the project. Denser cities have mixed-use developments, allowing for
better use of the infrastructure. Compact districts can support public transportation, education, and
entertainment for the communities more efficiently.

Heritage Designations
Figure 2 (see p. 84) shows the map of Missions Districts Overlay. The Missions District is regulated
by zoning overlays and ordinances; thus, each parcel and historic designation within is subject to
those guidelines. The property designations on the map do not include individual CoSA landmarks.
Note that there are federal, state, and local protections and processes required for designated
properties. Information regarding each overlay is available from other sources. Attention should be
given to each individual property because there are different design guidelines, zoning and
ordinances that regulate development in the area.

Religious Organizations, Funeral Services, and Schools
Figure 3 (see p. 85) shows the map of religious organizations, funeral homes, and schools around
Missions San José and San Juan. Religious sites frequently serve as community resources, adding
social cohesion and continuity of intangible heritage. Some religious organizations may be
considered tourist attractions.

Existing Transportation Network
Access to public transportation provides mobility and flexibility to people without the need for a
personal vehicle. Public transportation helps to reduce road congestion, noise, and pollution caused
by cars. Having a good transportation network provides economic opportunities and drives
community growth, revitalization, and equity in the City.
There are many bus stops in the one-mile radius around Mission San José (see Figure 4, p. 86).
Roosevelt Avenue, S. Flores and S. Presa streets are well serviced by VIA Metropolitan Transit. New
VIA routes have been approved and implemented, including Mission Road, after this map was
produced, therefore they are not included in this map. Bike lanes, park trails, and shared roads are
identified around the missions as alternative transportation.
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Figure 1: Mission San José Future Land Use developed by CCS staff with City of San Antonio information (GIS shape file).
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Figure 2: Mission San José and Mission San Juan Districts Overlay developed by CCS staff (as of September 15, 2016; the property designations
on the map do not include individual City of San Antonio landmarks and/or any amendments after that date.)
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Figure 3: Religious Organizations, Funeral Services and Schools
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Figure 4: Mission San José Transportation Network. Map developed by CCS staff with City of San Antonio information (as of September 15,
2016).
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III.

CULTURAL HERITAGE BUSINESSES IN MISSION SAN JOSÉ AND
MISSION SAN JUAN
The International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) defines heritage as:
“Heritage is a broad concept and includes the natural as well as the cultural environment. It
encompasses landscapes, historic places, sites and built environments, as well as
biodiversity, collections, past and continuing cultural practices, knowledge and living
experiences. It records and expresses the long processes of historic development, forming
the essence of diverse national, regional, indigenous and local identities and is an integral
part of modern life. It is a dynamic social reference point and positive instrument for
growth and change. The particular heritage and collective memory of each locality or
community is irreplaceable and an important foundation for development, both now and
into the future.” [6]
The missions’ cultural heritage is an asset for the City of San Antonio that could be leveraged to
bring real economic benefits to the surrounding community.

Existing Businesses within a One-Mile Radius of San José and San Juan
Missions
As discussed previously, there are four established commercial corridors in the study area, in
addition to Mission Road. These corridors include Roosevelt, Southwest Military, South Flores,
South Presa, and Mission Road.
A.

Roosevelt Avenue: This corridor has tire and automotive shops, convenience stores,
rental apartments, restaurants and pharmacies. The golf course is already an attraction.
The Mission Library is a great resource for the local population. Most of the businesses
are non-franchised. This corridor does not have consistent sidewalks or bike lanes. This
is a car-oriented street where pedestrians do not feel welcomed, and yet has more bus
routes than the other corridors because it is an arterial road.

B. Southwest Military: This corridor has an established commercial strip with
restaurants, electronic goods, clothing stores, car care, and personal services (e.g.,
banking, household items and grocery stores). Most of the food options in this area are
franchises. Furthermore, Pica Pica Plaza, similar to a mercado, is located on this corridor
and is a very successful indoor flea market. This street is wide and car-oriented, and
difficult to cross or use comfortably for pedestrians.
C. South Flores: This corridor has small and locally owned business that provides goods
and services to the immediate population. It has older, brick buildings and sidewalks
that local people use.
D. South Presa: Businesses on this street are mostly focused on automotive repair and
industrial activities. Crime statistics indicate problems around the existing motels.
While there are nicer sections with sidewalks and potential for revitalization, much of
the street is not tourist friendly in its current form.
E. Mission Road: The first section of this street from East Southcross Boulevard to
Mission San José has been recently renovated with bike lanes in both directions. It has
small businesses (restaurants, cafés, grocery stores, ice-cream parlors, etc.) churches,
low to medium residential density and good lighting infrastructure. The section from
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Napier Avenue to Southeast Military Drive has a very rural character with offices,
storage places, and parking lots from the back of the commercial properties facing
Military Drive. The third section goes from Military Drive to Bergs Mill; this section also
has a rural character and has some civic uses such as the Municipal Cemetery, the
Stinson Airport, the Mission Road Development Center and natural areas along the
River.
Mission San Juan is inscribed in a rural context. The most common businesses around it are
construction and manufacturing related. The main access to Mission San Juan is from South Presa
and Mission Road, which also connects the mission with Stinson Airport. Mission San Juan boasts an
authentic character related to the historic airport, acequias and parks, which isolate the mission
from the rest of the City. Mission San Juan has one of the few remaining sections of the San Antonio
River in its natural state, unimproved by engineers for better flood control [7].

Cultural Heritage Related Businesses
San Antonio’s rich history and experiences have created a vibrant and complex mix of cultural
heritage for generations, which attracts millions of tourists every year. Cultural heritage tourism
offers an opportunity for visitors to experience local culture in depth by visiting historic or cultural
sites or by taking part in cultural activities. As defined by the National Trust for Historic
Preservation, cultural heritage tourism is “a travel to experience the places, artifacts, and activities
that authentically represent the stories and people of the past and present, including cultural,
historic and natural resources.” People interested in cultural heritage visit historical attractions,
landmarks, museums, galleries, theaters, historic neighborhoods or take part of festivals, concerts
or workshops [8]. The online survey conducted for this report shows that the Missions’ visitors
have higher incomes and bring more resources to the community. Studies from the National
Assembly of State Arts Agencies Cultural Visitor Profile indicated that cultural heritage tourists are
frequent travelers and have bigger budgets than average tourists. A report issued by the Travel
Industry Association of America [9] also found that most cultural heritage tourists are attracted by
a specific historic or cultural activity or event, and 40% of them add extra time to their trips
because of these kinds of activities.
Local community is key to the development plan because they bring richness to the sites, making
them places to visit and enjoy. Other WHS indicate that integrating communities into the plan is
successful in developing cultural heritage attractions. Not only does the local community provide
authentic heritage, but also incorporating them into the plan improves their quality of life.
Figures 5 and 6 (p. 89-90) show the existing selected businesses that have potential to support
cultural heritage tourism. For the purpose of this research, the franchise businesses are not shown.
The mapped businesses relate to accommodation, arts, entertainment and recreation, food services
and drinking places, hair salons and laundry services, and retail and trade.
Figures 7 and 8 (p. 91-92) show businesses’ potential to engage cultural heritage tourism as high,
moderate, or low. Most of the arts, entertainment and recreation places, as well as food services and
drinking places, are mapped as high potential. Some authentic retail stores are mapped as having
high potential. Existing motels are mostly mapped as moderate because they hold a high potential
for heritage tourism, but most need major investments for repairs and upgrades to infrastructure.
Hair salons and laundry services are mostly mapped as low potential since tourist would rarely use
them.
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Figure 5: Mission San José: Existing Selected Businesses linked to Cultural Heritage Tourism. Map developed by CCS staff with IED data and
building surveys.
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Figure 6: Mission San Juan: Existing Selected Businesses linked to Cultural Heritage Tourism. Map developed by CCS staff with IED data and
building surveys.
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Figure 7: Mission San José: Businesses’ potential to engage cultural heritage tourism as high, moderate and low. Map developed by CCS staff with
IED data and building surveys.
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Figure 8: Mission San Juan: Businesses’ potential to engage cultural heritage tourism as high, moderate and low. Map developed by CCS staff
with IED data and building surveys.
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SECTION II
CULTURAL HERITAGE TOURISM MARKET ANALYSIS
I.

INTRODUCTION
The San Antonio Missions, part of the cultural identity of the region, are inscribed now as WHS and,
as a result, have become an increased source of pride in the local community. Spanish Missions
were built as communities that fostered enduring beliefs, values, and traditions. With the
attainment of World Heritage status, the importance of these intangible qualities has received an
endorsement of global proportion. World Heritage status brings a huge pride for the community as
well as international and national prestige.
The areas around Mission San José and Mission San Juan provide great opportunity for the City of
San Antonio (CoSA) and its residents to integrate development with the community and their
heritage to preserve the missions’ identity. The potential exists for community-based cultural
heritage tourism to be sustainably developed—allowing for prosperity without destruction or
displacement. Thus, the local communities can improve their quality of life without being displaced,
their authenticity, and without irreversibly damaging the environment [1].
This research analyzes current and potential future cultural heritage activity around Mission San
José and Mission San Juan. Studying the area, encouraging small business growth in the cultural
heritage tourism sector, and supporting currently successful heritage activities will promote
sustainable local economic development, with access to prosperity for the residents.

A. Methodology
This report used both quantitative and qualitative investigative methods. The aim of the research
was to analyze the potential for Mission San José and Mission San Juan (within a one-mile radius, or
buffer) to adopt community-based cultural heritage tourism. Literature reviews, economic impact
analyses, online surveys, site analyses, maps, plans, and reports were conducted for the completion
of this report. Data collection included field surveys within a one-mile radius of the Missions, a
survey of the Mission visitors, and business inventories around the Missions.

i.

Field Survey

The Center for Cultural Sustainability (CCS) at UTSA conducted a field survey of the one-mile radius
surrounding the missions in order to gather visual data on the existing business structures and
properties. Observations from the field and analyses of maps using GIS provided information about
existing conditions, unique features, historic significance, authenticity, infrastructure, and tourism
potential.

ii.

Visitor Survey

The survey was conducted online and on-site to determine the nature of current visitors and the
potential for growth in the cultural heritage tourism sector. The survey was created by Boggess
Communications and administered between July 27, 2016 and January 22, 2017. The online survey
was sent to an email list provided by the Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB) based on their
“Booking Engine” at www.visitsanantonio.com. Email addresses for visitors who completed a
purchase via the booking engine were collected. Thus, the email addresses contacted were a list of
visitors who purchased either a hotel room or an attraction ticket.
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iii.

Businesses Inventory

CCS staff created inventories for this report including information on business location, current use,
type of resource, name, main type of business, year of incorporation, structure information (like the
date of construction), setting, cultural heritage tourism potential, and pictures. The inventory was
used to evaluate the potential for the businesses to engage with anticipated increases in cultural
heritage tourism. A full list of businesses can be found in the Addendum.
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II.

ANALYSIS OF THE EXISTING URBAN FABRIC
The Importance of the Community
Many communities undergo physical, economic and socio-cultural changes. Some maintain and
evolve their traditions over generations, making the heritage richer with the passage of the time.
Based on the definition written by Pacione (p. 356)[2], a “community is a group of people who
share a geographic area and are bound together by common culture, values, race or social class”.
Successful WHS in other locations work together with their communities. The local people are key
to all successful WHS because they bring a cultural affluence to the sites and make the places real
for visitors. Cultural heritage tourists seek to learn unique aspects of the places they visit, and to
enjoy credible authentic experiences of local culture. Cultural heritage tourism is fueled by specialinterest visitors, where culture forms the basis of either attracting or motivating people to travel
[3].
Tourists can empower a local community by supporting it economically. Businesses around a WHS
enter the tourism sector aspiring profits by providing goods and services for the travelers [4]. For
example, Blaenavon Industrial Landscape in South Wales and Edinburg, Scotland have both
benefitted from the WHS designation to enhance socio-economics and quality of life for the local
community while increasing cultural tourism and attracting new residents [5]. These successful
examples show that a strong heritage site must not be isolated from its surrounding community.

Current Visitors
As mentioned before, in order to better understand visitors to the San Antonio Missions, an online
survey was administered by Boggess Communications with the assistance of the CVB between July
27, 2016 and January 22, 2017 (200 days). The survey provides data on whether people have a
favorable view of the Missions visits, whether they would recommend them to their friends and
neighbors, what types of things they would be interested in seeing (e.g., art/music festivals, other
activities, shopping opportunities, exploration of local culture, and types of lodging, etc.) associated
with a missions’ visit. The data indicate future business opportunities for entrepreneurs.
There were three email blasts sent through the CVB and two bus tour surveys done in person, onsite. In total, 204 visitors answered the survey; approximately 60% answered online and 40%
answered on-site. Currently, the 204 surveys indicate there is a 7% margin of error, with a 95%
confidence interval, for the 1,500,000 visitors who visit the missions each year. For example: if 80%
of the people surveyed said they would highly recommend that their friends visit the missions, then
it can be assumed that if all 1,500,000 visitors were surveyed, 73-87% of the people would highly
recommend the missions. Survey results can be found in the Addendum.
Of the visitors surveyed, 94% did not live in San Antonio, more than half (~59%) were visiting the
Missions for the first time, and approximately a fifth (21%) were domestic leisure travelers from
Texas. The majority of the respondents were from Illinois (27%) and Louisiana (17%) as two bus
tours were surveyed from these states. International tourists are known to be more attuned to the
value of WHS, yet only 3-9% international responses were received in this survey.
International tourists are known to be more attuned to the value of WHS, yet only 3-9%
international responses were received in this survey. Six people answered that they live abroad, but
12 others skipped that question. Consequently, the survey does not offer as much insight into the
business opportunities as anticipated. The San Antonio Missions have only been a World Heritage
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site since July 2015, so it is expected that the percentage of international visitors will trend
upwards in the coming years.
According to the survey, traveler demographics show that:





Most are older than 66 years old (45.59%) with 40.46% between ages 35-65.
Over half (54.9%) have a Bachelor’s or post-Bachelor college education.
49% are retired.
Incomes ranged from 28.65% earning below $50,000, 42.69% earning between $50,000$100,000, and 24.56% earning between $100,000-$200,000.

In regards to travel, almost all (88.21%) are visiting San Antonio for vacation. Some visitors come
to San Antonio in their personal vehicles (34.34%), and some travel by air (22.73%).
59.90% of the travelers visited Mission San José, and 21.29% visited Mission San Juan.
More than half of the visitors used the internet before they come to San Antonio and found plenty of
information regarding the Missions. Half of the survey respondents think there are good shopping
opportunities around the Missions, and 57.79% found plenty of local places to eat around the sites.
Most of the visitors surveyed (77.44%) said they would enjoy visiting the sites in combination with
a local festival or similar event. 35.53% would consider attending a Mission-associated camp (for
cooking, music, equestrian, etc.), and 49.24% would take advantage of the kayaking, hiking trails
and picnic areas along the San Antonio River.
According to the survey, decisive factors to visit the San Antonio Missions are safety, activities for
adults, available information on the internet, car accessibility, no health concerns, low-cost package
deals, and familiarity with the culture/language. The authenticity of the place is highly appreciated
as well; 86.43% of the visitors surveyed said “being at a place that is very different culturally than
theirs” is highly or somewhat important. Shopping opportunities (85.35%) and children’s activities
(58.58%) were also highly or somewhat important for the visitors surveyed. Availability of
accommodations around the Missions was also highly or somewhat important. Visitors preferred
budget accommodations (83.33%), followed by culturally specific accommodations (such as Bed
and Breakfasts, Airbnb, boutique hotel; 69.35%) and luxury accommodations (69.35%). 25.63% of
the visitors think camping near the destination is somewhat important while 14.7% think it highly
important.
Almost all of the visitors surveyed (97.50%) enjoyed visiting the San Antonio Missions. 68.34%
highly or somewhat agreed that they would return to San Antonio and the Missions in the future,
and 78.68% would recommend their experience to others.

i.

Limitations

The San Antonio Missions survey was conducted to profile visitors and obtain perceptions of the
tourism facilities and services. Although there were 204 respondents, the two bus tour surveys
dominated the demographics of the whole survey. In the last six months, the online survey changed
drastically when the tour bus survey results were added. In the first three months, the average age
was below 65, but at the end of the sixth month period, the average age was over 66 years old. In
addition, the education level and income changed during the six months. Because of the
demography of these groups, children did not figure prominently in responses. Due to the seasonal
period of survey administration, survey respondents were not sufficiently diverse. Thus, the survey
does not offer as much insight into the business opportunities as anticipated.
Published resources, locals’ perceptions, and expert opinions have been used to complement the
survey results. Further analysis should take place over the course of a year for a more accurate
representation of the Missions’ visitors.
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Future Land Use
A one-mile radius around both missions and selected commercial corridors were observed and
analyzed. Around Mission San José (see Figure 1, p. 83), Flores Street has a local and pedestrian
character; Roosevelt Avenue is a car oriented street that has a larger commercial scale; Military
Highway is a commercial-oriented thoroughfare, with large franchises and big parking lots facing
the road; and Presa Street tends to be a more industrial-oriented route, though it has some
significant sections related to the heritage of automobile tourism in America.
There was a change noted in the Future Land Use information released by CoSA. The main corridors
mentioned before have a new mixed-use designation. Mixed-use is a type of development that
integrates more than two uses, normally residential with commercial, but cultural and institutional
sectors may form part of the project. Denser cities have mixed-use developments, allowing for
better use of the infrastructure. Compact districts can support public transportation, education, and
entertainment for the communities more efficiently.

Heritage Designations
Figure 2 (see p. 84) shows the map of Missions Districts Overlay. The Missions District is regulated
by zoning overlays and ordinances; thus, each parcel and historic designation within is subject to
those guidelines. The property designations on the map do not include individual CoSA landmarks.
Note that there are federal, state, and local protections and processes required for designated
properties. Information regarding each overlay is available from other sources. Attention should be
given to each individual property because there are different design guidelines, zoning and
ordinances that regulate development in the area.

Religious Organizations, Funeral Services, and Schools
Figure 3 (see p. 85) shows the map of religious organizations, funeral homes, and schools around
Missions San José and San Juan. Religious sites frequently serve as community resources, adding
social cohesion and continuity of intangible heritage. Some religious organizations may be
considered tourist attractions.

Existing Transportation Network
Access to public transportation provides mobility and flexibility to people without the need for a
personal vehicle. Public transportation helps to reduce road congestion, noise, and pollution caused
by cars. Having a good transportation network provides economic opportunities and drives
community growth, revitalization, and equity in the City.
There are many bus stops in the one-mile radius around Mission San José (see Figure 4, p. 86).
Roosevelt Avenue, S. Flores and S. Presa streets are well serviced by VIA Metropolitan Transit. New
VIA routes have been approved and implemented, including Mission Road, after this map was
produced, therefore they are not included in this map. Bike lanes, park trails, and shared roads are
identified around the missions as alternative transportation.
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Figure 1: Mission San José Future Land Use developed by CCS staff with City of San Antonio information (GIS shape file).
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Figure 2: Mission San José and Mission San Juan Districts Overlay developed by CCS staff (as of September 15, 2016; the property designations
on the map do not include individual City of San Antonio landmarks and/or any amendments after that date.)
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Figure 3: Religious Organizations, Funeral Services and Schools
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Figure 4: Mission San José Transportation Network. Map developed by CCS staff with City of San Antonio information (as of September 15,
2016).
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III.

CULTURAL HERITAGE BUSINESSES IN MISSION SAN JOSÉ AND
MISSION SAN JUAN
The International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) defines heritage as:
“Heritage is a broad concept and includes the natural as well as the cultural environment. It
encompasses landscapes, historic places, sites and built environments, as well as
biodiversity, collections, past and continuing cultural practices, knowledge and living
experiences. It records and expresses the long processes of historic development, forming
the essence of diverse national, regional, indigenous and local identities and is an integral
part of modern life. It is a dynamic social reference point and positive instrument for
growth and change. The particular heritage and collective memory of each locality or
community is irreplaceable and an important foundation for development, both now and
into the future.” [6]
The missions’ cultural heritage is an asset for the City of San Antonio that could be leveraged to
bring real economic benefits to the surrounding community.

Existing Businesses within a One-Mile Radius of San José and San Juan
Missions
As discussed previously, there are four established commercial corridors in the study area, in
addition to Mission Road. These corridors include Roosevelt, Southwest Military, South Flores,
South Presa, and Mission Road.
A.

Roosevelt Avenue: This corridor has tire and automotive shops, convenience stores,
rental apartments, restaurants and pharmacies. The golf course is already an attraction.
The Mission Library is a great resource for the local population. Most of the businesses
are non-franchised. This corridor does not have consistent sidewalks or bike lanes. This
is a car-oriented street where pedestrians do not feel welcomed, and yet has more bus
routes than the other corridors because it is an arterial road.

B. Southwest Military: This corridor has an established commercial strip with
restaurants, electronic goods, clothing stores, car care, and personal services (e.g.,
banking, household items and grocery stores). Most of the food options in this area are
franchises. Furthermore, Pica Pica Plaza, similar to a mercado, is located on this corridor
and is a very successful indoor flea market. This street is wide and car-oriented, and
difficult to cross or use comfortably for pedestrians.
C. South Flores: This corridor has small and locally owned business that provides goods
and services to the immediate population. It has older, brick buildings and sidewalks
that local people use.
D. South Presa: Businesses on this street are mostly focused on automotive repair and
industrial activities. Crime statistics indicate problems around the existing motels.
While there are nicer sections with sidewalks and potential for revitalization, much of
the street is not tourist friendly in its current form.
E. Mission Road: The first section of this street from East Southcross Boulevard to
Mission San José has been recently renovated with bike lanes in both directions. It has
small businesses (restaurants, cafés, grocery stores, ice-cream parlors, etc.) churches,
low to medium residential density and good lighting infrastructure. The section from
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Napier Avenue to Southeast Military Drive has a very rural character with offices,
storage places, and parking lots from the back of the commercial properties facing
Military Drive. The third section goes from Military Drive to Bergs Mill; this section also
has a rural character and has some civic uses such as the Municipal Cemetery, the
Stinson Airport, the Mission Road Development Center and natural areas along the
River.
Mission San Juan is inscribed in a rural context. The most common businesses around it are
construction and manufacturing related. The main access to Mission San Juan is from South Presa
and Mission Road, which also connects the mission with Stinson Airport. Mission San Juan boasts an
authentic character related to the historic airport, acequias and parks, which isolate the mission
from the rest of the City. Mission San Juan has one of the few remaining sections of the San Antonio
River in its natural state, unimproved by engineers for better flood control [7].

Cultural Heritage Related Businesses
San Antonio’s rich history and experiences have created a vibrant and complex mix of cultural
heritage for generations, which attracts millions of tourists every year. Cultural heritage tourism
offers an opportunity for visitors to experience local culture in depth by visiting historic or cultural
sites or by taking part in cultural activities. As defined by the National Trust for Historic
Preservation, cultural heritage tourism is “a travel to experience the places, artifacts, and activities
that authentically represent the stories and people of the past and present, including cultural,
historic and natural resources.” People interested in cultural heritage visit historical attractions,
landmarks, museums, galleries, theaters, historic neighborhoods or take part of festivals, concerts
or workshops [8]. The online survey conducted for this report shows that the Missions’ visitors
have higher incomes and bring more resources to the community. Studies from the National
Assembly of State Arts Agencies Cultural Visitor Profile indicated that cultural heritage tourists are
frequent travelers and have bigger budgets than average tourists. A report issued by the Travel
Industry Association of America [9] also found that most cultural heritage tourists are attracted by
a specific historic or cultural activity or event, and 40% of them add extra time to their trips
because of these kinds of activities.
Local community is key to the development plan because they bring richness to the sites, making
them places to visit and enjoy. Other WHS indicate that integrating communities into the plan is
successful in developing cultural heritage attractions. Not only does the local community provide
authentic heritage, but also incorporating them into the plan improves their quality of life.
Figures 5 and 6 (p. 89-90) show the existing selected businesses that have potential to support
cultural heritage tourism. For the purpose of this research, the franchise businesses are not shown.
The mapped businesses relate to accommodation, arts, entertainment and recreation, food services
and drinking places, hair salons and laundry services, and retail and trade.
Figures 7 and 8 (p. 91-92) show businesses’ potential to engage cultural heritage tourism as high,
moderate, or low. Most of the arts, entertainment and recreation places, as well as food services and
drinking places, are mapped as high potential. Some authentic retail stores are mapped as having
high potential. Existing motels are mostly mapped as moderate because they hold a high potential
for heritage tourism, but most need major investments for repairs and upgrades to infrastructure.
Hair salons and laundry services are mostly mapped as low potential since tourist would rarely use
them.
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Figure 5: Mission San José: Existing Selected Businesses linked to Cultural Heritage Tourism. Map developed by CCS staff with IED data and
building surveys.
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Figure 6: Mission San Juan: Existing Selected Businesses linked to Cultural Heritage Tourism. Map developed by CCS staff with IED data and
building surveys.
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Figure 7: Mission San José: Businesses’ potential to engage cultural heritage tourism as high, moderate and low. Map developed by CCS staff with
IED data and building surveys.
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Figure 8: Mission San Juan: Businesses’ potential to engage cultural heritage tourism as high, moderate and low. Map developed by CCS staff
with IED data and building surveys.
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IV.

POTENTIAL CHANGES TO IMPROVE BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES AND RESIDENTS’ QUALITY OF LIFE
Cultural heritage tourism can be planned in order to improve the livability of the community by
providing quality of life, economic development, and social equity. Visitors look for unique
experiences that enrich their lives and communities that are engaged with the historic sites are the
perfect fit.
The San Antonio Missions and surrounding areas have the potential to attract visitors based on the
unique aspects of the local history, landscape, and culture. In San Antonio, the hospitality industry
employs more than 113,000 workers who annually generate $12.2 billion dollars back into the local
economy, making tourism one of the largest industries in San Antonio [10].
Developing tourism using management plans helps to support the culture for future generations.
The plans provide a framework for balance between stakeholders and the sustainability of the
heritage site. The involvement and cooperation of the local community is necessary to create and
maintain the management plans and to protect the heritage resources.

Community Level
Prospects for long-term protection of the SA Missions WHS will be greater with healthy and robust
organizations supporting the heritage and its sustainable management. Organizations within the
local community engender high levels of responsible participation. Currently, there are existing
groups working towards the common future of the Missions. Groups like these should always be
included in planning for future development. Successful examples from other parts of the world
include the community in participatory planning and design.
Factors that help local communities succeed in and around WHS are:
1.
2.
3.

Tourism is more stable than other industries because the resource is not depleted by use if
routine maintenance is practiced and existing protections are upheld.
Tourism-related jobs in and around WHS do not suffer seasonality, thanks to extensive
calendars with events and activities that attract people all year round.
Local people frequent WHS and ‘consume’ what is around the sites. Local incomes spent
locally have a positive impact.

Technology is making information sharing easier between residents and visitors. In this case, a
mobile responsive website has been developed that connects visitors to local events and shopping,
dining, and lodging resources in the area. Free wifi should be offered to encourage more
widespread use of the mobile responsive website.

New Small Business Development
Tourism development projects, when appropriate to the historic context and respectful of WHS and
the community, can improve residents’ quality of life in numerous forms. Improving tangible
elements, such as new construction or renovating existing buildings, can have a big impact on the
community’s economy. Small business development brings in new jobs and increases the tax base.
While planning, care should be taken on the scale of new developments that may disrupt the
integrity and authenticity of neighborhoods. Opinions vary among local citizens, some do not want
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any new development, and others want to see a lot. Change is likely inevitable, so the issue is really
what change, not if there will ever be any change. In achieving San Antonio’s 2040 goals, the guiding
principles of Comprehensive Plan sets criteria and provides strategic direction for decision making
[11]. Recommendations in the section below are made in the context of the City’s Comprehensive
Plan.
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V.

PROPOSAL FOR POTENTIAL HERITAGE TOURISM ACTIVITIES
According to The Harbinger Consulting Group Report [12], cultural travelers stay an average of 8.5
nights in hotels compared to two nights for average domestic travelers. The same report also
mentioned that domestic travelers who included at least one cultural activity lengthened their trip
because of a cultural, arts, heritage, or historical event.
Cultural travelers seek experiences that are authentic to the sites. The communities surrounding
the Missions could help augment travelers’ visit and attract future visitors by developing high
quality engaging cultural experiences. Activities should be created that are dedicated to outreach,
promotion, enhancement, and support the Missions’ heritage in a coordinated way. Festivals during
the weekends that offer attractions to visitors (2-3 days), and programs (seminars, workshops,
classes, etc.) during the weekdays provide reasons for longer stays. This would require a
comprehensive self-reported schedule of all festivals, workshops, and cultural activities.
San Antonio and the surrounding area have an authentic history that should be enhanced and
transferred to all visitors. Tours connecting the colonial history of the WHS to areas surrounding
San Antonio could integrate historical experiences and maintain interests. Examples include daytrip tours from San Antonio to Goliad, driving the Camino Real, visiting El Rancho de las Cabras, etc.
Hiking, biking, or horseback riding activities could also be offered during these authentic
experience tours. These and the following suggestions for tourism activities are not the
responsibility of any individual agency.

Design Proposals for the One-Mile Radius around Mission San José
Mission San José is located in a sub-urban context with an authentic environment (see Figure 9, p.
100). The parish is still active and maintains a local congregation. It attracts visitors with kids, and
every weekend families enjoy the Mission County and Padre Park while the children play on the
playgrounds. More activities for children and after school enrichment programs could be
implemented considering the family-oriented demographics of the area. Based on the area’s strong
ties to its heritage, it is recommended that more collaboration and integrated efforts with all
heritage-related associations is needed. Expanding the heritage related activities offered around the
Charro Association would be ideal as this area could be considered as a heritage tourist hub due to
its proximity to both Mission San José and the San Antonio River.
The most common business category in this area is retail trade (convenience stores, automotive
dealers, and pharmacies) and the second largest category is food services and drinking places.
People in this area consume handmade leather products and authentic furniture. Businesses like
these could provide the authentic experience that cultural heritage visitors seek. Unique cafes,
icehouses, and gift and souvenir shops are also needed in proximity to Mission San José. The nice
neighborhood between Padre Park and Mission San José has potential for Airbnb, VRBO and Bed
and Breakfast accommodations, which would be a good addition to existing amenities. Large
historic buildings and houses in the area could also be considered as unique lodging opportunities.
According to the San Antonio’s Hospitality Industry Report [10], the restaurant and catering sector
made the largest contribution to the local economy, accounting for $5.4 billion, or 44.2% of the total
economic impact. The area surrounding Mission San José has local and authentic food and
beverages places that gather community members and have high potential to attract tourists,
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develop food festivals, offer cooking classes, or participate with other centers to enhance the
cultural heritage around the district. Below are recommendations specific to each corridor with
cultural heritage potential within the one-mile radius of Mission San José.

i.

Roosevelt Avenue

Given the urban aspects of this street—its strong connection with downtown and the current bus
routes along this street—this corridor is likely best for mixed-use developments to take advantage
of the existing infrastructure, as illustrated in Figures 11, 12, and 13 (see p. 102-104). Residences,
accommodations, retail, icehouses, and authentic restaurants are all appropriate. The intersection
of Roosevelt with E. Southcross is an important node in need of thoughtful urban design, and
possibly a future ‘portal’ to introduce the visitor to areas further south. Opportunities for summer
camps, health and wellness activities by the river and farmers market on E. Southcross would be
appropriate to explore.
Protected bicycle lanes along Roosevelt Avenue to facilitate transportation and commerce should
be integrated to boost the economic activity of the area without depending on a vehicle. Stores
located along bike lanes and good sidewalks have a higher likelihood of success.

ii.

Flores Street

South Flores may be a good candidate for a pedestrian-oriented corridor that could boost the
atmosphere of the area. The street has older brick buildings that still maintain storefronts with
potential to be repurposed. Rehabilitation projects would maintain the area’s character while
providing business opportunities to residents, as illustrated in Figures 14, 15 and 16 (see p. 105107).
Situated between South Flores and Roosevelt, on Southwest Military, Pica Pica is a good example of
a successful market area with local products, services and events offered to the community. Pica
Pica hosts many boutiques, local businesses that may attract cultural heritage travelers.
Future development on Flores Street may benefit from a clear physical connection with Mission San
José. During the field survey, East Pyron and East White streets were identified with potential for
this purpose. These streets have a strong, authentic look that may enhance the cultural value of the
neighborhood. This neighborhood has its own identity and high potential for Airbnb, VRBO and Bed
and Breakfast accommodations due to its proximity to the Mission.
Maintaining and renovating the existing sidewalks, adding bike lanes and improving the public
lighting system are also necessary for safety and integration (see Figure 17, p. 108). The City
already has an “Operation Facelift” program that offers financial support to renovate storefront
façades. The other buildings and houses located along these streets need attention, as well.

iii.

South Presa Street

The motels located along South Presa are a major part of the cultural landscape and authentic
heritage, as highlighted in Figures 18 and 19 (see p. 109-110). As a result, special attention should
be given to renovate these facilities and businesses.
With a reduction in crime and with renovated motels, there is a lot of potential on Presa Street for
authentic restaurants, icehouses, art galleries, and retail stores. Developing Hot Wells may
undoubtedly boost interest.
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iv.

Mission Road

Future planning for Mission Road should strive to conserve its authenticity and enhance its
potential to connect Mission San José to Mission San Juan. Limited, small-scale development may be
appropriate. Based on the rural aspects of the road, especially between Missions San José and San
Juan, a few small businesses may be possible, along with additional recreational areas to the west.
Lupita’s Café and Nora’s Mexican Restaurant on Mission Road are already very popular businesses.
Small-scale, mixed-used developments (as depicted in Figure 20, see p. 111) may offer boutique
accommodation, gift shops, cafeterias, art galleries and small heritage market destinations. Projects
that reflect the culture of the local community should be encouraged.

Design Proposals for the One-Mile Radius around Mission San Juan
As shown in Figure 10 (see p.101), Mission San Juan is located in a rural context. Tourists in this
area seek history, culture, and natural environment. This area has the potential to attract people
from industrial parks, airport, and Brooks City Base Hospital. Local people within this area have a
higher level of education and income compared to the Mission San José area, who could help to
support the authentic destinations offered for cultural heritage tourism. Because of the extended
undeveloped land, the agricultural context, and the history, bed and breakfasts and campgrounds
were identified as potential accommodations. Additionally, unique lodging possibilities (such as
trailer parks, eco-hotels, cabins) should be considered in this area.
In a previous report, the authors noted that:
The OESD [Office of Education and Sustainable Development] describes rural tourism as a
dynamic concept, encompassing multiple objectives, including equalizing income between rural
and urban populations, creating equal access to social services, creating equal employment
opportunities and protecting rural amenities. Rural tourism is typically characterized as smallscale, well managed, educational and frequently high-end market (Roberts, Mitchell & Hall 2003)
Rural tourism may include visiting a working farm or an agricultural facility for the purpose
of enjoyment, education or active involvement in the activities of the “place.” Special interest nature
holidays, adventure, sport and health tourism, hunting and angling, educational travel, arts and
heritage tourism are other types of rural tourism activities (Irshad 2010) [13].
The San Juan demonstration farm could help to gather the community and enhance visitor
experiences. Besides the demonstration farm, outside National Park area, private wineries, and
“pick your own” farms could also be implemented. In the U.S., an increasing number of vacationers
are basing their travel around food and wine. Culinary tourism is drawn by the opportunity to
consume, such as dining restaurants, sampling local beverages, attending cooking schools or
participating in formal wine tastings [14].
Based on the survey results, demographics of the area, and the rural context, Mission San Juan has a
high potential for cultural heritage tourism development, especially rural and eco-tourism. The
node formed by South Presa Street and Graf Road could serve for a small, rural development,
including cafés, restaurants, cheese stores, wine tasting places, orchard shops, organic markets, etc.
This would attract mission visitors as well as Brooks City Base users.

i. Connect Brooks City Base to Berg’s Mill, Mission San Juan and Stinson Airport
Analyzing the data and maps, a potential connection between the Stinson Airport, Mission San Juan
and the Brooks City Base was identified. Boyle Road could be completed through to Corpus Christi
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Highway. Then, Corpus Christi Highway could connect to Presa Street through Old Corpus Christi
Road and Graf Road. This area could support restaurants, grocery stores, bakeries, bed and
breakfasts and rural accommodation. Graf Road also connects this area with Mission Road (to the
airport). This connection could have sidewalks, bike lanes and trees to foster an inviting setting for
pedestrians. This new connection would allow people living and working at Brooks City Base to
visit more frequently or perhaps live in the area around Mission San Juan. This would also enhance
the ownership of the area around the mission, on Mission Road, and would help to develop and
maintain programs that serve cultural heritage tourism. The Brooks Development Authority has
recently revealed plans to improve interconnectivity between these areas via a park.
Mission Road by Stinson Airport already has the potential for tourism with a café, flight school, and
helicopter tours. The updated Stinson Airport Master Plan recommends non-aeronautical
development on the triangle site between Mission Road and the San Antonio River. The plan
suggests hike and bike trails and a hotel development that will be appropriate for expected cultural
heritage travelers. Little cafés, icehouses, unique gift and souvenir shops could also be developed
along this part of Mission Road.
South of Stinson Airport could be developed for farm-based activities, such as an equestrian center
and farm-based rural accommodations. Properties at Espada Road have large farmlands, and these
lands have great potential for additional activities. If residents are interested in engaging with the
tourism potential of the area, they should be encouraged to develop small businesses based on the
agricultural nature of the cultural landscape.
Camping sites, fishing, rowing, canoeing, and other recreational activities could be developed north
of Mission Road and Mission San Juan on the banks of the river. Villamain Road is suited for
educational and social activities, such as temporary art and craft classes, demonstration kitchens,
and farmer’s markets. Food trucks could be placed at the corner of Villamain and Graf Road and
festival areas nearby. Even though most of these proposed activities are within the National Park
area and worth considering, they may prove difficult to undertake. Currently, the NPS does not have
the staff capacity (funding) to run such activities.

Other Proposals for the Missions Historic District
i.

San Antonio River

The River has always been the main link between all the missions. The lack of a direct connection
from the River to Mission San José is problematic. Bikers or pedestrians must go to VFW Boulevard,
and then to Roosevelt, in order to get to Mission San José. Pedestrians need a more direct
connection from the River to the mission. Currently, there is a pathway from the River, passing
through Mission County Park, and running along the northwest side of the Charro Association. This
path should be continued along the creek located on the southeast side of the Mission Library area,
in order to connect to San José Drive. This connection would allow local businesses to develop
alongside this new path. CoSA has already started working on this proposal in order to provide
direct connections from River to the Missions. Considering San Antonio River Authority (SARA)’s
Mission Reach Recreational Concessions Study [15] which was considered in this report, has
designated areas for private vendors and additional park trailheads (Figures 9 and 10).
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ii.

Acequias

The acequias have been creating microclimates across the centuries, allowing flora and fauna to
flourish in the area. Education on the history of acequias could be enhanced and their recreation
potential further explored. The addition of camping sites along Acequias Park, Acequia Trail and on
the Espada Aqueduct site is worth considering, although, the National Historical Park does not
currently have the capacity to handle such activity. Camping sites must be safe and provide basic
services to the public (e.g., public restrooms, communications, shaded areas, grill pits, tables,
playground, monitored spaces, etc.).
The signage along the Acequia Trail should be improved, to enhance the importance of these as part
of the San Antonio cultural historical landscape. Acequias need to be better mapped across all areas
of the City—from Brackenridge Park down the San Antonio River to the end of the Espada Acequia.
Bike lanes, or appropriate markers, might highlight areas once served by the acequias. Each acequia
and river trailhead needs unique, clear graphic signage in Spanish and English. Signs and
wayfinding aids have been critical to increasing and managing visitation at other WHS.
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Figure 9: Potential Zones for Small Business Development around Mission San José. Maps developed by CCS staff.
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Figure 10: Potential Zones for Small Business Development around Mission San Juan. Maps by CCS staff.
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Figure 11: Perspective created for Roosevelt Ave. Developed by CCS staff.
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Figure 12: Perspective created for Roosevelt Ave. Developed by CCS staff.
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Figure 13: Perspective created for Roosevelt Ave. Developed by CCS staff.
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Figure 14: Perspective created for Flores St. Developed by CCS staff.
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Figure 15: Perspective created for Flores St. Developed by CCS staff.
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Figure 16: Perspective created for Flores St. Developed by CCS staff.
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Figure 17: Proposed perspective from Flores Street by CCS staff.
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Figure 18: Motels along South Presa.
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Figure 19: Motels along South Presa.
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Figure 20: Perspective and section created for Mission Road by CCS staff.
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VI.

INCENTIVE OPPORTUNITIES
A. Background
No other city in the United States is faced with the same issues of heritage protection that exist in
San Antonio with regard to the UNESCO WHS and buffer zone. Unlike other places, San Antonio has
an obligation to protect intangible heritage embodied in the existing population. This is part of the
World Heritage designation because the “outstanding universal value” (OUV) of the inscribed site
includes the authentic culture of people who live and work in the large buffer zone around the
missions. Thus, protection of this WHS means not only care of the physical, historic features, but
also continuity of culture. Long-term protection means that a reasonably stable demographic of
residents and businesses needs to exist, and not be displaced by real estate development or rapid
economic growth, lest the newfound prosperity destroy a core reason for the global recognition of
San Antonio’s heritage.

B. Cultural Sustainability
Cultural heritage is one of the key elements to future prosperity in San Antonio. The City has both
tangible and intangible heritage, the latter embodied in existing communities, local traditions, and
people who have lived in the region for multiple generations. In the areas around the San Antonio
Missions, the intangible heritage is integral to the OUV of the UNESCO World Heritage inscription.
The OUV of the San Antonio Missions WHS is their integrity as intact, surviving structures from the
colonial period (tangible heritage) representing the full missionary endeavor, plus the resulting
formation of a Mestizo culture (intangible heritage). This includes the heritage of people alive in
San Antonio today, who are descended from the 18th century, plus the traditions and cultural
practices that have been transmitted to the present day. The intangible heritage exists in traditions,
arts, beliefs, language, memories, practices, etc.
Programs to engender cultural sustainability are necessary for the protection of World Heritage in
San Antonio. What is cultural sustainability? To answer this, one must first define sustainability.
Sustainable means the ability to maintain and perpetuate the natural and cultural systems that
support human existence. This includes concerns for environmental, economic, social, and cultural
heritage issues. Cultural sustainability focuses on people and their cultural heritage while also
considering the other aspects of sustainability. The elements of sustainability are interdependent.

C. Protection of Intangible Heritage per the World Heritage Convention
The San Antonio Missions, when compared to the 22 other inscribed World Heritage Sites in the
U.S., are unique with regard to the intangible aspects of their OUV. First, only 10 of 23 World
Heritage sites in the U.S. have cultural heritage; the other 13 are entirely natural heritage. Of the 10
cultural heritage sites, only five are located in urban areas, as follows:
-

Independence Hall in Philadelphia (OUV is connected to a political event at one building; no
buffer zone);
La Fortaleza and San Juan NHS in P.R. (OUV is architecture, engineering and politics of military
history; boundaries vague; buffer zone not specified);
Monticello and the University of VA (OUV is architectural value plus tangible remains that
embody ideas and ideals of Thomas Jefferson; no buffer zone);
Taos Pueblo (OUV is unique architectural ensemble with living culture; no buffer zone); and
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-

San Antonio Missions (OUV is complete, tangible record of Spanish missionary endeavor and
resulting effects, including intangible attributes of authenticity and integrity surviving across a
large area).

San Antonio, faced with the protection of intangible OUVs, finds itself in an atypical and unusual
heritage management situation, one without precedent in our nation. The above list shows only five
places with possibly similar World Heritage management issues. None of the other four are similar
to San Antonio with regard to management of intangible heritage OUVs connected to a living
culture. Only one other on the list, Taos Pueblo, has OUVs of intangible heritage, and Taos Pueblo
has no comparable management examples relevant to San Antonio. Taos Pueblo is not comparable
because it is a small community adjacent to a small town. One ‘owner,’ a tribal nation, controls the
pueblo with the capacity to make management choices in a manner unavailable within the multivaried property rights and ownerships of San Antonio.
Adding complexity to the unique situation, our U.S. legal system is not conducive to the protection
of intangible heritage. The methods of heritage protection in the U.S. are based on the constitutional
authority of local government to enact zoning laws to control building form (such as heights and
setbacks) and require the preservation of tangible remains, which are visible from public rights of
way. There are no commonly practiced, government-sponsored methods of historic preservation
for the protection of purely intangible heritage. We have many successful tools for protection of
tangible remains, as seen twice a month in deliberations of San Antonio’s Historic and Design
Review Commission and in multiple programs of the City’s Office of Historic Preservation. The
nation has an infrequently used National Register of Historic Places program for designation of
“traditional cultural properties,” and even less well-known guidelines for “social impact
assessment” occasionally used by federal agencies to satisfy requirements of the 1986
implementation regulations of the 1970 National Environmental Policy Act. A social impact
assessment can be triggered by “major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment. Major actions include all existing or proposed federal projects and programs.
Failure of a federal agency to act may be considered by the courts as a “major action.” The definition
of “federal” may include state and local government in certain instances when they assume federal
responsibilities, such as with housing programs for example [16]. Overall, any thoughtful observer
of the situation would note that the protection of intangible heritage in the U.S. is like an uncharted
territory lacking any rules of navigation.

D. Recommendations Regarding Existing Tools
-

Recommendation #1: Retain and reinforce existing CoSA programs and policies to better
sustain intangible heritage.
Recommendation #2: Educate to promote use of tax credit programs for new and
revitalized commercial uses.
Recommendation #3: Consider when appropriate the completion of a survey of
“Traditional Cultural Property” per guidelines of Parker and King [17].
Recommendation #4: Consider requesting Social Impact Assessments under NEPA for
better respect of local community values in large decisions.
Recommendation #5: Consider completing the International Council on Monuments and
Sites (ICOMOS) Heritage Impact Assessments in the process of approval for high profile
projects.
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Use of Existing Tools
Next steps should include fresh thinking on how existing tools are working and might be enhanced.
There is a need to extend opportunities for prosperity to existing residents and businesses within
the World Heritage buffer zone because the OUV does not exist without the people. Mitigating the
potential for population displacement is essential. Existing opportunities for visitors (be they local
or non-local) to have authentic experiences of San Antonio’s culture need to be protected and new
ones can be established. In the sections below, this report outlines creative ideas that hold great
promise. These issues and topics will require future research, critical analysis, and forethought
prior to implementation. The creative ideas presented below have common aims:
-

To incentivize local prosperity,
To create or enhance meaningful jobs and business opportunities in the heritage conservation
sector, and
To foster increased pride of place within the heritage zone.

-

i.

Existing Incentives

Creative thinking is needed to preserve and
Recommendation #1: Retain existing CoSA
sustain the intangible heritage through
programs and policies to better sustain
currently available incentives and programs.
intangible heritage.
There are many. These good efforts should be
continued, and perhaps even enhanced in a targeted manner to support efforts in the mission area.
The vacant building program deserves special attention in this regard because it exists to correct a
serious detriment that works against experiences sought by heritage visitors.
The most powerful economic incentives for
Recommendation #2: Educate to promote
new and revitalized commercial uses are
use of tax credit programs for new and
frequently overlooked in San Antonio. These
revitalized commercial uses.
are the State and Federal Rehabilitation Tax
Credits. Staff presentations by the Texas
Historical Commission show significantly higher activity in other Texas cities than exists in San
Antonio. There is no good reason for the discrepancy. The economic incentives for historic
preservation need to be better marketed and encouraged.

ii.

Utilize Federal Legislation to Greater Advantage

Between 1966 and 1970, three Acts of Congress were signed into laws that have great relevance to
all matters of historic preservation, including World Heritage. These are the National Historic
Preservation Act (1966), Department of Transportation Act (1966), and National Environmental
Policy Act (1970). These three Acts, and their resulting implementation policies, form the
‘backbone’ of all historic preservation law, protections and policy in the U.S. at federal, state, and
local levels. All of them allow for the protection of living heritage, but none of them stipulate exactly
how to protect or enhance intangible culture. Two of the Acts have implementation policy
guidelines that are important to San Antonio’s intangible heritage, discussed below.
a. National Historic Preservation Act (1966)
The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) spawned our current processes of historic
designations, codified the idea that historical significance has integrity (the capacity of a place to
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display its significance) and put forth a mechanism for protection of integrity—compliance with the
Secretary of the Interiors Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. All this came with a
new agency to advise the President and Congress, guide process and resolve disputes—the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. The City of San Antonio adopted and uses elements of
the NHPA-generated policies in their Unified Development Code. Within the realm of historic
designation, the federal government issued “Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Traditional
Cultural Properties,” [17] for the purpose of adding traditional cultural properties to the National
Register of Historic Places. Per Bulletin #38, a Traditional Cultural Property is one “that is eligible
for inclusion in the National Register because of its association with cultural practices or beliefs of a
living community that (a) are rooted in that community’s history, and (b) are important in
maintaining the continuing cultural identity of the community.” Until recently, these guidelines had
been mostly applied in the context of Native American cultural sites and not across the complex
cultural geography of a major city.
Of note to current issues in San Antonio, the
Recommendation #3: Consider
National Register “Guidelines for Evaluating and
completing a survey of “Traditional
Documenting Traditional Cultural Properties”
Cultural Property” per guidelines of
were recently followed by San Francisco, CA, in
National Register Bulletin #38.
their attempts to document and protect
intangible heritage of the Japantown community. San Francisco holds good examples for San
Antonio because they began to explore documentation and protection of intangible heritage several
years ahead of efforts here. For example, in 2012 a database of “Japantown Social Heritage” was
created with over 300 entries, backed up by detailed inventory forms consistent with the guidelines
for documenting traditional cultural property. San Antonio needs a similar database for intangible
heritage at the World Heritage sites and existing within the Buffer Zone. The survey will not suffice
alone, though, because an important characteristic of National Register designation is that it
concerns real property – places – not the intangible heritage itself. World Heritage does not make
this distinction in quite the same way, instead anticipating direct protection of intangible heritage
when it exists as an element of the OUV.
b. National Environmental Policy Act (1970)
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) generated a new agency, the Council on
Environmental Quality, and a new type of document to inform federal undertakings – the
Environmental Impact Assessment. NEPA recognizes that impacts of federal activities can be
environmental, economic and social, and requires assessment of impact prior to the action.
Typically, impact on the environment has been
Recommendation #4: Consider requesting
accepted to mean impact on the natural
Social Impact Assessments under NEPA for
environment of flora and fauna, and so a typical
improved inclusion of local community
impact assessment will concern such things as
values in large decisions.
management of water resources, or threats to
endangered species. Yet human lives are part of
the environment too, so there are guidelines and procedures for a document called the “Social
Impact Assessment,” (SIA) first issued in 1993, and updated a decade later in a revised 2003
version. Social impacts concern effects of an action on the lives people and their local society,
including cultural values and beliefs. Local knowledge and values must be included in the
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assessment in order to make socially responsible choices under NEPA to balance the local interests
with the regional and national. San Antonio, like any big city, is witness to numerous federal actions
impacting the environment on a regular basis. Additionally, the National Park Service operates the
San Antonio Missions National Historical Park, and the U.S. Department of the Interior took action
to create the whole World Heritage inscription in the first place. Despite these facts, no Social
Impact Assessment has yet been undertaken for any federal action, undertaking, or project
receiving a federal permit in San Antonio.

iii.

ICOMOS Heritage Impact Assessments

Recommendation #5: Consider completing
The UNESCO World Heritage Convention calls for
an ICOMOS Heritage Impact Assessments in
protection of the “outstanding universal values”
(OUVs) of the inscribed site—the reasons why the the process of approval for high profile
projects.
place is worthy of World Heritage inscription.
Impacts on the OUVs are to be managed,
identified in advance, and mitigated as necessary for proper protection. In 2011 ICOMOS put forth
guidance on a document called “Heritage Impact Assessment” (HIA) as their recommended
approach to consider any changes that could alter the OUVs. The HIA works like the SIA described
above in that it is a case-by-case report done in response to individual proposals. The HIA is specific
to World Heritage because it focuses directly on how the OUVs would be impacted by a proposal for
new development, typically something such as a large new building, large-scale demolition, major
infrastructure improvement, or dramatic change in use.

E. New Ideas
New programs, policies and agencies could extend and open opportunities for prosperity to existing
residents and businesses, thereby mitigating the potential for population displacement and de facto
conserving the authenticity and integrity of the World Heritage OUVs.

i.

Enhance Business Opportunities and Create Jobs

In previous sections of this report, five industry sectors were identified as related to the heritage
tourism economy: 1) food services and drinking places; 2) accommodation; 3) retail trade; 4) arts,
entertainment and recreation; and 5) real estate, rental/ leasing. Each of these five sectors has
related support industries, such as cleaning, laundry, information technology, shipping,
warehousing, buildings and grounds maintenance, insurance and financial services.
a. Provide direct assistance to small, local entrepreneurs
City programs and agencies with aims to foster the growth of small, local businesses should be
retained and enhanced. New programs, policies, and agencies should be considered, with the
objective to mitigate displacement of existing businesses and residents by offering guided access to
greater prosperity. Government agencies could engage consultants to offer one on one professional
advice in design, rehabilitation, historic preservation tax credits, a review by San Antonio’s Historic
and Design Review Commission, permitting, and overall needs for a small business to start-up or
grow [18].
b. Promote public history education programs
Additionally, a public history education program could be developed. Visitors desire authentic
experiences plus interpretation of history and cultural heritage. The National Park Service has
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excellent school education and public interpretation programs regarding the facilities under their
care. Efforts could be expanded by others beyond the boundaries of the SA Missions National
Historical Park. Advanced education programs for visitors as well as local entrepreneurs might
focus on the history and practices of the intangible heritage, including music, art, food, dance,
language, religion, events, traditions, etc.

ii.

Promote Tax Benefits of Conservation Easements

Preservation Restrictions (Easements) on private property deeds can be donated to and managed
by a non-profit recipient with beneficial tax outcomes for the donor. Façade easements are common
in historic preservation, but these will not work in San Antonio’s Mission areas generally, because
almost all of the properties are in a historic district or landmarked, and a taxpayer cannot ‘donate’
(agree not to modify) a façade that is already restricted by local ordinance. However, restrictions
may be donated and recorded on historic land and cultural landscapes in private ownership that
would otherwise be available for new development or construction. The Internal Revenue Service
refers to these as Conservation Easements, and there are many rules. The restriction must be done
legally and in perpetuity. The City’s legal and financial experts could investigate viability of this
approach and produce recommendations for classes of property owners who may be eligible and
interested. Advance support and collaboration of a local non-profit (such as the SA Conservation
Society) would be necessary.

iii.

Produce Brochures and Guides to Legacy Businesses and Offer Financial
Assistance

San Francisco, CA, has established programs to identify, promote, and give financial support to their
“legacy” businesses. The local non-profit advocacy group, San Francisco Heritage, established a
“Legacy Bars & Restaurants” initiative in 2013, modeled after ones in Barcelona, Buenos Aires, and
Paris. The program is primarily a guide for patrons, and has qualification criteria – 40 years or
more longevity plus distinctive architecture and a history that relates to the community. The City
has a comparable list, a Legacy Business Registry, “comprising bars, restaurants, retail stores, arts
and performance spaces, and light manufacturing businesses that have been located in San
Francisco for at least 30 years and have contributed to the history and identity of a neighborhood
or community” [19,20].
Also in San Francisco, special use districts and other designations have been proposed with
intentions to retain smaller, local businesses. These efforts evolved into the “Legacy Business
Historic Preservation Fund,” approved by voters in November 2015. The program will subsidize
rents as well as costs of ownership, and up to 300 businesses may participate [19]. Implementation
details are being resolved, and only a small number of businesses are yet engaged in the program.
Though definitions are loose, and elected representatives nominate participants, the program
nonetheless holds promise for protecting the intangible heritage of a place. People from San
Antonio should further study and analyze the program.

iv.

Consider New Education Programs for the Building Arts

Preservation entails good care of old buildings including maintenance, repair, rehabilitation, and
restoration. There is a large market for preservation services. Property owners need properly
conserved buildings to attract and impress the heritage tourism market. In addition, the historic
district and other ordinances require proper maintenance. The Office of Historic Preservation offers
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a “rehabber club,” which has launched a few businesses already. More and bigger thinking in this
regard could be worthwhile. San Antonio could be a center for the Building Arts of Texas, with job
training programs to certify qualified craftspeople and contractors. Presently, there are only a
handful of comparable programs in the nation, including these three: South Bennett Street School in
Boston, Belmont Technical School in Ohio, and College of the Building Arts in Charleston, SC. San
Antonio has one of the pre-eminent culinary arts schools in the nation—why not add building arts?

v.

Stimulate Programs to Allow Private Commercial Uses on Public Property

Public entities and government agencies, such as the San Antonio River Authority (SARA) and the
National Park Service, have the capacity for specially permitted uses or leases that may allow
various commercial vendors to operate on public land. In fact, SARA commissioned a study on this
topic, Mission Reach Recreational Concessions Study, in 2010. The study recommends respectful
concessions with joint agreements for uses on SARA property and adjacent parklands. Various
concession types, locations, and management structures were reviewed in the study. The
recommendations from 2010 are good, and now need to be revisited with the more recent World
Heritage inscription in mind.
Visitors need services at key locations along their travel routes. Appropriateness of the types of
permitted uses and vendors to the context of the World Heritage site will be essential. Concession
types, which enhance the OUV of the Missions, would be most desired. Perhaps program
participation criteria could also prioritize small business operators who already live within the
World Heritage Buffer Zone? Small, local entrepreneurs may be stimulated by the lower overhead
expenses of this type of lease versus a more typical business arrangement to lease or own a ‘bricksand-mortar’ shop. Overall, the positive effect will include an increase in the “dwell time” of visitors
by providing more retail opportunities.
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V.

PROPOSAL FOR POTENTIAL HERITAGE TOURISM ACTIVITIES
According to The Harbinger Consulting Group Report [12], cultural travelers stay an average of 8.5
nights in hotels compared to two nights for average domestic travelers. The same report also
mentioned that domestic travelers who included at least one cultural activity lengthened their trip
because of a cultural, arts, heritage, or historical event.
Cultural travelers seek experiences that are authentic to the sites. The communities surrounding
the Missions could help augment travelers’ visit and attract future visitors by developing high
quality engaging cultural experiences. Activities should be created that are dedicated to outreach,
promotion, enhancement, and support the Missions’ heritage in a coordinated way. Festivals during
the weekends that offer attractions to visitors (2-3 days), and programs (seminars, workshops,
classes, etc.) during the weekdays provide reasons for longer stays. This would require a
comprehensive self-reported schedule of all festivals, workshops, and cultural activities.
San Antonio and the surrounding area have an authentic history that should be enhanced and
transferred to all visitors. Tours connecting the colonial history of the WHS to areas surrounding
San Antonio could integrate historical experiences and maintain interests. Examples include daytrip tours from San Antonio to Goliad, driving the Camino Real, visiting El Rancho de las Cabras, etc.
Hiking, biking, or horseback riding activities could also be offered during these authentic
experience tours. These and the following suggestions for tourism activities are not the
responsibility of any individual agency.

Design Proposals for the One-Mile Radius around Mission San José
Mission San José is located in a sub-urban context with an authentic environment (see Figure 9, p.
100). The parish is still active and maintains a local congregation. It attracts visitors with kids, and
every weekend families enjoy the Mission County and Padre Park while the children play on the
playgrounds. More activities for children and after school enrichment programs could be
implemented considering the family-oriented demographics of the area. Based on the area’s strong
ties to its heritage, it is recommended that more collaboration and integrated efforts with all
heritage-related associations is needed. Expanding the heritage related activities offered around the
Charro Association would be ideal as this area could be considered as a heritage tourist hub due to
its proximity to both Mission San José and the San Antonio River.
The most common business category in this area is retail trade (convenience stores, automotive
dealers, and pharmacies) and the second largest category is food services and drinking places.
People in this area consume handmade leather products and authentic furniture. Businesses like
these could provide the authentic experience that cultural heritage visitors seek. Unique cafes,
icehouses, and gift and souvenir shops are also needed in proximity to Mission San José. The nice
neighborhood between Padre Park and Mission San José has potential for Airbnb, VRBO and Bed
and Breakfast accommodations, which would be a good addition to existing amenities. Large
historic buildings and houses in the area could also be considered as unique lodging opportunities.
According to the San Antonio’s Hospitality Industry Report [10], the restaurant and catering sector
made the largest contribution to the local economy, accounting for $5.4 billion, or 44.2% of the total
economic impact. The area surrounding Mission San José has local and authentic food and
beverages places that gather community members and have high potential to attract tourists,
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develop food festivals, offer cooking classes, or participate with other centers to enhance the
cultural heritage around the district. Below are recommendations specific to each corridor with
cultural heritage potential within the one-mile radius of Mission San José.

i.

Roosevelt Avenue

Given the urban aspects of this street—its strong connection with downtown and the current bus
routes along this street—this corridor is likely best for mixed-use developments to take advantage
of the existing infrastructure, as illustrated in Figures 11, 12, and 13 (see p. 102-104). Residences,
accommodations, retail, icehouses, and authentic restaurants are all appropriate. The intersection
of Roosevelt with E. Southcross is an important node in need of thoughtful urban design, and
possibly a future ‘portal’ to introduce the visitor to areas further south. Opportunities for summer
camps, health and wellness activities by the river and farmers market on E. Southcross would be
appropriate to explore.
Protected bicycle lanes along Roosevelt Avenue to facilitate transportation and commerce should
be integrated to boost the economic activity of the area without depending on a vehicle. Stores
located along bike lanes and good sidewalks have a higher likelihood of success.

ii.

Flores Street

South Flores may be a good candidate for a pedestrian-oriented corridor that could boost the
atmosphere of the area. The street has older brick buildings that still maintain storefronts with
potential to be repurposed. Rehabilitation projects would maintain the area’s character while
providing business opportunities to residents, as illustrated in Figures 14, 15 and 16 (see p. 105107).
Situated between South Flores and Roosevelt, on Southwest Military, Pica Pica is a good example of
a successful market area with local products, services and events offered to the community. Pica
Pica hosts many boutiques, local businesses that may attract cultural heritage travelers.
Future development on Flores Street may benefit from a clear physical connection with Mission San
José. During the field survey, East Pyron and East White streets were identified with potential for
this purpose. These streets have a strong, authentic look that may enhance the cultural value of the
neighborhood. This neighborhood has its own identity and high potential for Airbnb, VRBO and Bed
and Breakfast accommodations due to its proximity to the Mission.
Maintaining and renovating the existing sidewalks, adding bike lanes and improving the public
lighting system are also necessary for safety and integration (see Figure 17, p. 108). The City
already has an “Operation Facelift” program that offers financial support to renovate storefront
façades. The other buildings and houses located along these streets need attention, as well.

iii.

South Presa Street

The motels located along South Presa are a major part of the cultural landscape and authentic
heritage, as highlighted in Figures 18 and 19 (see p. 109-110). As a result, special attention should
be given to renovate these facilities and businesses.
With a reduction in crime and with renovated motels, there is a lot of potential on Presa Street for
authentic restaurants, icehouses, art galleries, and retail stores. Developing Hot Wells may
undoubtedly boost interest.
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iv.

Mission Road

Future planning for Mission Road should strive to conserve its authenticity and enhance its
potential to connect Mission San José to Mission San Juan. Limited, small-scale development may be
appropriate. Based on the rural aspects of the road, especially between Missions San José and San
Juan, a few small businesses may be possible, along with additional recreational areas to the west.
Lupita’s Café and Nora’s Mexican Restaurant on Mission Road are already very popular businesses.
Small-scale, mixed-used developments (as depicted in Figure 20, see p. 111) may offer boutique
accommodation, gift shops, cafeterias, art galleries and small heritage market destinations. Projects
that reflect the culture of the local community should be encouraged.

Design Proposals for the One-Mile Radius around Mission San Juan
As shown in Figure 10 (see p.101), Mission San Juan is located in a rural context. Tourists in this
area seek history, culture, and natural environment. This area has the potential to attract people
from industrial parks, airport, and Brooks City Base Hospital. Local people within this area have a
higher level of education and income compared to the Mission San José area, who could help to
support the authentic destinations offered for cultural heritage tourism. Because of the extended
undeveloped land, the agricultural context, and the history, bed and breakfasts and campgrounds
were identified as potential accommodations. Additionally, unique lodging possibilities (such as
trailer parks, eco-hotels, cabins) should be considered in this area.
In a previous report, the authors noted that:
The OESD [Office of Education and Sustainable Development] describes rural tourism as a
dynamic concept, encompassing multiple objectives, including equalizing income between rural
and urban populations, creating equal access to social services, creating equal employment
opportunities and protecting rural amenities. Rural tourism is typically characterized as smallscale, well managed, educational and frequently high-end market (Roberts, Mitchell & Hall 2003)
Rural tourism may include visiting a working farm or an agricultural facility for the purpose
of enjoyment, education or active involvement in the activities of the “place.” Special interest nature
holidays, adventure, sport and health tourism, hunting and angling, educational travel, arts and
heritage tourism are other types of rural tourism activities (Irshad 2010) [13].
The San Juan demonstration farm could help to gather the community and enhance visitor
experiences. Besides the demonstration farm, outside National Park area, private wineries, and
“pick your own” farms could also be implemented. In the U.S., an increasing number of vacationers
are basing their travel around food and wine. Culinary tourism is drawn by the opportunity to
consume, such as dining restaurants, sampling local beverages, attending cooking schools or
participating in formal wine tastings [14].
Based on the survey results, demographics of the area, and the rural context, Mission San Juan has a
high potential for cultural heritage tourism development, especially rural and eco-tourism. The
node formed by South Presa Street and Graf Road could serve for a small, rural development,
including cafés, restaurants, cheese stores, wine tasting places, orchard shops, organic markets, etc.
This would attract mission visitors as well as Brooks City Base users.

i. Connect Brooks City Base to Berg’s Mill, Mission San Juan and Stinson Airport
Analyzing the data and maps, a potential connection between the Stinson Airport, Mission San Juan
and the Brooks City Base was identified. Boyle Road could be completed through to Corpus Christi
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Highway. Then, Corpus Christi Highway could connect to Presa Street through Old Corpus Christi
Road and Graf Road. This area could support restaurants, grocery stores, bakeries, bed and
breakfasts and rural accommodation. Graf Road also connects this area with Mission Road (to the
airport). This connection could have sidewalks, bike lanes and trees to foster an inviting setting for
pedestrians. This new connection would allow people living and working at Brooks City Base to
visit more frequently or perhaps live in the area around Mission San Juan. This would also enhance
the ownership of the area around the mission, on Mission Road, and would help to develop and
maintain programs that serve cultural heritage tourism. The Brooks Development Authority has
recently revealed plans to improve interconnectivity between these areas via a park.
Mission Road by Stinson Airport already has the potential for tourism with a café, flight school, and
helicopter tours. The updated Stinson Airport Master Plan recommends non-aeronautical
development on the triangle site between Mission Road and the San Antonio River. The plan
suggests hike and bike trails and a hotel development that will be appropriate for expected cultural
heritage travelers. Little cafés, icehouses, unique gift and souvenir shops could also be developed
along this part of Mission Road.
South of Stinson Airport could be developed for farm-based activities, such as an equestrian center
and farm-based rural accommodations. Properties at Espada Road have large farmlands, and these
lands have great potential for additional activities. If residents are interested in engaging with the
tourism potential of the area, they should be encouraged to develop small businesses based on the
agricultural nature of the cultural landscape.
Camping sites, fishing, rowing, canoeing, and other recreational activities could be developed north
of Mission Road and Mission San Juan on the banks of the river. Villamain Road is suited for
educational and social activities, such as temporary art and craft classes, demonstration kitchens,
and farmer’s markets. Food trucks could be placed at the corner of Villamain and Graf Road and
festival areas nearby. Even though most of these proposed activities are within the National Park
area and worth considering, they may prove difficult to undertake. Currently, the NPS does not have
the staff capacity (funding) to run such activities.

Other Proposals for the Missions Historic District
i.

San Antonio River

The River has always been the main link between all the missions. The lack of a direct connection
from the River to Mission San José is problematic. Bikers or pedestrians must go to VFW Boulevard,
and then to Roosevelt, in order to get to Mission San José. Pedestrians need a more direct
connection from the River to the mission. Currently, there is a pathway from the River, passing
through Mission County Park, and running along the northwest side of the Charro Association. This
path should be continued along the creek located on the southeast side of the Mission Library area,
in order to connect to San José Drive. This connection would allow local businesses to develop
alongside this new path. CoSA has already started working on this proposal in order to provide
direct connections from River to the Missions. Considering San Antonio River Authority (SARA)’s
Mission Reach Recreational Concessions Study [15] which was considered in this report, has
designated areas for private vendors and additional park trailheads (Figures 9 and 10).
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ii.

Acequias

The acequias have been creating microclimates across the centuries, allowing flora and fauna to
flourish in the area. Education on the history of acequias could be enhanced and their recreation
potential further explored. The addition of camping sites along Acequias Park, Acequia Trail and on
the Espada Aqueduct site is worth considering, although, the National Historical Park does not
currently have the capacity to handle such activity. Camping sites must be safe and provide basic
services to the public (e.g., public restrooms, communications, shaded areas, grill pits, tables,
playground, monitored spaces, etc.).
The signage along the Acequia Trail should be improved, to enhance the importance of these as part
of the San Antonio cultural historical landscape. Acequias need to be better mapped across all areas
of the City—from Brackenridge Park down the San Antonio River to the end of the Espada Acequia.
Bike lanes, or appropriate markers, might highlight areas once served by the acequias. Each acequia
and river trailhead needs unique, clear graphic signage in Spanish and English. Signs and
wayfinding aids have been critical to increasing and managing visitation at other WHS.
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Figure 9: Potential Zones for Small Business Development around Mission San José. Maps developed by CCS staff.
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Figure 10: Potential Zones for Small Business Development around Mission San Juan. Maps by CCS staff.
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Figure 11: Perspective created for Roosevelt Ave. Developed by CCS staff.
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Figure 12: Perspective created for Roosevelt Ave. Developed by CCS staff.
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Figure 13: Perspective created for Roosevelt Ave. Developed by CCS staff.
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Figure 14: Perspective created for Flores St. Developed by CCS staff.
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Figure 15: Perspective created for Flores St. Developed by CCS staff.
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Figure 16: Perspective created for Flores St. Developed by CCS staff.
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Figure 17: Proposed perspective from Flores Street by CCS staff.
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Figure 18: Motels along South Presa.
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Figure 20: Perspective and section created for Mission Road by CCS staff.
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VI.

INCENTIVE OPPORTUNITIES
A. Background
No other city in the United States is faced with the same issues of heritage protection that exist in
San Antonio with regard to the UNESCO WHS and buffer zone. Unlike other places, San Antonio has
an obligation to protect intangible heritage embodied in the existing population. This is part of the
World Heritage designation because the “outstanding universal value” (OUV) of the inscribed site
includes the authentic culture of people who live and work in the large buffer zone around the
missions. Thus, protection of this WHS means not only care of the physical, historic features, but
also continuity of culture. Long-term protection means that a reasonably stable demographic of
residents and businesses needs to exist, and not be displaced by real estate development or rapid
economic growth, lest the newfound prosperity destroy a core reason for the global recognition of
San Antonio’s heritage.

B. Cultural Sustainability
Cultural heritage is one of the key elements to future prosperity in San Antonio. The City has both
tangible and intangible heritage, the latter embodied in existing communities, local traditions, and
people who have lived in the region for multiple generations. In the areas around the San Antonio
Missions, the intangible heritage is integral to the OUV of the UNESCO World Heritage inscription.
The OUV of the San Antonio Missions WHS is their integrity as intact, surviving structures from the
colonial period (tangible heritage) representing the full missionary endeavor, plus the resulting
formation of a Mestizo culture (intangible heritage). This includes the heritage of people alive in
San Antonio today, who are descended from the 18th century, plus the traditions and cultural
practices that have been transmitted to the present day. The intangible heritage exists in traditions,
arts, beliefs, language, memories, practices, etc.
Programs to engender cultural sustainability are necessary for the protection of World Heritage in
San Antonio. What is cultural sustainability? To answer this, one must first define sustainability.
Sustainable means the ability to maintain and perpetuate the natural and cultural systems that
support human existence. This includes concerns for environmental, economic, social, and cultural
heritage issues. Cultural sustainability focuses on people and their cultural heritage while also
considering the other aspects of sustainability. The elements of sustainability are interdependent.

C. Protection of Intangible Heritage per the World Heritage Convention
The San Antonio Missions, when compared to the 22 other inscribed World Heritage Sites in the
U.S., are unique with regard to the intangible aspects of their OUV. First, only 10 of 23 World
Heritage sites in the U.S. have cultural heritage; the other 13 are entirely natural heritage. Of the 10
cultural heritage sites, only five are located in urban areas, as follows:
-

Independence Hall in Philadelphia (OUV is connected to a political event at one building; no
buffer zone);
La Fortaleza and San Juan NHS in P.R. (OUV is architecture, engineering and politics of military
history; boundaries vague; buffer zone not specified);
Monticello and the University of VA (OUV is architectural value plus tangible remains that
embody ideas and ideals of Thomas Jefferson; no buffer zone);
Taos Pueblo (OUV is unique architectural ensemble with living culture; no buffer zone); and
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-

San Antonio Missions (OUV is complete, tangible record of Spanish missionary endeavor and
resulting effects, including intangible attributes of authenticity and integrity surviving across a
large area).

San Antonio, faced with the protection of intangible OUVs, finds itself in an atypical and unusual
heritage management situation, one without precedent in our nation. The above list shows only five
places with possibly similar World Heritage management issues. None of the other four are similar
to San Antonio with regard to management of intangible heritage OUVs connected to a living
culture. Only one other on the list, Taos Pueblo, has OUVs of intangible heritage, and Taos Pueblo
has no comparable management examples relevant to San Antonio. Taos Pueblo is not comparable
because it is a small community adjacent to a small town. One ‘owner,’ a tribal nation, controls the
pueblo with the capacity to make management choices in a manner unavailable within the multivaried property rights and ownerships of San Antonio.
Adding complexity to the unique situation, our U.S. legal system is not conducive to the protection
of intangible heritage. The methods of heritage protection in the U.S. are based on the constitutional
authority of local government to enact zoning laws to control building form (such as heights and
setbacks) and require the preservation of tangible remains, which are visible from public rights of
way. There are no commonly practiced, government-sponsored methods of historic preservation
for the protection of purely intangible heritage. We have many successful tools for protection of
tangible remains, as seen twice a month in deliberations of San Antonio’s Historic and Design
Review Commission and in multiple programs of the City’s Office of Historic Preservation. The
nation has an infrequently used National Register of Historic Places program for designation of
“traditional cultural properties,” and even less well-known guidelines for “social impact
assessment” occasionally used by federal agencies to satisfy requirements of the 1986
implementation regulations of the 1970 National Environmental Policy Act. A social impact
assessment can be triggered by “major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment. Major actions include all existing or proposed federal projects and programs.
Failure of a federal agency to act may be considered by the courts as a “major action.” The definition
of “federal” may include state and local government in certain instances when they assume federal
responsibilities, such as with housing programs for example [16]. Overall, any thoughtful observer
of the situation would note that the protection of intangible heritage in the U.S. is like an uncharted
territory lacking any rules of navigation.

D. Recommendations Regarding Existing Tools
-

Recommendation #1: Retain and reinforce existing CoSA programs and policies to better
sustain intangible heritage.
Recommendation #2: Educate to promote use of tax credit programs for new and
revitalized commercial uses.
Recommendation #3: Consider when appropriate the completion of a survey of
“Traditional Cultural Property” per guidelines of Parker and King [17].
Recommendation #4: Consider requesting Social Impact Assessments under NEPA for
better respect of local community values in large decisions.
Recommendation #5: Consider completing the International Council on Monuments and
Sites (ICOMOS) Heritage Impact Assessments in the process of approval for high profile
projects.
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Use of Existing Tools
Next steps should include fresh thinking on how existing tools are working and might be enhanced.
There is a need to extend opportunities for prosperity to existing residents and businesses within
the World Heritage buffer zone because the OUV does not exist without the people. Mitigating the
potential for population displacement is essential. Existing opportunities for visitors (be they local
or non-local) to have authentic experiences of San Antonio’s culture need to be protected and new
ones can be established. In the sections below, this report outlines creative ideas that hold great
promise. These issues and topics will require future research, critical analysis, and forethought
prior to implementation. The creative ideas presented below have common aims:
-

To incentivize local prosperity,
To create or enhance meaningful jobs and business opportunities in the heritage conservation
sector, and
To foster increased pride of place within the heritage zone.

-

i.

Existing Incentives

Creative thinking is needed to preserve and
Recommendation #1: Retain existing CoSA
sustain the intangible heritage through
programs and policies to better sustain
currently available incentives and programs.
intangible heritage.
There are many. These good efforts should be
continued, and perhaps even enhanced in a targeted manner to support efforts in the mission area.
The vacant building program deserves special attention in this regard because it exists to correct a
serious detriment that works against experiences sought by heritage visitors.
The most powerful economic incentives for
Recommendation #2: Educate to promote
new and revitalized commercial uses are
use of tax credit programs for new and
frequently overlooked in San Antonio. These
revitalized commercial uses.
are the State and Federal Rehabilitation Tax
Credits. Staff presentations by the Texas
Historical Commission show significantly higher activity in other Texas cities than exists in San
Antonio. There is no good reason for the discrepancy. The economic incentives for historic
preservation need to be better marketed and encouraged.

ii.

Utilize Federal Legislation to Greater Advantage

Between 1966 and 1970, three Acts of Congress were signed into laws that have great relevance to
all matters of historic preservation, including World Heritage. These are the National Historic
Preservation Act (1966), Department of Transportation Act (1966), and National Environmental
Policy Act (1970). These three Acts, and their resulting implementation policies, form the
‘backbone’ of all historic preservation law, protections and policy in the U.S. at federal, state, and
local levels. All of them allow for the protection of living heritage, but none of them stipulate exactly
how to protect or enhance intangible culture. Two of the Acts have implementation policy
guidelines that are important to San Antonio’s intangible heritage, discussed below.
a. National Historic Preservation Act (1966)
The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) spawned our current processes of historic
designations, codified the idea that historical significance has integrity (the capacity of a place to
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display its significance) and put forth a mechanism for protection of integrity—compliance with the
Secretary of the Interiors Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. All this came with a
new agency to advise the President and Congress, guide process and resolve disputes—the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. The City of San Antonio adopted and uses elements of
the NHPA-generated policies in their Unified Development Code. Within the realm of historic
designation, the federal government issued “Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Traditional
Cultural Properties,” [17] for the purpose of adding traditional cultural properties to the National
Register of Historic Places. Per Bulletin #38, a Traditional Cultural Property is one “that is eligible
for inclusion in the National Register because of its association with cultural practices or beliefs of a
living community that (a) are rooted in that community’s history, and (b) are important in
maintaining the continuing cultural identity of the community.” Until recently, these guidelines had
been mostly applied in the context of Native American cultural sites and not across the complex
cultural geography of a major city.
Of note to current issues in San Antonio, the
Recommendation #3: Consider
National Register “Guidelines for Evaluating and
completing a survey of “Traditional
Documenting Traditional Cultural Properties”
Cultural Property” per guidelines of
were recently followed by San Francisco, CA, in
National Register Bulletin #38.
their attempts to document and protect
intangible heritage of the Japantown community. San Francisco holds good examples for San
Antonio because they began to explore documentation and protection of intangible heritage several
years ahead of efforts here. For example, in 2012 a database of “Japantown Social Heritage” was
created with over 300 entries, backed up by detailed inventory forms consistent with the guidelines
for documenting traditional cultural property. San Antonio needs a similar database for intangible
heritage at the World Heritage sites and existing within the Buffer Zone. The survey will not suffice
alone, though, because an important characteristic of National Register designation is that it
concerns real property – places – not the intangible heritage itself. World Heritage does not make
this distinction in quite the same way, instead anticipating direct protection of intangible heritage
when it exists as an element of the OUV.
b. National Environmental Policy Act (1970)
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) generated a new agency, the Council on
Environmental Quality, and a new type of document to inform federal undertakings – the
Environmental Impact Assessment. NEPA recognizes that impacts of federal activities can be
environmental, economic and social, and requires assessment of impact prior to the action.
Typically, impact on the environment has been
Recommendation #4: Consider requesting
accepted to mean impact on the natural
Social Impact Assessments under NEPA for
environment of flora and fauna, and so a typical
improved inclusion of local community
impact assessment will concern such things as
values in large decisions.
management of water resources, or threats to
endangered species. Yet human lives are part of
the environment too, so there are guidelines and procedures for a document called the “Social
Impact Assessment,” (SIA) first issued in 1993, and updated a decade later in a revised 2003
version. Social impacts concern effects of an action on the lives people and their local society,
including cultural values and beliefs. Local knowledge and values must be included in the
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assessment in order to make socially responsible choices under NEPA to balance the local interests
with the regional and national. San Antonio, like any big city, is witness to numerous federal actions
impacting the environment on a regular basis. Additionally, the National Park Service operates the
San Antonio Missions National Historical Park, and the U.S. Department of the Interior took action
to create the whole World Heritage inscription in the first place. Despite these facts, no Social
Impact Assessment has yet been undertaken for any federal action, undertaking, or project
receiving a federal permit in San Antonio.

iii.

ICOMOS Heritage Impact Assessments

Recommendation #5: Consider completing
The UNESCO World Heritage Convention calls for
an ICOMOS Heritage Impact Assessments in
protection of the “outstanding universal values”
(OUVs) of the inscribed site—the reasons why the the process of approval for high profile
projects.
place is worthy of World Heritage inscription.
Impacts on the OUVs are to be managed,
identified in advance, and mitigated as necessary for proper protection. In 2011 ICOMOS put forth
guidance on a document called “Heritage Impact Assessment” (HIA) as their recommended
approach to consider any changes that could alter the OUVs. The HIA works like the SIA described
above in that it is a case-by-case report done in response to individual proposals. The HIA is specific
to World Heritage because it focuses directly on how the OUVs would be impacted by a proposal for
new development, typically something such as a large new building, large-scale demolition, major
infrastructure improvement, or dramatic change in use.

E. New Ideas
New programs, policies and agencies could extend and open opportunities for prosperity to existing
residents and businesses, thereby mitigating the potential for population displacement and de facto
conserving the authenticity and integrity of the World Heritage OUVs.

i.

Enhance Business Opportunities and Create Jobs

In previous sections of this report, five industry sectors were identified as related to the heritage
tourism economy: 1) food services and drinking places; 2) accommodation; 3) retail trade; 4) arts,
entertainment and recreation; and 5) real estate, rental/ leasing. Each of these five sectors has
related support industries, such as cleaning, laundry, information technology, shipping,
warehousing, buildings and grounds maintenance, insurance and financial services.
a. Provide direct assistance to small, local entrepreneurs
City programs and agencies with aims to foster the growth of small, local businesses should be
retained and enhanced. New programs, policies, and agencies should be considered, with the
objective to mitigate displacement of existing businesses and residents by offering guided access to
greater prosperity. Government agencies could engage consultants to offer one on one professional
advice in design, rehabilitation, historic preservation tax credits, a review by San Antonio’s Historic
and Design Review Commission, permitting, and overall needs for a small business to start-up or
grow [18].
b. Promote public history education programs
Additionally, a public history education program could be developed. Visitors desire authentic
experiences plus interpretation of history and cultural heritage. The National Park Service has
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excellent school education and public interpretation programs regarding the facilities under their
care. Efforts could be expanded by others beyond the boundaries of the SA Missions National
Historical Park. Advanced education programs for visitors as well as local entrepreneurs might
focus on the history and practices of the intangible heritage, including music, art, food, dance,
language, religion, events, traditions, etc.

ii.

Promote Tax Benefits of Conservation Easements

Preservation Restrictions (Easements) on private property deeds can be donated to and managed
by a non-profit recipient with beneficial tax outcomes for the donor. Façade easements are common
in historic preservation, but these will not work in San Antonio’s Mission areas generally, because
almost all of the properties are in a historic district or landmarked, and a taxpayer cannot ‘donate’
(agree not to modify) a façade that is already restricted by local ordinance. However, restrictions
may be donated and recorded on historic land and cultural landscapes in private ownership that
would otherwise be available for new development or construction. The Internal Revenue Service
refers to these as Conservation Easements, and there are many rules. The restriction must be done
legally and in perpetuity. The City’s legal and financial experts could investigate viability of this
approach and produce recommendations for classes of property owners who may be eligible and
interested. Advance support and collaboration of a local non-profit (such as the SA Conservation
Society) would be necessary.

iii.

Produce Brochures and Guides to Legacy Businesses and Offer Financial
Assistance

San Francisco, CA, has established programs to identify, promote, and give financial support to their
“legacy” businesses. The local non-profit advocacy group, San Francisco Heritage, established a
“Legacy Bars & Restaurants” initiative in 2013, modeled after ones in Barcelona, Buenos Aires, and
Paris. The program is primarily a guide for patrons, and has qualification criteria – 40 years or
more longevity plus distinctive architecture and a history that relates to the community. The City
has a comparable list, a Legacy Business Registry, “comprising bars, restaurants, retail stores, arts
and performance spaces, and light manufacturing businesses that have been located in San
Francisco for at least 30 years and have contributed to the history and identity of a neighborhood
or community” [19,20].
Also in San Francisco, special use districts and other designations have been proposed with
intentions to retain smaller, local businesses. These efforts evolved into the “Legacy Business
Historic Preservation Fund,” approved by voters in November 2015. The program will subsidize
rents as well as costs of ownership, and up to 300 businesses may participate [19]. Implementation
details are being resolved, and only a small number of businesses are yet engaged in the program.
Though definitions are loose, and elected representatives nominate participants, the program
nonetheless holds promise for protecting the intangible heritage of a place. People from San
Antonio should further study and analyze the program.

iv.

Consider New Education Programs for the Building Arts

Preservation entails good care of old buildings including maintenance, repair, rehabilitation, and
restoration. There is a large market for preservation services. Property owners need properly
conserved buildings to attract and impress the heritage tourism market. In addition, the historic
district and other ordinances require proper maintenance. The Office of Historic Preservation offers
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a “rehabber club,” which has launched a few businesses already. More and bigger thinking in this
regard could be worthwhile. San Antonio could be a center for the Building Arts of Texas, with job
training programs to certify qualified craftspeople and contractors. Presently, there are only a
handful of comparable programs in the nation, including these three: South Bennett Street School in
Boston, Belmont Technical School in Ohio, and College of the Building Arts in Charleston, SC. San
Antonio has one of the pre-eminent culinary arts schools in the nation—why not add building arts?

v.

Stimulate Programs to Allow Private Commercial Uses on Public Property

Public entities and government agencies, such as the San Antonio River Authority (SARA) and the
National Park Service, have the capacity for specially permitted uses or leases that may allow
various commercial vendors to operate on public land. In fact, SARA commissioned a study on this
topic, Mission Reach Recreational Concessions Study, in 2010. The study recommends respectful
concessions with joint agreements for uses on SARA property and adjacent parklands. Various
concession types, locations, and management structures were reviewed in the study. The
recommendations from 2010 are good, and now need to be revisited with the more recent World
Heritage inscription in mind.
Visitors need services at key locations along their travel routes. Appropriateness of the types of
permitted uses and vendors to the context of the World Heritage site will be essential. Concession
types, which enhance the OUV of the Missions, would be most desired. Perhaps program
participation criteria could also prioritize small business operators who already live within the
World Heritage Buffer Zone? Small, local entrepreneurs may be stimulated by the lower overhead
expenses of this type of lease versus a more typical business arrangement to lease or own a ‘bricksand-mortar’ shop. Overall, the positive effect will include an increase in the “dwell time” of visitors
by providing more retail opportunities.
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APPENDIX I-B
Description of Public School Districts and Charter Schools in the Missions Area
Public Independent School Districts
Harlandale ISD (HISD)
Harlandale ISD consists of 14 square miles on the south side of San Antonio and serves
approximately 15,000 students. The district contains 13 elementary schools, 4 middle schools, 2
traditional high schools, a facility for special needs students, and 2 alternative campuses. The
student enrollment for HISD is 15,154, and the total number of faculty and staff combined in the
district is 2,126. The district has 1,110 teachers. The ethnic composition of the district is 97.3%
Hispanic. The percentage of economically disadvantaged students in the district is 88.2%. The
percentage of students who receive free lunch are 100% [1]. The district spends $8,394 per student
per academic year. HISD’s graduation rate is 76%.
San Antonio ISD (SAISD)
SAISD is the third largest school district of the fifteen in San Antonio, and it serves a total of 53,857
students [2]. It is an urban school district, encompassing 79 square miles [3]. The student
demographics for SAISD are 91% Hispanic, 6.4% African American, 1.8% White, 0.4% two or more
races, 0.2% Asian, and 0.1% American Indian. The percentage of students classified as
economically disadvantaged is 91.6%. There are a total of 3,288 teachers and 7,382 total
employees. There are a total of 90 campuses in SAISD [4]. The district has 13 high schools, 16
middle schools, 50 elementary schools (Pre-K-5), 4 early childhood education centers, 5 academies
(Pre-K/K-8), and 3 alternative campuses.
SAISD is striving to become a national model for urban school districts, but the district is facing
several challenges. Its mobility rate is 30%, compared to 19.2% in Northside ISD and 17.7% in
North East ISD. Over the last eight years, the graduation rates have improved from under 60% to
80.8%. Still, only 3% of students are deemed college-ready. There is a lack of affordable housing
for some students in SAISD. Last year, the district identified approximately 3,000 students who
were homeless. Currently, the average cost for renting a house in SAISD is approximately $1000
per month, making it difficult for a large population living at the poverty level to obtain affordable
housing. Population flight over the last 40 years in SAISD has left the district with the challenges of
excess campuses (91) for its 54,000 students [5]. As a result, campus maintenance drains resources
that could be used for other services. The district has been making changes, including school
closures and consolidating campuses, to accommodate the loss of students and families who are
moving out of the district. Efforts are underway to address some of these challenges.
Southside ISD (SISD)
The SISD is made up of nine campuses composed of three elementary campuses, and one high
school, early college high school, middle school, intermediate school, primary school, and discipline
alternative education program campus [6]. In 2015, SISD’s enrollment was 5,548 [7]. The ethnic
composition of the district includes 90.3% Hispanic, 7.8% White, 1.2% African American, 0.4% of
two or more races, 0.3% Asian, and 0.1% American Indian [8]. The total number of teachers at SISD
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is 374 and the total number of employees is 779. During the 2015-2016 school year, beginning
teachers in SISD made an average of $51,100 per year [9].
Recent controversy has plagued the Southside Independent School District (SISD). Issues with
hiring and suspensions of superintendents, and lack of qualifications and improper hiring of
contractors and employees suggest the Southside ISD needed state intervention [10,11]. With a
newly appointed superintendent, the Texas Education Agency (TEA) opened an accreditation
investigation into SISD [12]. The lack of leadership and stability in SISD has made it difficult for the
community to trust the direction of SISD to meet the needs of their students.
Charter Schools
Charter schools are starting to recruit students from San Antonio public schools. Most charter
schools can be found within San Antonio’s Loop 410. The charter schools surrounding the
Harlandale ISD include Por Vida Academy Charter School, New Frontiers Charter School, Henry
Ford Academy Alameda School for Art + Design, Positive Solutions Charter School, and Brooks
Academy of Science and Engineering.
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APPENDIX I-C
Consumer Spending
i.

San José

Apparel
Children’s Clothing
For children’s clothing, the most drastic departure from the national average is spending between
$100-$149 for children 6-11 years old: the index is 211.8, over twice the national average (San Juan,
ZIP code 78214, and San Antonio are all between 115 and 145). The next highest index score for
the population within a mile of Mission San José is 172.3, for spending between $50-$99 for
children under 1-year-old. The three remaining index scores for children’s clothing which depart
dramatically from the national average (i.e. 140 and above) are: spending between $200-$249 for
all children in the household, 148.9; spending between $50-$99 for children between 1-5 years old,
143.7; spending between $100-$149 for children between 1-5 years old (and index score of 143.2).
There are six more index scores between 120 and 140, of which the most important is: spending
between $250-$399 for all children in the household, which is a score of 123.3. This is not the next
highest index score, but rather demonstrates that there is a steady demand for basic or mid-range
children’s clothes (the highest spending category is not over 120 for most of the age categories).
Women’s Clothing
The population within a mile of Mission San José spends significantly less than the national average
on women’s clothing, and only above the national average (slightly, but not over the index score
threshold of 120) for two specific goods: skirts and slippers. Perhaps not surprisingly, ski clothes
(not including boots) and leather jackets are the least purchased goods (scores of 56.6 and 55.3
respectively). The other five least purchased goods (between index scores of 60 and 80) are
generally weather-related or exercise-related.
Men’s Clothing
For men’s apparel, the most popular item among the population within a mile of Mission San José is
leather jackets (index score of 141.5); note above that it is the least popular item of women’s
apparel. The other popular items (with index scores between 120-140) are overcoats/topcoats and
wallets. The least popular items are within the score range of 60-80: sport coats (note the contrast
with overcoats), gloves, and slacks/pants (not including jeans). Given the low scores for sport coats
and slacks, it is more likely that the men living within a mile of Mission San José hold blue-collar
jobs (auto service and repair, retail stockrooms, etc.) than white-collar jobs (law firms, banks, etc.).
Women’s Lingerie
Although there are relatively few items within this category, they typically represent a distinct
category in most retail stores and thus not always combined with women’s clothing. The
population within a mile of Mission San José spends the most on regular pantyhose (score of 132.8),
with no other item in the category significantly more or less popular. However, regular pantyhose
is the least popular item in this category for the population within a mile of Mission San Juan (score
of 70.6).
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Other Apparel
The final apparel category includes items that—while they may be tailored or made differently for
men and women—fall within the “both men and women” category. Most of the items in this
category are related to physical activity, exercise, and leisure: over half are considered “Sports
Clothing”. The only item in this category with an index score significantly higher or lower than the
national average for the population within a mile of Mission San José is fleece bottoms
(sweatpants), with an index score of 126.5. Interestingly, fleece tops (sweatshirts) have a much
lower index score (87.3), albeit not significantly lower than the national average (i.e. under 80).
Food and Drink
Food (Overall)
This category has several dozen items, but there are typically very few items which are significantly
higher or significantly lower than the national average. Only four items of the several dozen have
an index score of 120 or above for the population within a mile of Mission San José: liquid or
powdered baby formula used within the past 12 months (143.4); pork rinds (135.4); fresh or frozen
Cornish game hen (122.3); and onion rings (120.6). There are no items significantly lower than the
national average.
Non-Alcoholic Drinks
The most popular non-alcoholic drink for the population within one mile of Mission San José is
decaffeinated instant coffee (index score 161.5). The other two instant coffee items, household and
regular, are also significantly higher than the national average (index scores of 139.3 and 129.8,
respectively). The other significantly more popular items are powdered milk flavoring (139.6), 7Up regular carbonated drink (136.6), instant iced tea (134.0), and Powerade active drink (121.5).
The least popular non-alcoholic drink for the population within a mile of Mission San José is whole
bean coffee (69.1), which is more or less the opposite of instant coffee (the two types of ground
coffee, regular and decaffeinated, are lower than the national average but not significantly so). The
other two non-alcoholic drinks which are significantly less popular than the national average are
Diet Mountain Dew carbonated drink (78.7) and Diet Coke carbonated drink (79.2).
Alcoholic Drinks
The alcoholic drink category is relatively small in its number of items, but understandably there is
enough spending on alcoholic drinks nationally to treat them as a separate category. Unlike NonAlcoholic Drinks, there are no brands names within this category. For the population within one
mile of Mission San José, the only item which has an index score significantly higher than the
national average is prepared cocktail mixes with liquor (121.7). By contrast, almost every other
item in this category is significantly below the national average. In ascending order, they are:
imported rose dinner wine (50.1), imported white dinner wine (54.5), imported red dinner wine
(58.8), imported table wine (59.2), domestic white dinner wine (61.6), domestic red dinner wine
(67.8), domestic table wine (70.5), and champagne/sparkling wine (72.6). Interestingly, beer (of all
types) is also below the national average, but not significantly so (87.1).
Automotive
As many of the items in the Automotive category are big-ticket items (cars, trucks, etc.),
expenditure for those items understandably occurs less often. In this category, maintenance and
parts are therefore going to be more important when looking at data over the short term (especially
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if it is only a “snapshot” at just one particular time). Purchases of various car models will actually
distort the data; for an area this small, just a few cars of a particular model would result in
extremely high index scores (because the larger the area studied, the wider the sample and the
more accurate the actual spending on each make of car or truck).
For the population within one mile of Mission San José, there are only four makes of automobile
which have an index score significantly higher than the national average: Oldsmobile, Volvo, GMC,
and Nissan (132.1, 121.7, 121.6, and 121.5, respectively). However, there are twelve makes which
are significantly lower than the national average, and seven of these have index scores under 60. In
ascending order, they are: Lexus (38.9), Volkswagen (41.6), Subaru (44.1), Pontiac (44.2), Mercedes
Benz (51.6), Saturn (55.4), and Kia (58.0). This is a general pattern from year to year in smaller
areas for a few makes to be above the average and for many makes to be below average.
Among the smaller goods and services, the most popular items are: Aamco Automotive Retail Stores
(136.7), Firestone Automotive Retail Stores (133.0), and Pep Boys Automotive Retail Stores.
Notably, for motor oil, the population within one mile of Mission San José most often has their oil
changed by a relative or friend (134.0) and least often has it changed by a car dealership (63.7).
The least popular small- and medium-ticket goods and services for the population within one mile
of Mission San José are: NTB Automotive Retail Stores (47.7), Global Positioning Services and
Navigation Systems (54.5), New Motorcycles (54.8), Meineke Automotive Retail Stores (55.1), and
Midas Automotive Retail Stores (58.9). There are several additional items with index scores
between 60-80.
Travel
Travel is a service in which the service bought is an “experience” of a place and/or the means of
getting to that place. As with automobiles, there is a very large number of items, but ultimately only
a few prove to be truly different from the average. In fact, for the population within one mile of
Mission San José, only five items have an index score significantly higher than the national average:
international travel to Peru (172.5), domestic travel using a recreational vehicle, or RV (134.3);
international travel to Cuba (132.3), using public transportation (unspecified as to mode) (128.2),
and international travel to Mexico (122.0). As with automobiles, long-distance travel for vacations
and other purposes is not a basic good or service, and for small sample sizes, just a few trips to one
distant destination can distort the pattern from year to year. There are about three dozen travel
items which have a significantly lower index score than the national average (against the five which
have a significantly higher score). Seven of those items/locations are dramatically lower than the
national average, with index scores less than 20.0: Alaska Airlines Frequent Flyer Program (18.2);
US Airways Frequent Flyer Program (16.1), travel to Scandinavia, Europe (12.3); travel to
Switzerland, Europe (19.3); travel to Australia/New Zealand (17.1); travel to China (19.2); and
travel to India (1.1).
Entertainment
The entertainment category combines several different types of leisure activities, from gambling to
playing sports to visiting theme parks to watching movies. For the population within one mile of
Mission San José, a few activities (or responses) have an index score considerably higher than the
national average. In descending order, these are: casino gambling in Laughlin, NV (177.3);
watching horror movies (167.0); casino gambling in Gulfport and Biloxi, MS (141.4); watching
documentaries (124.9); casino gambling at a riverboat, no location specified (122.1); and playing
the Texas State Lottery instant (scratch-off) game within the past 30 days (120.1). Unfortunately,
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two of the highest index scores are for “None of these” for leisure activities/hobbies and “Don’t
Know/No Answer” for sports played (155.2 and 165.6, respectively). The five activities for which
the index scores are considerably lower than the national average are: casino gambling in Atlantic
City, NJ (43.5); casino gambling in Tunica, MS (51.8); casino gambling in the Caribbean Islands
(53.2); casino gambling more than 10 times in the previous 12 months (57.2); and visiting Disney
World, FL (57.7). Among the other index scores are: visiting Busch Gardens, FL (65.6); downhill or
cross-country snow skiing (74.3); and watching drama movies (75.3).
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San Juan
Apparel
Children’s Clothing
For children’s clothing, the most significant difference from the national average is found in the
following items/amounts: Huggies brand diapers (180.8); spending $150 or more for children
under one-year-old (177.0); Pampers brand diapers (174.1); disposable diapers and training pants,
no brand specified (153.5); spending $150 or more for children between 1-5 years old (146.0); and
spending $400 or more for all children in the household (145.3). There are three additional index
scores between 120 and 140, of which the most important is spending $150 or more for children 611 years old (134.5). Taken together, this data shows the prevalence of newborn babies and infants
in the population within a one- mile radius of Mission San Juan (compared to the national average).
It also shows that the population in this area spends a relatively higher amount per household on
children’s clothing than the national average. The three lowest index scores compared to the
national average are: spending less than $50 on all children in the household (42.7); spending
between $50-$99 for children 1-5 years old (54.6); and spending between $150-$199 on all
children in the household (55.9).
Women’s Clothing
Only two items in the women’s clothing category have high enough index scores to be considered
significantly different for the population within a mile radius of Mission San Juan: suits (125.2) and
skirts (122.5). This clothing is generally indicative of office work and/or professional work, and the
jobs are more likely to be white collar than blue collar. The items with the lowest index scores are
ski clothes (not including boots) and raincoats/all-weather coats (41.2 and 47.6, respectively).
Perhaps not surprisingly, ski clothes (not including boots) and leather jackets are the least
purchased goods (scores of 56.6 and 55.3 respectively). Most of the other least purchased goods
(between index scores of 60 and 80) are generally related to blue-collar work (boots, work clothes,
gloves, jacket).
Men’s Clothing
For men’s apparel, the most popular items among the population within a mile of Mission San Juan
are wallets (index score of 177.8); utility/work clothes/work boots (149.9) and scarves (140.2).
The other popular items (with index scores between 120-140) are gloves, neckties, workout
clothes, sunglasses, and sweaters. The least popular items are within the score range of 60-80:
sport coats (note the contrast with utility/work clothes), suits, slacks/pants (not jeans), slippers,
and raincoats. Given the low scores for sport coats, slacks, and suits, it is more likely that the men
living within a mile of Mission San Juan hold blue-collar jobs (auto service and repair, retail
stockrooms, etc.) than white-collar jobs (law firms, banks, etc.). However, the high score for
neckties is somewhat of an anomaly in this regard.
Women’s Lingerie
Although there are relatively few items within this category, they typically represent a distinct
category in most retail stores and thus not always combined with women’s clothing. The
population within a mile of Mission San Juan spends the most on support pantyhose (score of
190.6), with tights (score of 124.7) the only other item significantly above the national average.
Regular pantyhose is the least popular item in this category (score of 70.6), although it is the most
popular item for the population within a mile of Mission San José (score of 132.8). The only other
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item with an index score significantly lower than the national average is knee-high hose (not
socks): 78.4.
Other Apparel
The final apparel category includes items that—while they may be tailored or made differently for
men and women—fall within the “both men and women” category. Most of the items in this
category are related to physical activity, exercise, and leisure: over half are considered “Sports
Clothing.” For the population within a mile of Mission San Juan, the most popular item is fleece
bottoms (sweatpants), with an index score of 171.0. The other items with index scores significantly
higher than the national average are watches bought for someone else (143.7); T-shirts (126.5);
team uniforms (124.3); and watches bought for oneself or someone else (120.5). There are no
items significantly below the national average in this category.
Food and Drink
Food (Overall)
This category has several dozen items, but there are typically very few items which are significantly
higher or significantly lower than the national average. Only five items of the several dozens have
an index score of 120 or above for the population within a mile of Mission San Juan: pork rinds
(146.5); plantain chips (131.2); frozen chicken with bones (131.0); liquid or powdered baby
formula used within the past 12 months (124.8); and chewing/bubble gum (122.0). There are only
two items significantly lower than the national average: soy chips (67.0) and lamb (79.4).
Non-Alcoholic Drinks
The most popular non-alcoholic drink for the population within one mile of Mission San Juan is
decaffeinated instant coffee (index score 171.4). This is also the most popular non-alcoholic drink
for the population within one mile of Mission San José. The primary reason for this is that instant
coffee is much more popular in most of Latin America, including Mexico and the Caribbean, as it
tends to be much more affordable and much quicker to make. In this sense, instant coffee came to
the area with the substantial refugee population from Mexico during the Mexican Revolution (19101921) and its aftermath. The other two instant coffee items, household and regular, are also
significantly higher than the national average (index scores of 145.0 and 138.6, respectively). The
other items with significantly higher index scores are: Diet 7-Up carbonated drink (151.8); 7-Up
regular carbonated drink (151.4); Gatorade active drink (136.2); powdered milk flavoring (131.7);
Coca-Cola regular carbonated drink (126.6); A&W regular carbonated drink (123.7); Powerade
active drink (120.5); and Pepsi regular carbonated drink (120.1). The least popular non-alcoholic
drink for the population within a mile of Mission San Juan is whole bean coffee (61.9). The other
four non-alcoholic drinks which are significantly less popular than the national average are
Seagram’s regular carbonated drink (74.5); Schweppes regular carbonated drink (77.2); and Diet
Mountain Dew carbonated drink (77.5).
Alcoholic Drinks
The alcoholic drink category is relatively small in its number of items, but understandably there is
enough spending on alcoholic drinks nationally to treat them as a separate category. Unlike NonAlcoholic Drinks, there are no brands names within this category. For the population within one
mile of Mission San Juan, only two items have an index score significantly higher than the national
average: prepared cocktail mixes with liquor (139.4) and flavored alcoholic beverages (126.7). By
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contrast, almost every other item in this category is significantly below the national average. In
ascending order, they are: imported rose dinner wine (53.8); imported red dinner wine (56.0);
imported table wine (64.4); imported white dinner wine (72.4); champagne/sparkling wine (73.4);
domestic red dinner wine (73.4); port, sherry, and dessert wine (73.9); domestic table wine (75.9);
and domestic white dinner wine (75.9). Interestingly, beer (of all types) is also below the national
average, but not significantly so (94.6).
Automotive
As many of the items in the Automotive category are big-ticket items (cars, trucks, etc.),
expenditure for those items understandably occurs less often. In this category, maintenance and
parts are therefore going to be more important when looking at data over the short term (especially
if it is only a “snapshot” at just one particular time). Just as in the Mission San José neighborhood,
purchases of various car models will actually distort the data; for an area this small, just a few cars
of a particular model would result in extremely high index scores (because the larger the area
studied, the wider the sample and the more accurate the actual spending on each make of car or
truck).
For the population within one mile of Mission San Juan, there are only four makes of automobile
which have an index score significantly higher than the national average: Mitsubishi, Chevrolet,
Saturn, and Ford (324.8, 144.1, 132.7, and 128.2, respectively). However, there are 15 makes which
are significantly lower than the national average, and nine of these have index scores under 60. In
ascending order, they are: Acura (20.7), Mercedes Benz (24.7), Subaru (31.7), Volvo (37.5), Cadillac
(40.7), BMW (51.8), Oldsmobile (54.7), Chrysler (57.4), and Lexus (59.9). This is a general pattern
from year to year in smaller areas for a few makes to be above the average (or in the case of
Mitsubishi, far above the average) and for many makes to be below average.
Among the smaller goods and services, the most popular items are: Goodyear Automotive Retail
Stores (188.5), Autozone Automotive Retail Stores (162.6), Sears Automotive Retail Stores (149.2),
Pep Boys Automotive Retail Stores (146.7), and mufflers (from any retail store; 144.6). The least
popular small- and medium-ticket goods and services for the population within one mile of Mission
San Juan are: membership in the AARP Motoring Plan (41.1) and Meineke Automotive Retail Stores
(55.1). There are several more items with index scores between 60-80, of which the most notable
are membership in Allstate (Safe Driver Rewards; 61.7) and membership in the American
Automobile Association (61.9).
Travel
Travel is a service in which the service bought is an “experience” of a place and/or the means of
getting to that place. As with automobiles, there is a very large number of items, but ultimately only
a few prove to be truly different from the average. In fact, for the population within one mile of
Mission San Juan, only seven destinations/items have an index score significantly higher than the
national average: international travel to Cuba (408.1), international travel to El Salvador (261.6),
international travel to Guatemala (163.4), international travel to Peru (149.1), cruise ship travel to
Hawaii (147.5), international travel to Mexico (143.3), and international travel for any personal
reason except vacation (122.4). As with automobiles, long-distance travel for vacations and other
purposes is not a basic good or service, and for small sample sizes, just a few trips to one distant
destination can distort the pattern from year to year. There are about three dozen travel items
which have a significantly lower index score than the national average (compared to the five which
have a significantly higher score). Seven of those items/locations are dramatically lower than the
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national average, with index scores less than 20.0: Alaska Airlines Frequent Flyer Program (18.9);
international travel to African countries (13.3), international travel to Ireland, Europe (16.5); and
international travel to Australia/New Zealand (14.3).
Entertainment
The entertainment category combines several different types of leisure activities, from gambling to
playing sports to visiting theme parks to watching movies. For the population within one mile of
Mission San Juan, a few activities (or responses) have an index score considerably higher than the
national average. In descending order, these are: watching horror movies (155.3); snowmobiling
(154.4); snowboarding (153.3); visiting Universal Studios, FL (145.2); collecting/other (127.2);
watching family movies (122.6); casino gambling in Las Vegas (121.8); and casino gambling on
Indian Reservations (120.6).
The five activities for which the index scores are considerably lower than the national average are:
casino gambling in Tunica, MS (7.8); casino gambling in Atlantic City, NJ (25.5); watching
foreign/independent movies (47.3); casino gambling more than 10 times in the previous 12 months
(51.3); and casino gambling on cruise ships (55.1). There are several more items/activities with
index scores between 60-80 including: visiting Busch Gardens, FL (65.6); participating in a physical
fitness program five times a week or more (66.8); visiting Disney World, FL (69.0); and watching
drama movies (69.1).
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APPENDIX I-D
All Figures
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Enlarged Figures

Figure 1. Bubble chart of employment and revenue by franchise (orange and green) and class for San José 2016. There is a significant interaction between the amount of
employees and industry. Businesses that are in Wholesale Trade with 20-49 employees are significantly different than all other industries and employment sizes. Similarly,
businesses that are in Retail Trade with 250-499 employees were also significantly different. Source: InfoUSA, Dun & Bradstreet, CCBR. *ENLARGED VERSION (page 11).
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Figure 11. Bubble chart of employment and revenue by franchise (orange and green) and industry category for San Juan 2016. There is a significant interaction between
employment size and industry category. Businesses that are Construction and Manufacturing with 20-99 employees had significantly higher sales volume than the other
groups. Source: InfoUSA, Dun & Bradstreet, CCBR. *ENLARGED VERSION (page 22).
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Figure 14. The River South Area. Source: River South Management Plan, 2010. *ENLARGED VERSION (page 27).
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Other Figures
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Figure A1. Comparison plot for interaction of employee type and classification in the one-mile radius San Juan Mission. The
table reiterates what the bubble plot in the earlier section discussed. There is sufficient evidence to support the claim that
there is a significant interaction. The E14 and D14 groups are significantly different than any of the other groups except each
other.
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Figure A2. Regression output for Length of Time a business is open (LOT) and Revenue (sales). The equation that was
generated,𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 = 936414 + 330430(𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒), where 330,430 is the slope of the regression line and 936,414 is the
intercept. There is sufficient evidence to support the claim, with 95% confidence, that there is a linear relationship between
the length of time a business is open and the revenue generated by them. Each additional year they are open, revenue
increases by approximately $330,000.
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